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To Our Readers

The interrelation between materials and instrument quality is of interest to all players, makers, and researchers. The quality of
wood used for instruments is especially important, although it is necessary to have some way to evaluate the performance of the

resulting instrument. The theme of many of this issue's articles, by 17 authors from four continents, is assessing the quality ofwood
and completed instruments.

Di Bella, Piasentin, and Zecchinet tell us that visual evaluation of spruce is an unreliable indicator of mechanical and acoustical
properties. Thompson dispels a myth about the drying properties of wood.

Etxebarria and Riera describe how to transform a personal computer into an acoustical measurement system, and Bell evaluates
the possibility of making modal analysis a common working tool for luthiers, similar to the way that plate tuning was once used.

In Part II of "Empirical tools in contemporary violinmaking", Schleske shares his psychoacoustical approach for evaluating violin
tone. Sali evaluates factors important for guitar sound. Sando, Huallpa, and Arruda compare and correlate results of jury tests and
acoustical tests of violins. Finally, Wang and Burroughs compare the radiated power of a mezzo violin with standard violins, with
surprising results.

In addition, we recognize Gabriel Weinreich's contributions with the award of the Hutchins medal, and Fan-Chia Tao reports on
the new Violin Acoustics Workshop at Oberlin University, Ohio. Bissinger investigates the simulation of violin sounds, and Loen
provides a new twist on the "Messiah debate" by comparing the graduation patterns of several Golden Age Strads. Also, Loen
tallies up types of strings used by elite players, showing how interesting questions can sometimes be answered using published
information.

The energy and creativity exhibited is this issue show that our Society continues to be an international leader in the acoustics of
string instruments. We hope that this issue helps to inform, entertain, and perhaps inspire the involvement and activity of our
members. As always, we welcome your feedback and suggestions.

Good reading!

Jeffrey S. Loen

The CAS Journal is published twice a year by the Catgut Acoustical Society, Inc. a non-profit organization which aims to
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CARLEEN MALEY HUTCHINS MEDAL AWARDED TO GABRIEL WEINREICH

Gabriel Weinreich is one of the top researchers in the second half of the 20th Century who have
contributed their expertise to an understanding of how the violin really works in terms of
measurable acoustical principles. Always ready for new ideas (even the far-out ones), patient,
understanding, and honestly critical, Gaby has helped us all in clarifying our thinking and relating
our endeavors to the basic principlesof physics. In his ownresearch on the various systems of the
violin he has devised ingenious computer-based techniques that have opened up new avenues of
thinking.

A graduate of Columbia University,receiving his PhD in 1953, Dr. Weinreich has been a Professor
of Physics at the University of Michigan since 1960, after working at Bell Labs, where he was
honored for his work in solid state physics and thermodynamics. His research has been broad,
including the interaction of acoustic waves in semiconductors. He is credited with the Weinreich
Relation between acoustic attenuation and the acoustoelectric effect.

His workwith the violin includes a method that he developed for measuring the acoustic radiation field with which he made the first
absolute measurements of violin radiativity. He published a definitive paper on the bowed string using electronicbows, both digital and
analog, as well as other papers including inharmonicity in the bowed string, the sound hole sum rule, the dipole motion of the violin, and
acoustical spectroscopy of the violin. Gaby has also researched the vibration of piano strings including inter-string coupling and its effect
on tone.

Dr. Weinreich has had many honors and awardsboth here and abroad. In addition to his teaching and research he is an ordainedminister,
and was Rector of Saint Stephens Episcopal Church in Hamburg Michigan for many years. His understanding and deep concern for his
fellow man is felt by all privileged to know him.

I am more deeply honored than I can say to have Gabriel Weinreich a recipient of the Carleen Maley Hutchins medal.

Carleen Maley Hutchins

In 1985 it was my great good fortune to meet GabrielWeinreich and be made welcomein his laboratory, as I have been many times since.
While attending my first musical acoustics conference I got an early sense of Weinreich's stature amongresearchers. Though I understood
almost nothing of the lectures, I noticed a shift in the quality of everyone's attention whenever Weinreich offered a comment. A similar
shift occurred for someone called Arthur Benade. Years later, Weinreich told me that though his primary interest was in violin physics,
he always hoped his work might benefit violinmakers - adding, with characteristic modesty, that he hardly imagined it had. Let me
publicly disagree.

Many researchers have discussed the directionality of violin sound. In formulating the concept of Directional Tone Color, Weinreich
showed that this directionality was not just a nuisance for researchers and recording engineers but a spacial effect with important musical
consequences. Ifpoetry is what is lost in the translation, then DTC is what is lost when the violin is heardovera loudspeaker - at leastone
not built by Weinreich. In demonstrating this, he filled a large gap in our understanding of the instrument. He has filled many others, but
I was asked to be brief.

"We're not asking you to feed the starving millions," said an Oxfam poster. "Just one." I am one violinmaker who has benefited
enormously as a makerfrom Gabi's reasearch, his teaching, and his friendship. His approach to the violin - its freshness and intellectual
integrity - is just what my myth-addled profession most needs, and is now hungry for. On behalf of violinmakers, those living and those
yet unborn, I thank him for his many contributions.

Joseph Curtin
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As a Physicist, whether colleague, thesis advisor, lecturer, author, or teacher, Gabriel Weinreich represents more than a model: a
reference. When attacking a problem, writing an article, presenting results, giving an explanation, or advising a student, it is often
inspiring to imagine how Gabi would do it. Asking him directly brings all sorts of surprises and reveals one of the most exciting aspects
of his scientificpersonality: his thinking is different.

After a respected career in solid state physics, Gabi moved on to musical acoustics and gave his initial paper on coupled piano strings.
This article generated much further research and progress in the field and remains a reference point. He then attacked the most challenging
animal of the menagerie: the violin. He illuminated and transformed many problems by his thorough and penetrating reasoning:
vibration spectrometry, radiativity, sound directionality, air-wood coupling, and vibration stability.

His scientific enterprises perfectly reflect his deep human qualities: courage, enthusiasm, and faith. Having overcomemore than his share
ofadversity, Gabi possesses an unusual generosity and a very rare ability to transmitinternal strength and serenity to all who come to him.

Gabi, the Carleen Maley Hutchins Medal tells you of our deep appreciation for your wonderful qualities and achievements.

Xavier Boutillon

Oberlin Violin Acoustics Workshop
The first OberlinViolin (and Bow) Acoustics Workshop was held at Oberlin College in Ohio during the week of June 16-22, 2002. It
was co-sponsored by the Catgut Acoustical Society and the Violin Society of America, and administered by Oberlin College. The
premise of the acoustics workshop is that collaboration between violin makers and violin acoustic researchers is not only beneficial,
but essential for progress in violin acoustics.

Since many participants lacked a background in acoustics, most of the talks and demonstrations concentrated on the basics. The first
series of talks presented concepts such as vibration, mass, stiffness, and damping. Norman Pickering prepared the main introductory
talkon this subject, although I read the talk since he could not attend. Joseph Curtin followed this with a demonstration of resonance
using a mass vibrating up and down at the end of an elastic cord. This prop was used to great effect many times throughout the week.

The second series of talks introduced basic topics in violin acoustics, such as the role of the f-hole, the bridge, vibration modes, plate
tuning, sound radiation, and methods of measuring violins. Joseph Curtin presented most of the talks, and also led a discussion on
Martin Schleske's work on modal analysis. Martin is one of the few professional violin makers to devote a significant amount of time
to violin acoustics research, and his violin making colleagues are extremely interested in his methods and results.

The third series of talks were from our two visiting faculty, George Bissinger of East Carolina University and Robert Schumacher of
Carnegie Mellon University. Professor Bissinger gave a fascinating talk on his VIOCADEAS project. He showed measurements done
on some violins, including mode frequencies, mobilities, and damping. Professor Schumacher talked about his research into bowing
strings with a glass rod. His talk gave everyone a deeper appreciation of the complexities of the bowed string and suggested interesting
areas for future bow acoustics research.

A hands-on project helped participants see howwoodremoval on a bridge affects the first resonance frequency (as describedin several
CASJ papers). We used a fixture devised by Joseph Curtin to measure the frequency. Several participants made suggestions for
refining the technique. For example, George Bissinger suggested using a microphone in close proximity to pick up the vibrations. The
method offers makers a simple, inexpensive,and effective technique to measure the effects of bridge tuning. John Pattee of Pioneer
Hill Software (24460 Mason Rd. NW, Poulsbo, WA 98370, http: / /www.telebyte.com/pioneer/') donated a copy of SpectraPlus Real-
Time Spectrum Analysis Software for the use of the workshop (Note: all members of the CAS are eligible for a 25% academic discount
on their software).

The workshop experience was so positive that we plan to make it an annual event. We are currently making plans for next summer's
workshop. If you are interested in the workshop, please contact Fan.Tao@daddario.com. We would especially like to welcome our
international colleagues to attend the workshop.

Fan-Chia Tao
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Simulating Violin Sounds
May the (Driving) Force Be with You!

George Bissinger
Physics Department, East Carolina University

Greenville, NC 27858
bissingerg@mail.ecu.edu

INTRODUCTION
Recent VIOCADEAS modal and acoustical analysis [1] results
appear to offer an interesting challenge. Can a physically reasonable
bridge driving force, processed through actual experimentalviolin
"filters" that convert it to sound, produce a reasonable facsimile of
violin sound? Also, is it sufficient to tell a "good" violin from a
"bad"one? Readers are introduced to the R-filter (in the frequency
regime) to test this proposition.

How might this violin sound simulationwork? A brief introduction
to a simplified model of violin sound (the vibration-radiation V-R
model) is probably a good start [2, 3] for readers unfamiliar with
such matters. The V-R model assumes that only the corpus
(top+ribs+back) radiates appreciable sound, and that the "vibration
chain" for the violin is reasonably well characterizedby the following
major links: bow hair interaction with the string -^ string vibration
"T driving force at string terminus on the bridge

"$

driving force
transmitted through bridge to corpus (vibrational energy) -^ sound
(acoustic energy). Italics emphasize the three links we measure: force
at the bridge F(co) in Newtons, surface normal velocity response
v(go) at approx. 550 points overthe entire corpus in meters/sec,and
acoustic pressure p(co) in Pascals at 266 microphone positions over
an r = 1.2 m sphere around the violin in an anechoic chamber (co =
angular frequency = 27tf). But only two quantities are stored: 1)
mobility = velocity/Force (m/s/N) = Y(oo), and 2) radiativity =
pressure/Force (Pa/N) = R(oo).

LIMITATIONS
Such simplicity inevitably has restrictions: a) limitation of driving
force position and direction (but additional measurements possible),
b) averaged corpus mobilities<Y(co)2> and c) averaged-over-sphere
radiativities <R(co)2> (omnidirectional sound). The experimental
driving force came from an impact hammer striking the G-string
side of the bridge parallel to the plane of the violin so that a broad
band of frequencies could be covered all at once (but only up to
4000 Hz). Since our measured responses were for excitation at the

bridge G-string, our label for theR-filter (<R(co) 2>) is most accurate
for notes on the G-string. Finally we compute only intensity (I,
energy/time/area), which varies with pressure squared (p2), not the
"sound" as a function of frequency.

The computation of averaged-over-all-directions harmonic
intensities is quite simple for a steady-state driving force F(co). (See
the Computational Details section at the end for the specifics). It is
just

(1)

An example of such a calculation for harmonics of the open G-
string is provided in Figure 1, using a sawtooth bowed string driving
force (strength of the nth harmonic falls off as 1/n). Twenty
harmonics fall below 4000 Hz. The strongest harmonic for the
driving force at n = 1 produces a very weak harmonic, the third
harmonic is easily the strongest overall, with smaller peaks at n =
5 and n = 12. These results are consistentwith measured harmonic
structures for bowed violins. However the violinist doesnotproduce
such a simple driving force, there are the starting and terminating
transients and bowing changes during the stroke, and holding the
violin changes its modal behavior (and hence its radiativity curves)
somewhat.

FILTER FUNCTIONS AND THE DRIVING FORCE
The R-filters <R(co)2> are available unlabeled for a "good" and a
"bad"violin in Microsoft EXCEL file format (V4.0) via the above e-
mail address. Interested readers will need to provide their own
driving force, and do their own computer/mathematical processing
using Eg. (1) to create sound files. Will the sound simulations be
good enough to reliably choose the "good" violin? Perhaps "good"
and "bad" will just sound different? Will room properties need to
be added to make sounds realistic (<R2> was measured in an
anechoic chamber!)? What about f > 4 kHz? However matters

I(o))ocF(co)2*<R(o))2 >
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Figure 1 - Log plot of steady state harmonic intensities (max. = 1,
■___k) for 20 harmonics of open G (196 Hz) using R-filter (measured
mean-squared radiativities <R2> (shaded curve, (Pa/N)2) and
sawtooth driving force (□) at bridge.
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turn out we will have learned something. And a central repository
for sound (wav or mpg) files might be desirable so others can judge
too.
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COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
To compute p2 from the mobility and radiativity measurements,
we evolve some useful equations using just our measured quantities,

(2),

Each normal mode has a unique velocity profile and so it has a
"unique" pressure-velocity ratio called the radiation efficiency, R

eff

Reff intermediates between the vibrational response and the acoustic
radiation field. With a radiation efficiency only the mean-squared
velocity for eachcorpus mode is neededto compute a mean-squared
pressure at some far-field distance. R „ for each normal mode is* err
computed from [4] (po = density of air, c = speed of sound, A =
area of microphone sphere, S = violin corpus area),

(3)

The intensity for the n* mode is just

(4).

Note that while R ff is a discrete quantity our measuredY(co) is not.
We can create a normal mode mean-squared mobility (aided by a
standard modal analysis program) that peaks at the mode frequency
and incorporates damping. Thus there is an equation to compute
the off-resonance amplitude of Y(co) at any frequency. The crucial
element missing in Eg. (4) is a physically reasonable driving force
to compute the intensity for harmonics across the entire frequency
range of a note. Ofcourse thesenumbers must be put into the time
domain for listening purposes.

If we are only interested in the sound output created by a driving
force at the bridge, matters get much easier. Evolving Eg. (1) an
additional step

so the average intensity can be computed using just the averaged-
over-all-directions radiativity < R(co) 2> and the driving force, which
produces Eg. (1).

„2 =v2 .4=^»4-4=^^2 4v 2 F2 v2v 2

r --L..d<p2>
*~p2c2 S <v2 >

/K)x7K)2 .^

p2 =F2 .Y2 .^^= F2 .Y2 .^=F2 .R2
(?) v / V/F2
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Modal Analysis for the Working Luthier

David R. Bell
1909 Sequoia

Fort Collins, CO 80525 USA

Editor's Note: David Bell graciously offers the following thoughts on developing a home modal analysis system. There is
potentialfor organising workshops in these techniques if sufficient interest is shown.—Ed.

The last issue of CAS looked back and lookedforward. It contained
explicitly and implicitly a retrospective of the work done in the last
50 years on the functioning of the bowed instruments and pointers
to future fruitful explorations. It also reminded us of the huge debt
of gratitude owed to Professor Saunders, Carleen Hutchins, Oliver
Rodgers, Norman Pickering, Professor Weinreich and many others
by makers young and old who possess some interest in the
application of science and technology to the bowed instruments.
The Editor is to be congratulated on the wealth of knowledge and
careful speculation assembled in the issue.

For those familiar with the violin world of dealers, makers and
restorers one may discern some tension between those who pursue
the scientific understanding of the functioning of the instruments
and many who make, restore and sell them. Some, like Martin
Schleske, do it all. I have become increasingly interested in recent
years in how science-based techniques might be interesting and
helpful to the maker at the workbench and, more particularly, in
modal analysis as a bench tool for the maker.

In a general sense modal analysis (MA heretofore) is in restricted
ways like the so-called "shaker table" (a tool with which many
makers will be familiar). The shaker table enables the principal
lower modes of vibration of the plates, as well as modifications of
such free plates, to be tracked to achieve various (and they are
many) proposed recipes for the shapes and frequencies of those
modes which, upon assembly, will result in a good and perhaps
outstanding instrument. The main difference between free plate
tuning and MA is that MA may be deployed upon the assembled
instrument and therefore takes into account the huge difference in
plate behavior (the main radiating surfaces) due to the large changes
in boundary conditions when the plates are glued to the ribs [I].
MA can potentially provide the maker with information directly
relevant to the radiative behavior of the instrument, and to
characteristics of the assembled instrument enabling intelligent
modification of some of its spectral and radiative properties. I
recommend reference [2] for readers needing a comprehensive

review of the state of the art/science of MA.Leaving on one side
for nowthe question of how useful such a technique might be to the
maker and what it's limits are, I shall describe in layman's language
what the methodis and how it might be made available to interested
parties. I apologize to thosewith theoretic and practical acquaintance
withMA, but I didnotwish to putpotential MA users offby launching
them into the forbidding depths of the scientificbasis of the method.
It is perhaps worth saying as a preliminary that in the last thirty
years MA has moved from the high powered labs into industry in
general and is now used on a routine basis more than ever before.
Furthermore, the übiquity of powerful desktop computers has made
MA a 'turnkey' operation in many respects. Users do not need to

acquaint themselves in a deep way with the internal routines now
employed in the computer and packages for MA. However, at a
practical level of employing these largely 'off the shelf available
routines, users do need acquaintance with the practical procedures
and pitfalls of carrying out a modal test.

I should state at this point that I have absolutely no commercial
interest in marketing such a system. But here we come upon one
great obstacle to modal explorations by the luthier, namely that of
cost. The system which Martin Schleske employs to such great
effectcan cost up to $20,000witha mediancost of$10,000, compared
to the cost of less than $1,000 for a shaker tableconsisting of signal
generator, amplifier and loudspeaker. Hence, my own explorations
have been principally concerned with minimizing this cost without
removing the integrity of the results of modal tests on bowed
instruments.

THE MODAL ANALYSIS METHOD - ACQUISITION PHASE
I shall assume in this description that the reader understands and
has had some experience with the free plate tuning process (the
Chladni method). In that process the plate, on soft supports
(strategicallyplaced to secure a setup closely akin to free suspension),
is excited by bathing it in a sound field (the stimulus or excitation).
What one discovers is that at various frequencies this excitation
produces different flexings and bendings of the plate which are
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characterized in their shape by parts of theplate which are apparently
still and at rest and otherparts of the plate which are clearly, from
the behavior ofscattered flakes of glitter, moving up and down. Put
anotherway, theplate possesses a number ofregimens of movements
of the kind just described, which are dependent on the frequency of
the excitation and these movements are stable and repeatable for
the given frequencies concerned. As you sweep the signal generator
up and down through a frequency range a numberof these patterns
appear. Further, these isolated peaks of modal perturbation may
have differing magnitudes -they have differing shapes and mobilities.
Let us call these the modal signatures of the plate since after all a
plate is a structure, a complicated structure for such an apparently
simple looking object. Assembled instruments behave in the same
generalway, as anyone knows who has tried to use the Chladni
glitter method on an assembled instrument. Doing this would be
useful except that the glitter keeps jumping and sliding off, thereby
obscuring the very modal information we wish to obtain. We do
know something very important, namely that gluing the plates to
the rib structure alters the behavior of the plates quite radically.
This is sometimes called a boundary value change. Modal analysis
consists in a morerefined means ofgetting at the acoustic signatures
of a complex object than the Chladni method.

What is used for excitation? Modal analysts use many types of
excitation, which is not surprising when you consider the wide
variety ofobjects of modal investigation with which they may cope,
ranging from Jumbo jet airframes to small circuit boards and
perhaps comprising novel structures and engineering components
whose vibrationalbehavior can only be guessed at in general terms.
All who have seen the remarkable 1940 footage of the Tacoma
Narrows suspension bridge destructing in a storm will be aware of
the importance ofmodal analysis in engineering enterprises. Electro-
magnetic shakers and vibrators are commonly used. One exciter is
a simple hammer, often called an "impact hammer, which delivers
a blow to the structure. Since what we are seekingis theresponse to
such a thump from a hammer blow we shall require some kind of
'pickup' to register this response. An accelerometer is commonly
used, which can deliver an electrical signal proportional to the
movement of the surface to which it is attached. The movement is
in a complicatedwayproportional to the hammer clonk force which
has excited the response. The hammer clonk is a transient signal
but theresponse to it may be longer than that of the short transient.
It is the response in which we are principally interested so at a later
stage in the process the response signal is divided through by the
hammer clonk. The resulting data are called a frequency response
function (FRF) which may be defined as the ratio of the output
response of a structure at a point due to an applied force at some
other point. It can come in a variety of flavors such as accelerance,
mobility, or velocity. In the interests of a comprehensiveaccount of
the behavior, we shall want to excite the structure at more than one
place and record the corresponding responses relative to those
clonks. Does this mean that we shall require for 30 accelerometers
to record 30 clonks? While I should add that in the case of large

structures modal tests are conducted with hundreds of
accelerometers (think of a Jumbo jet airframe), by a clever dodge
you can get away with fewer on things the size of a bowed
instrument/The hammercan rove for its clonks from point to point
on the fiddle so we can make use of something called reciprocity to
be explained thus: suppose you clonk at point A while the
accelerometer is at B. This would be like the accelerometer being
at A while you clonked at B. This clearly means that we can keep
the accelerometer in one place while the hammer roams for its
excitatory clonks to as many clonk points on the structure as you
may wish to measure. The preferred place on a fiddle for the
accelerometer is behind the bass foot or for a verylight accelerometer
on the G side of the bridge just outside the G string. It may be
attached with adhesive wax or super glue. The reason for choosing
this location is that it is intimately related to the system by which
the instrument is actually driven by the bow - the bow-string-bridge-
table chain. Another thing we must do at this stage is keep records
indicating the physical disposition of the clonk points on the device
under test to subsequently in the analysis stage to relate these points
to some model of the device. For an unvarnished instrument this
may easily be done by light pencil marks (this would not do for
your Strad). A small laserbeam which can be reliably andrepeatedly
directed is the preferred solution. Such devices may be bought or
fabricated cheaply.

I indicated above that we need to record the hammer impact in
order to later 'purify' the response signal as described above. How
is this to be done? What we do is equip the hammerwith a business
end containing a bit of piezo crystal. Such crystals have the
remarkable property of generating an electrical potential when
compressed (the Curie effect) due to and proportional to the
impressed force. So we lead this signal away to a recording device
just as we do also with the signal from a similar device, an
accelerometer, which picks up the response.

At this stage these signals are time-domain analog signals (the X
axis of a graph represents milliseconds while the V axis represents
magnitude). The clonk signal is quite sudden and short timewise
and the response signal somewhat longer, dying away gradually.
Think here of knocking with your knuckle a strung up fiddle. In
order to extract from these temporal responses frequency
information we resort to the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). This
perhaps forbidding but enormously ingenious and far-reaching piece
ofmathematics is set to work upon ourrecorded responses to extract
this information. At this point in the process one takes account of
the form in which clonk and response are obtained and it is here
that the computer steps onto the stage. The continuous analog signals
are digitally recorded by sampling (in the same way in which the
continuous musical signals from a microphone arerecorded digitally
by feeding the signals to an analog to digital (ADC) converter.
Essentially, the continuous signal is chopped up at a very fast rate -
called the sampling rate - and turned into a large collection of
numbers representing the signal in discrete rather than continuous
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form. This is essentially what the Soundblaster or other card does
in your computer when you record sound, even the latest cacophony
ofyour favoritepop star. Being now a bunch ofnumbers, the signals
are rendered amenable to mathematical treatment by the
aforementionedFFT and other routines which can then be used to
extract the frequency content, magnitude and phase of the time-
domain signals for further analysis.

Making use of this card and the computer containing it is the first
step in cost reduction ofMA. Many dedicated cards costing

$500

or
more are sold for acquiring this kind of MA data. Part of the reason
for this cost is that such cards have facilities for acquiring and
displaying a large variety of signals not needed for the acquisition
phase of MA whichI have described. The DSP facilities needed for
MA of bowed instruments can be more than adequately dealt with
if some precautions are taken (described below) by the type of
soundcard which comes with most of today's Pentium II (or better,
CPU) equipped machines [3]. Part of the reason why this is so is
that for practical purposes there is a two-fold theoretic constraint
upon the frequency ranges of interest in bowed instruments. Firstly,
there is little that might be acquired above 5 kHz where, depending
to some extent on the instrument, the sound radiation falls off.
Secondly, once we get above the 1 kHz range of frequencies the
modes come thick and fast and as a consequence are so close together
that they couple (i.e. mutually influence each other). Then there
really is no modal behavior yielding the distinct and isolable modes
we find below the 1 kHz. or so point [4]. Fortunately, within this
lowerrange we have some good chance of modifying the behavior

of the instrument by varying mass and stiffness in the light ofwhat
we have discovered about the mode shapes in this range by using
modal analysis [4].

One matter concerning the acquisition stage of MA I have not
mentioned thus far is that of signal conditioning, viz. ensuring, as
far as is possible, that the impact and response signals are healthy
representations uncontaminated by noise or other factors. This can
be assured by attention to the following:

(1) Connectors, shielded cables, and levels.

(2) Accelerometers come these days with tiny chips built in for
amplifying the signals to a healthy level.

(3) The clonk signal, which is a transient, needs a. small charge
amplifier which essentially integrates the signal delivered by
its contained piezo-electric crystal before delivering it to the
computer's sound card. This is a simple device requiring only
a power supply - which could be a 9 volt battery - and a handful
of components obtainablefrom any Radio Shack or similar
store. Anyone handy with a soldering iron can build this on a
1" square piece of single copper sided board also obtainableat
Radio Shack. (See Fig. 1 for my own home-brewed set up.)

(4) Leakage. This important factor affecting the integrity of the
FRF has to do with the digitization of these signals and the
subsequent application of Fast Fourier Transform. As I have

Figure 1. Hammer & electronics.
A = Power supply (regulated);
B = Charge Amplifier for Hammer
signal; C = Hammer;
D - Boost amplifier
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indicated the impact signal is a transient, that is, timewiseit is
a very short signal. Equally the response to this excitation may
be much longer. It dies away slowly compared with the sharp
rap of the hammer. This gives rise to what we call "leakage",
because of the different timeperiods of the impact and response
signals. We can minimize this by applying to both signals an
exponential decay 'window' which in effect increases the
amount of time required to acquire a measurement. This
considerationapplies particularly to lightly damped structures
(arguably, for example, a violin). While this is not the only way
to reduce leakage, it seems well suited to our application.

Before leaving the acquisition stage of MA I append some further
practical notes on the hardware:

MODAL HAMMER
Modal hammers (Fig. 1) range in cost from

$500

- 1000. My
collaborator and I have demonstrated that you can with a little care
construct one for less than

$50.

The trickiest part is the hammer
head where the piezo crystal has to be mounted. Properly insulated
leads, housed in a shielded cable, have to be led down the hammer
handle and thence to the charge amplifier. This head of hard
aluminum needs to be lathe machined (Fig. 2) and can be scaled for
violin to bass. A local friend of mine did the machining for nothing
in 30 minutes so I bought him a 24 pack of Bud.

Figure 2. Impact hammerhead design. Material is hard aluminum.
The insulating sleeve of the crystal assembly is an unshrunk piece
of shrink tubing. The crystal surfaces have a silver coated contact.
The barrel screw must be tightened down but not so hard as to
fracture the crystal. The handle is aluminum tube (from local
hardware store).

Alloy compression screw

Alloy main
barrel

Insulation
sleeve (shrink
tubing)

Crystal

Plastic/epoxy
tip

Integral stub for tip

The gvailability of suitable piezo crystals is another consideration.
GS's first hammerwas made using the ignition piezo-crystal from a
cigarette lighter. I discovered an Ohio firm which supplies suitable
crystals in standard sizesfor a few dollars each. It's worth mentioning
that for bass one might need a hammer somewhat heavier, and with
a larger crystal, than for violin.

Commercially sold hammers usually come with detachable tips
(the contacting surface for the clonk) of varying hardness. Such
variation with a little experiment may be used to control the
frequency range of the clonk excitation frequency range, which is
controlled by the hardness of the tip. The harder the tip, the wider
the frequency range will be. The hammer design lends itself also to
firm attachment of the contacting tip by use of superglue or epoxy.
One might provide a threaded tip at the machining phase for screw-
on tips of varying hardness. Different tips may be easily
experimented with by making them in a wax mold using epoxy and
a suitable plasticizer.

ACCELEROMETERS
These devices range widely in price. The cheapest single-axis one I
know of can be purchased with screened lead for a remarkable

$19.95

(from Digi-Key Corp; see www.digikey.com - part no. Ach-
-01-03). This is a single-axis device and weighs 5 grams which is a
little heavy for attachment to a violin bridge but seems to workvery
well if attached behind the bass side bridge foot. Somewhat more
expensive

($267)

is a device made by Dytran Instruments Inc.
(www.dytran.com: Model 3225F1) weighing much less (0.6 grams)
which would not impose significant mass loading on a violin bridge.
Top of the range are somewhat lighter models from Bang and
Olufsen costing upwards of

$500.

All these devices are equipped
with an internal chip for signal boost.

THE ANALYSIS PHASE
Having acquired our FRFs and saved them to disk we enter the
analysis phase in which the modal parameters and mode shapes are
extracted from these data. I have no intention of going into detail
about this because the mathematics involved is fairly advanced
(college level and a bit beyond) and also, given that most analysis
packages are designed to be comprehensive in terms of the great
variety of structures to be analyzed, there are many analysis methods
irrelevant to bowed instruments (e.g. we do not encounter in the
bowed instruments rotating structures such as turbine blades or
aircraft propellers). Furthermore, the analysis is simplified because
we are interested principally in the movements of plates,
fingerboard, neck, bridge, etc. the principal producers of sound
radiation in varying degrees, and that in only one dimension. Our
primary interest is in modal shapes, as defined by nodal (N.B. this
is not a misprint for 'modal') lines and the varying magnitudes of
the positive and negative movements at a given modal frequency of
the structure on either side ofnodal lines. Notice [4, 5] how complex
thesepatterns can be and how in many cases they wrap around the
corpus. The higher the frequency the less wrap-around type ofmode
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shape is found. High modes tend to be localized, something I call
'pooling', to the top or bottom plate. We collect many FRFs by
many clonks each related to a given point on the surface by
reciprocity and this is the basis for the post analysis representation
of the mode shapes themselves. We shall develop some of the
implications of this in the section belowon representation ofresults.

One great divide of the analysis phase is that between analyzing
eachFRF resonance obtained in isolation from its companions and
methods in which we submitan often large collection of FRFs to a
global analysis routine which extracts the needed parameters in
one continuous process. The analysis of a single FRF (Fig. 3) may
proceed by plotting the points of the FRF in the vicinity of the
resonant peaks (Fig. 4). This is called 'Circle fitting' and the graph
is plotted on the Argand plane (the V axis is complex and the X axis
is real) in order to see whether and to what extent these points form
a circle (in actual cases often a segment of a circle). This procedure
cangive us some access to whether the moderepresented is genuine
and also to an estimate of the damping (Fig. 5) which may have
conditioned it. If, for example, you happened in the acquisition
phase to have clonked on a nodal line, you would not expect to see
much activity for that FRF. Tedium is perhaps the outstanding
characteristic of such single FRF analysis but it is one of the best
ways there is of getting a preliminary assessment of the integrity of
the data and forrejecting spurious and fictitious modes. For example,
bad clonks not normal to the surface of the clonk point may produce
spurious or misleading modes. A double bounce is detectable in
the acquisition phase if one has a plot of the time response of the
hammer, as in the acquisition module we have written. Double
bounces are caused by the hammer head not getting out of the way
fast enough after the initial contact, so that the excited surface jumps
back and catches the hammer tip. If you spot a double-bounceyou
simply don't save it but repeat it properly. Both these defects would
also show up in circle fitting a single FRF [6]

Obviously the more FRFs you collect, the longer fitting all
resonances individually is going to take. In the case of the violin this

might amount to 70-100 FRFs for a full analysis. For a larger
structure, for example an airframe or motor car body, this has led to
the development of global methods, that is to say methods in which
a large collection of acquired FRFs are submitted together to
routines for the extraction of the modal parameters.

Figure 4. Circle fit of the data points of the frequency response
function shown in Fig. 3 (screen capture from the ICATS Modent
program). This is a plot on the real imaginary plane of the data
points in the vicinity of Mode 5. Note the resonances and anti-
resonances. The small triangles represent the datapoints from either
side of the peak labeled '4' in Fig. 3. Circle fit is a good way of
looking at the acquired FRFs to check for soundness of the data
before using a global routine to extract the modal parameters.

Figure 3. Typical plot of a frequency response function (FRF)
with numberedresonances. This shows the purified response of a
clonk with the impact hammer.

X:

I -5-
-3

-40

Figure 5. Damping plot - this checks the success or otherwise of
the damping estimate. Note also the damping values and the
damping plot in the lower left rectangle.

*
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These global routines are many in kind and sophistication — Rational
Fraction Polynomial method, Singular Value Decomposition
method, and so on. It is alsopossible to find routines whichwork in
the time domainrather than the frequency domain.But the fact that
we already know in general a good deal abouthow the violin family
behaves and because its members are designed to be a resonators,
we do not face difficult choices for global methods. Standard
methods such as those mentioned will suffice backed up perhaps
by an inspection by circle or line fit of a selected number of single
FRS's. Clearly, given the paucity of major resonances in the
frequency range where the modes are not closely coupled (roughly
for the violin the range 150 Hz. - 1200 Hz.) this may be done
expeditiously. But obviously where these global methods are
concerned we are very much at the mercy of the implementation of
the global algorithm in the computer with its handling of large
matrices and the solution of many equations. One simple expedient
adopted to check upon the integrity of the work was to acquire a
good commercial system for acquisition and analysis in order to do
comparisons from the same datasets that might be made using
professional standards. I was much helped in this by the modal
analysts at the Imperial College of Science and Technology in
London, England who made available to me their ICATS package
of routines (see www.icats.co.uk for more information). For
acquisition I use theDataPhysics ACE package ($4000) which mates
very nicely with any laptop running a Windows operating system.
Their package, which pretty well covers the gamut of modal analysis
methods and which is based on a wealth of experience and
understanding of MA., is one of the more reasonably priced but, as
it stands, is overkill for our circumscribedpurposes. Nonetheless,
it may be possible to come to some arrangement whereby the
Imperial College modal analysts might release more cheaply a
reduced package suitable for use by luthiers and guitar makers. As
far as our own programming efforts are concerned we have
preliminary versions of the acquisition module and analysis
routines. They are written in Delphis and will run under Windows.
They will be distributed at a minimal cost ($lOO or less) when
completed and tested, along with detailed instructions for the do it
yourself constructional projects needed. I hereby call upon anyone
with the requisite programming skills, mathematical grasp and
interest for assistance in this.

REPRESENTATION OF ANALYSIS RESULTS
The analysis aims to provide a graphic representation of mode
shapes and deformations. Broadly speaking, there are at least two
ways of doing this and they are not exclusive. One might have a
mesh of the points clonkedon an outlineshape for fiddle, cello, etc.
which might be animated or static, or alternatively one might have
a series of static plots showing nodal lines for a resonance and
positive and negative areas on either side, or isometric plots. To get
some grasp of the possibilities here take a lookat the illustrations in
Martin Schleske's article [4] where you will find both mesh
representations which might be animated and isometric plots of
frequency. Marshall's pioneering analysis in the 1980's showed nodal

lines on a violin form with numbers representing the + and —
magnitudes of the deformations of the plate [7].

I should mention here that many modal analysis packages have
routines for playing with representation by, for example, adding a
mass at somepoint on therepresentation of the structure and noting
how the modes alter. Clearly, such plots lend themselves to the
purpose of making intelligent changes to the stiffness and mass
distributions of the plate in order to shift the resonances for some
acoustic or radiative purpose.

Martin Schleske's work seems to be aimed at reproducing the
spectral signatures of instruments, thereby approximatingthat of
great instruments. However, simply trying to reproduce in an
instrument the same distribution of stiffness and mass to be found
in some other instrumentwill not by itself achieve this end. At least
one reason why this is so has to do with the modalproperties of the
wood used. Given that wood quality differs in this way it is at least
possible that no distribution of mass and stiffness conforming to a
given acoustic result is possible with THAT wood. Another reason
might be that coatings differ in their effects upon the acoustic
outcome. One thing suggested by this is that one use of modal
analysis might be to get some idea of wood properties before
embarking upon construction of an instrument. Oliver Rodgers,
Jim Woodhouse and Bruce Stough have worked on this problem
and tried to suggest shaker table and other methods to arrive at

some estimate of wood properties before construction [6]. This is
one reason why I believe that applied science, engineering
techniques, and modal analysis can be invaluable bench tools,
although the craft and practice of the luthier is fundamental and
cannot be replaced or ousted by the findings of science. Science
throws light upon those cases of making where things don't in the
end turn out exactlyas we might have liked orplanned. It can take
some (T repeat 'some') of the guesswork and speculation out of our
making. The main task facing us, as I see it, is getting the cost down
for the curious luthier without compromising the integrity of the
result. We are well on our way to achieving this goal.

Note:This article has a single author but is the result ofa joint effort
with Mr. George Stoppani (Luthier) ofManchester, England. Without
GS's heroic efforts in coding and mastering the material we should
have given up long ago in what seemed at the outset a reckless
project in many respects.
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Fingerprints Under the Varnish:
Comparing Thickness Graduations of the "Messiah" Violin

to Golden Age Strads

Jeffrey S. Loen
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ABSTRACT
Thickness graduation maps of the "Messiah" violin show similar
characteristics to thoseof theBetts (1704), Cremonese (1715),Tuscan-
Medici (1716), and other Golden Age Stradivarius violins. Top
plates are generally thin (2-3 mm), with the thickest areas (3-4 mm)
occurring between the c-bouts and the f-holes. Back plates have a
central concentric zone of greatest thickness (4-5 mm), in which the
center of thickness lies distinctly left of the centerline in the
Cremonese, Tuscan-Medici, and Kashininov violins. The thickness
pattern on the back of the Messiah violin is almost identical to that
of the Cremonese violin,including asymmetrical center of thickness
points located more than 30 mm left ofcenter. These characteristics
do not prove the Messiah's authenticity, although such a hypothesis
seems permissive because of the similarity of these commonly
hidden, highly personal traits.

INTRODUCTION
The process ofcarving and adjusting thickness graduations ofviolins
is very personal, and the distinctive patterns and thickness
distributions that characterize a particular maker might even be
considered a "fingerprint". Historically this internal "fingerprint"
has been largely overlooked, as multitudes of copyists of violins by
Antonio Stradivari concentrated on outward appearances. A
comparison of thickness graduation maps of the controversial
"Messiah" violin [1,2] with those of several of Stradivari's "Golden
age" violins provides additionalperspective on the question of the
Messiah's authenticity.

A graduation thickness contour map of the Messiah violin (Fig. 1)
was made based on measurements taken by John Pringle in 1980
[3]. This map is compared with contour maps of the "Betts" (1704),
the "Cremonese" (1715, [4]) and the "Tuscan-Medici" (1716 [s]).
All maps were constructed using the same method. See [6] for a
description of the thickness graduation project, database, and
method of construction of thickness contour maps.

RESULTS
Table 1 gives critical dimensions, including descriptive statistics
on graduation data, for the violin plates depicted in figures 1 and 2.

Clearly all three violins are slightly different, and the Messiah is
slightly longer and wider (especially in the lower bouts). Graduation
data for topplates are quite close inrange and meanvalues, although
data for back plates show that the Messiah is slightly greater in
minimum and maximum thickness.

Table 1. Dimensional data on Golden Age Stradivari violins, and
the "Messiah" (all measurements are in millimeters). Lengths are
caliper distances. Sources of data are as follows: Betts, U.S. Library
of Congress files; Cremonese, [4]; Tuscan-Medici [s]; Messiah, [3].

Violin Betts Cremonese Tuscan- Messiah
Medici

Date (1704) (1715) (1716) (1716)
Top plate

Length 353 355.5 356 358
Upper bouts 167 167.2 166.8 168
Middle bouts 107 110.0 109.4 112
Lower bouts 207 205.5 206.6 213
Arching height 16.3 15.4 15.4 15.5
Graduations 94 22 69 48
Mm 2.1 2.3 2.0 2.0
Mean 2.57 2.76 2.74 2.71
Max 3.4 3.5 4.0 4.0
Stddev 0.28 0.34 0.36 0.40

Back plate
Length 354 357 357.5 358
Upper bouts 168 168.0 167.5 168
Middle bouts 108 112.0 109.2 112
Lower bouts 207 208.0 207.5 213
Arching height 16.3 15.4 14.7 16.5
Graduations 92 26 72 23
Mm 2.2 2.4 2.2 2.75
Mean 2.99 3.63 3.20 3.67
Max 4.0 4.9 4.6 5.25
Stddev 0.46 0.80 0.64 0.81
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Figure 1. Contour maps of top plates of Golden Age Stradivari violins, and the "Messiah". Contour interval 0.25 mm; data point
locations are shown by small black dots.

Betts
1704

Cremonese Tuscan-Medici Messiah
1715 1716 1716

Figure 2. Contour maps of back plates of Golden Age Stradivari violins, and the "Messiah". Contour interval 0.25 mm; data point
locations are shown by small black dots.
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Top plates
The Messiah top plate shows similar thickness distributions to top
plates of Golden Age Strads (Fig. 1). Top thickness is within the
range of 2.0 to 4.0 mm, and the patterns show similar overall
"membrane-like" graduation systems, with moderate degrees of
asymmetry. A thick areabetween the f-holes and the edge of the C-
bouts on the Messiah is similar to that of the Betts and the Tuscan-
Medici (data points are lacking in that area for the Cremonese
violin).

Back plate
Back plates (Fig. 2) show the distinctive "bulls eye" pattern
characteristic of Stradivari violins, violas, and cellos [7, B]. On the

violin backs shown, the thick portion of the back plate forms a
concentric zone, in contrast to the practice of other makers who
construct a longitudinal backbone, or some other shape [7]. Overall
the graduation maps for back plates of the Messiah and Cremonese
are strikingly similar, which is significant because the degree of
detail of these two maps is similar (the number and distribution of
thickness data points are comparable; Cremonese, 26 points;
Messiah, 23 points).

The center of thickness on the back plate of the Messiah occupies
an asymmetrical position about 30 mm left of center. A similar
asymmetry appears in back plates for the Cremonese and Tuscan-
Medici violins (Fig. 2), and Fig. 3 shows that such asymmetry is not
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Figure 3. Center of thickness of 18 Stradivari violin back plates
(showing date), and the Messiah violin (shown with black star),
projected onto the back outline of the Cremonese violin of 1715.
Centers of thickness locations are based on centroids of maximum
thickness contour polygons generated on a geographic information
system using natural neighbor interpolation (see [7]). Positions are
adjusted for differing plate lengths.

unusual for Stradivari's violin backs (note: it also occurs in Strad's
cellos). The Messiah center of thickness plots at the left side of the
cluster defined by 18 Stradivari backs, and falls between two Golden
Age Strads, the Kashininov (1710) and the Cremonese (1715). The
center of thickness for the Messiah back plate is slightly more than
half (51.4%) of the distance from bottomto top edge. The average
distance from bottom to top edge of the center of thickness for 18
Stradivaribacks is 52.1% (range, 44.5-59.4%).

DISCUSSION
The data presented on dimensions, graduations, and center of
thickness seem permissive regarding the authenticity of the
"Messiah"violin. Such evidence does not prove that the Messiah is
a genuine Stradivari, although there appear to be no inconsistencies,
particularly in graduation "fingerprints" between the Messiah and
the Betts, Cremonese, and Tuscan-Medici violins. Graduation
patterns are highly individualistic. Indeed, evaluation of such
graduation thickness maps may be as close as we will ever come to
discovering "the fingerprints of Stradivari under the varnish" of the
"Messiah" [9].
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Strings for Violin, Viola, and Cello:
A Survey of What Elite Players Use

Jeffrey S. Loen
casjeditor@aol.com

INTRODUCTION
The selection of strings for violin, viola, and cello is a problem that
all string enthusiasts deal with on a daily basis. Many trade-offs are
involvedin selecting strings, including acoustical response, stability,
lifespan, and cost. The problem is perhaps most acute for elite
players who perform challenging music on the world's finest
instruments. What strings do these fine players choose? Do they
choose different strings for old vs. new instruments? Are the same
brands used on Strads that are used on Guarneris or Amatis? Do
soloistsuse different strings than string quartet players? How much
do they mixvarious brands and gauges on their instruments? How
important are acoustical considerations to these players, compared
to other factors? Amateur and professional players, makers, repair
people, researchers, and museum curators can all perhaps benefit
from answers to these questions.

Information on string choices of elite players is sparse in the
literature, although considerable data are available in leading string-
market publications, particularly Strings [I]. Almost every issue
of Strings contains profiles of leading players including a section
on "What they play" that gives the player's current choice of
instrument, bow, and strings. In contrast, other publications for
string players (including The Strad [2]) rarely give information on
player's choices of strings beyond what a knowledgeable reader
can glean from occasional color photographs. Additional
information (mostly of unknown credibility) is available from
Internet pages and web bulletin boards.

Please note that any mention of brand names is for research
purposes and does not constitute an endorsementby the Catgut
Acoustical Society. Also, the author has no financial interest in
any company that produces strings.

DATA AND METHODS
Data were collected pertaining to string preferences of modern
classical players (Baroque-style players are not included because
of obvious differences in strings used) of violin, viola, and cello

(Table 1). Players of earlier generationsare not included because
modern string varieties (especially synthetic-core strings) were
unavailable prior to the 19705. The principal source of data is
about ten years of issues of Strings Magazine, ranging from Sept.
1993to Jan. 2002 (although thecompilation is notexhaustive because
some gaps exist in my personal collection). Several new brands of
strings have been introduced since 1993, so for the purposes of this
article strings are classified mainly as gut, synthetic core, or steel
core (brand name is given where available). Additional data were
compiled from interpreting photos in the Strad, and from various
places on the Internet. The author did his best to interpret many
cryptic and incomplete references to string preferences, which may
result in some errors being included. String types, technical data,
and acoustical characteristics have been described in previous
articles [3,4,5,6,7].

The data tables (Tables 2, 3, 4) list player's name, player type (soloist,
string quartet, etc), instrument, maker, maker's location, date,
instrument name (if applicable), and string choice (type and brand,
if available). A player is listed more than once if they own or play
several different instruments, or in some cases if a change in string
choice is indicated by repeated biographies in different magazine
issues.

Table 1. Summary of data compiled on string preferences of elite
players.

Number Player Type Maker Location
of citations Soloist Quartet Italian French USA England Germany

Violin 48 27 21 42 4 2 0 0
Viola 12 2 10 10 1 0 1 0
Cello 21 11 10 14 2 3 1 1

Totals 81 40 41 88 7 5 2 1
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Table 2. String preferences ifor violin.

A. Soloists
Player name
Bell, Joshua
Chang, Sarah
Chee-Yun
Frank, Pamela
Friedman, Erick
Hahn, Hilary

Josefowicz,

Leila
Kaplan, Mark
Kennedy
Laredo, Jamie
Laredo, Jamie
Makarski, Michelle
Midori
Midori
Anne-Sophie Mutter
Anne-Sophie Mutter
Perlman, Itzakh
Perlman, Itzakh
Repin, Vadim
Rosand, Aaron

Maker (Location) Year
A. Stradivari (Cremona, Italy) 1732
Guarneri del Gesu (Cremona, Italy) cal 734
F. Ruggieri (Cremona, Italy) 1669
Guarneri del Gesu (Cremona, Italy) 1736
A. Stradivari (Cremona, Italy) 1724
J.B. Vuillaume (Paris, France) 1864
Guarneri del Gesu (Cremona, Italy) 1739
A. Stradivari (Cremona, Italy) 1685
Guarneri del Gesu (Cremona, Italy) 1735
Guarneri del Gesu (Cremona, Italy) 1741
A. Stradivari (Cremona, Italy) 1717
V. Panormo (Paris, France?) ca 1780
A. Stradivari (Cremona, Italy) 1722
Guarneri del Gesu (Cremona, Italy) 1735
A. Stradivari (Cremona, Italy) 1703
A. Stradivari (Cremona, Italy) 1710
A. Stradivari (Cremona, Italy) 1714
Guarneri del Gesu (Cremona, Italy) 1743
A. Stradivari (Cremona, Italy) 1708
Guarneri del Gesu (Cremona, Italy) 1741

Inst Name
Tom Taylor
Sennhauser
n/a
Wieniawski
Ludwig
n/a
Ebersolt
Marquis
La Fonte
Kochanski
Gariel
n/a
Jupiter
David
Emiliani
Lord Dunraven
Soil
Sauret
Ruby
Kochanski

G String
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; EP
s-c; TD
s-c; P
g-c; PO
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; T

D String
s-c; TD

s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; EP
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
g-c; PO
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD

s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; T

A String
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; EP
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
g-c; PO
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
st; uc
st; uc
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
uc
s-c; T

E String
st; TD
st; TD
st; TD
st; TD
st; EP
st; TD
st; W(s)
st; H
st; W
st; uc
st; uc
st; H (th)
st; G or PS
st; G or PS
st; uc
st; uc
st; uc
st; uc
st; W (th)
st; uc

Source
Str, 48
Str, 39
Str, 90
Str, 47
web
Str, 80

Str,

86
Str, 59
Str, 84
Strad
web
Str, 91
Str, 50
Str, 50
web
web
Strad
web
Str, 85
web

Salerno-Sonnenberg, Nadja
Salerno-Sonnenberg, Nadja
Sarbu, Eugene
Shaham, Gil
Vassilev, Vasko
Vengerov, Maxim
Zuckerman, Pinchas

P. Guarneri (Venice, Italy) 1724
S. Peresson (Haddenfield, NJ) 1974
A. Stradivari (Cremona, Italy) 1729
A. Stradivari (Cremona, Italy) 1699
Amati (Cremona, Italy) 1708
A. Stradivari (Cremona, Italy) ca 1723
Guarneri del Gesu (Cremona, Italy) 1742

n/a
n/a
Innes; Loder
Contessa Polignac
n/a
Kiesewetter
Dushkin

s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
g-c; PO
s-c; TD
s-c; TD

s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
g-c; PO
s-c; TD
s-c; TD

s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
st;J
s-c; TD
s-c; TD

st; TD
st; TD
st; J
st;J
st; W
st; P or J
st; uc

Str, 42
Str, 42
Strad
Str, 82
Str, 90
Str, 55
Strad

B. String quartet players
Player name (quartet name)
(violinist; Juillard)
(violinist; Juillard)
(violinist; Juillard)
Anger, Darol (Turtle Island)
Arditti, Irvine (Arditti)
Carney, Laurie (American)
Carney, Laurie (American)

Maker (Location) Year
A. Stradivari (Cremona, Italy) 1699
A. Stradivari (Cremona, Italy) 1700
A. Stradivari (Cremona, Italy) 1704
T.O. Croen (Richmond, CA) 1989
C.F. Landolfi (Milan, Italy) 1760
A. Stradivari (Cremona, Italy) 1687
G.M. del Bussetto (Cremona, Italy) 1675

Inst Name
Castlebarco
Ward
Betts
n/a
n/a
Ole Bull
n/a

G String
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD

D String
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD

A String
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD

E String
st; uc
st; uc
st; uc
st; uc
st; TD
st; G
st; G

Source
LOC
LOC
LOC
Str, 39
Str, 80
Str, 40
Str, 40

Drucker, Eugene (Emerson)
Fuller, Louisa (Duke)
Ikeda, Kikuei (Tokyo)
Jennings, Graeme (Arditti)
Kopelman, Mikhail (Tokyo)
Koster, Rick (Duke)
Lefsitz, Fred (Alexander)
Phillips, Daniel (Orion)
Phillips, Todd (Orion)
Setzer, Philip (Emerson)
Silverman, Tracy (Turtle Is.)
Winograd, Peter (American)
Winograd, Peter (American)
Yang, Ge-Fang (Alexander)

A. Stradivari (Cremona, Italy) 1686
N. Galliano (Naples, Italy) 1761
A. Stradivari (Cremona, Italy) 1727
H. Fagnola (Turin, Italy) 1902
A. Stradivari (Cremona, Italy) 1680
G Grancino (Milan, Italy) 1698
J. & A. Galliano (Naples, Italy) 1798
A. Stradivari (Cremona, Italy) 1702
A. Stradivari (Cremona, Italy) 1709
N. Lupot (Orleans, France) 1793
N. Vellum (France) ca 1850
A. Stradivari (Cremona, Italy) 1709
C. Tononi (Venice, Italy) 1763
J. Filius A. Guarneri (Cremona, IT) 1707

n/a
n/a
Paganini Quartet
n/a
Paganini Quartet
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
Greffuhle
n/a
n/a

s-c; TD
g-c; PO
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
g-c; PO
s-c; TD
g-c; PO
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
g-c; PE
s-c; TD
s-c; TD

s-c; TD
g-c; PO
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
g-c; PO
s-c; TD
g-c; PO
g-c; PO
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
g-c; PE
s-c; TD
s-c; TD

s-c; TD
g-c; PO
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
g-c; PE
s-c; TD
pg;D
pg;D
s-c; TD
s-c; TD
g-c; PE
s-c; TD
s-c; TD

st; C
st; H
st; W
st; W
st;J
st; H
st; TD
st; W
st; W
st; C
st; TD
st; G
st; G
st; TD

Str, 62
Str, 59
Str, 95
Str, 80
Str, 95
Str, 59
Str, 50
Str, 43
Str, 43
Str, 62
Str, 39
Str, 40
Str, 40
Str, 50

Explanation of codes:
Basic String Types:
g-c - gut core
Pg

"

P lain gut
s-c - synthetic core
st - steel

String Brands:
C - Corelli
D -Dlugolecki plain gut
EP - Evah Pirazzi
G - Goldbrokat
H - Hill

Pi - Pirelli Special Modifiers: Source codes:
Pm; Permanent (dc); dolce LOC; Library of Congress, Washington,
Pr - Prim (ft); forte D.C.
PO - Pirastro Olive (S); silver Str; Strings Magazine, showing issue no..
PS - Pirastro Synoxa (th); thick Strad; The Strad Magazine
T - Tonica (tv); tungsten Web; Internet (various sites)

uc - uncertain J - Jargar
L - Larsen

TD - Thomastik Dominant
TS; Thomastik Spirocore

P - Pirastro (unspecified)
PE - Pirastro Eudoxa

W - Westminster
Wf; Wolframs

PGL - Pirastro Gold Label
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Table 3. String preferences of viola.

A. Soloists
Player name Maker (Location) Year

L. Storioni (Cremona, Italy) 1780
Brothers Amati (Cremona, Italy) 1617

Walther, Geraldine
Kashkashian, Kirn

B. String

Quartet

Players
Player name (Quartet name) Maker (Location) Year
violist (Juillard) A. Stradivari (Cremona, Italy) 1727
Avshalomov, Daniel (American) A. Amati (Cremona, Italy) 1568
Avshalomov, Daniel (American) A. Stradivari (Cremona, Italy) 1695

Dutton, Lawrence (Emerson) P.G. Mantegazza (Milan, Italy) 1796
Isomura, Kazuhide (Tokyo)' A. Stradivari (Cremona, Italy) 1731

Metcalfe, John (Duke) M. Hillsden (England)

Scheindlin, Dov (Arditti) F. Bissolotti (Cremona, Italy) 1975
Yarbrough, Paul (Alexander) P. Castello (Genoa, Italy) 1750
Seidenberg, Danny (Turtle Island) French? ca If
Tenenbom, Steven (Orion) G. da Salo (Brescia, Italy) 1560

Inst Name C String G String D String A String Source

Inst Name C String G String D String A String Source
Cassavetti s-c; TD s-c; TD s-c; TD s-c; TD LOC
n/a

g-c;

PGL g-c; PGL g-c; PGL st; J

Str,

40

Quartet
n/a

Table 4. String preferences for cello.

A. Soloists
Player name
Moore, Kermit
Finckel, David
Finckel, David
Hai-Ye Ni
Isserliss, Stephen
Johnson, Samuel
Ma, Yo-Yo
Ma, Yo-Yo
Ma, Yo-Yo
Tsang, Bion
Wang, Jian

G. Bianchi (Florence, Italy) 1746
Brothers Amati (Cremona, Italy) 1622

B. String quartet players
Player name (Quartet name) Maker (Location)
Wilson, Sandy (Alexander) H. Sylvester (Lyon, France)

Year
1864

Gerber, David (American) A. Stradivari (Cremona, Italy) 1688
Gerber, David (American) G.B. Ruggieri (Cremona, Italy) 1667
de

Saram,

Rohan (Arditti) A. Guarneri (Cremona, Italy) 1692
McCready, Ivan (Duke) B. Lang (Germany) 1980
Finckel, David (Emerson) S. Zygmuntowicz (Brooklyn, NY) 1993
Finckel, David (Emerson) G.B. Guadagnini (Milan, Italy) 1754
Eddy, Timothy (Orion) M. Gofriller (Venice, Italy) 1728
Greensmith, Clive (Tokyo) A. Stradivari (Cremona, Italy) 1736

Sumner, Mark (Turtle Island) C. Harris I (London, England) ca 1800

Maker (Location) Year
F. Ruggeri (Cremona, Italy) 1698
S. Zygmuntowicz (Brooklyn, NY) 1993
G.B. Guadagnini (Milan, Italy) 1754
MGofriller(Venice, Italy) ca 1700
A. Stradivari (Cremona, Italy) 1730
G. Chanot (Paris, France) 1856
A. Stradivari (Cremona, Italy) 1712
Moes & Moes (Stamford, CT) recent

D. Montagnana (Venice, Italy) 1733

n/a st; TS st; TS BC BC Str, 92

de Munck g-c; PO g-c; PE g-c; PE g-c; PE Str, 99
n/a Pm (ft) Pm (ft) Pm (ft) Pm (ft)

Str,

90

Inst Name C String G String D String A String Source
n/a st; TS (tv) st; TS (tv) st; st; Lor T

Str,

50

Marylebone g-c; PGL g-c; PGL g-c; PGL st; J Str, 40
n/a s-c; TD s-c; TD st; J st; J

Str,

40

n/a st; J st; J st; J st; J (dc) Str, 59

n/a s-c; TD s-c; TD s-c; TD st; J Str, 45
n/a s-c; T s-c; T s-c; T s-c; T Str, 96

n/a g-c; PGL g-c; PGL g-c; PGL st; J Str, 40
Herbert s-c; TD s-c; TD s-c; TD st; J Str, 40
Axelrod
n/a st; H st; H st; H st; H Str, 62
Paganini s-c; TD s-c; TD st; J st; J Str, 95

1992 n/a g-c; PO g-c; PO g-c; PO g-c; PO Str, 59
or s-c; TD or s-c; TD or s-c; TD or s-c; TD

1975 n/a s-c; TD s-c; TD s-c; TD st; J Str, 80
1750 n/a s-c; TD s-c; TD s-c; TD st; J Str, 50
ca 1810 n/a s-c; TD s-c; TD s-c; TD st; J Str, 39
1560 n/a s-c; TD s-c; TD st; Pm st; J Str, 43

Inst Name C String G String D String A String Source
n/a g-c; PE g-c; PE st; J st; J Str, 38

n/a st; TS st; TS BC BC Str, 92
n/a st; TS (tv) st; TS BC st; J Str, 62

n/a Pm (ft) Pm (ft) Pm (ft) Pm (ft) Str, 90
n/a st; TS. st; TS st; J st; J Str, 94
n/a st; TS st; TS st; J st; J Str, 94
n/a st; TS st; TS st; J st; J Str, 94
n/a st; TS st; TS st; J st; J (ft) Str, 87
n/a st; TS st; TS st; L st; J Str, 91

st; TS (tv) st; TS (tv) st; st; Lor J Str, 50
or s-c; TD or s-c; TD or J

n/a s-c; TD s-c; TD st; J st; J Str, 40
n/a st; J st; J st; J st; J Str, 80

n/a st; TS st; TS st; TS st; TS Str, 62
n/a st; TS st; TS st; TS st; TS Str, 62
n/a s-c; TD s-c; TD st; J st; J Str, 43
Paganini st; Wf st; Wf st; J st; J Str, 79
Quartet
n/a st; J st; J st; J st; J Str, 39
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RESULTS

What TheyPlay
Eighty-one citations werecompiled (49% soloist; 51% string quartet),
consistingmainly (82%) of fine Italian instruments (Table 1). The
age of instruments spans 433 years, ranging from a 1560 Gasparo da
Salo viola to a 1993 Samuel Zygmuntowicz cello. Cremonese
instruments (including 28 instruments by Stradivari and nine violins
by Guarneri del Gesu), are more favored by soloists than for string
quartet players. About half of the string quartet players use
Cremonese instruments and the other half play Italian instruments
from other cities, and in a few cases, non-Italian instruments.
Stradivari instruments are rather evenly divided between soloists
and string quartet players, whereas del Gesu violins compiled for
this survey are played only by soloists. Non-Italian instruments
(from France, USA, England, and Germany, in order of abundance)
constitute only 18% of the database, although a third of the cellos
are non-Italian.

Strings Preferences

Violin
Forty-eight violinists (56% soloists; 44% string quartet players)
constitute the violin database. Soloists show a strongpreference for
synthetic core G, D (often silver-woundD), and A strings (especially
Thomastik Dominantstrings), although more than halfof the players
prefer to use a different brand of steelE string (Jargar, Westminster,
Hill, and Wondertone). One soloist expresses a preference for a
thick E string. String quartet violinists appear to have a similar
preference for synthetic core (Thomastik Dominant) strings to that
of soloists, although gut strings are slightly more popular than they
are for soloists. Steel core strings are not used on G, D, and A
strings. Again, players use a variety of brands of steel E strings
including Goldbrokat, Westminster, Hill, Jargar, and Corelli, and
some quartet players stipulate that they use thick E strings.

There is little difference in the composition of strings used on oldest
(17th Century) vs younger (18-20th Century) violins, although gut
strings are mounted on seven of the older (1685-1761) Italian
instruments . Stradivari violins in the study are strung with either
synthetic core (mostly Dominant) or gut (Oliv or Eudoxa) G, D,
and A strings, whereas all nine del Gesu violins are strung with
synthetic core G, D, and A strings.

Additionalresults pertaining to players of earlier generations are
that violinist Jascha Heifetz used a Pirastro Tricolore silver G string
with plain gut D and A strings, and a GoldbrokatE on both his del
Gesu and his Tononi violin. Fritz Kreisler used whatever strings
were available, although his 1733 del Gesu violin at the US Library
of Congress in Washington, D.C. is currently strungwith Thomastik
Dominants. Russian-school players, including Oistrakh, Grumiaux,
Flesch, Kaufman, and Mischakoff, used gut strings with steel A and
E strings (fine tuners on both A and E); this set-up is reflectedin the

preferences of a few modern players, notably Anne-Sophie Mutter.
The late Yehudi Menuhin used Pirastro Oliv strings and a
Goldbrokat E. The late Isaac Stern used "various brands of metal
strings". Mark O'Connor uses steel strings for his "crossover"
folk/classical music, and Nadia Salerno-Sonnenberg uses steel
strings (Helicore) for performing gypsy music.

Viola
Twelve samples (17% soloist; 83% string quartet) provide some
indication of strings preferred for viola (the small sample makes
string comparisons between soloists and quartet players tenuous).
Synthetic core strings are used mosdy on C, G, and D strings, whereas
steel core strings (Jargar or Helicore) are used mostly for the A
string. Two players show a preference for gut C, G, and D strings,
and one player uses all steel core (Helicore) strings.

The viola group includes the oldest instruments in the compilation,
including a 1560 da Salo, a 1568 Andrea Amati, and a 1617 Brothers
Amati. The da Salo is strung with a mix of synthetic core strings
(Dominant C and G) and steel core strings (Prim D, Jargar A),
whereas the Andrea Amati is strung with gut C, G, and D and a
Jargar steel core A. The Brothers Amati viola is strung entirely
with synthetic core (Tonica) strings.

Cello
The cello database constitutes 21 samples (52% soloist; 48% string
quartet; some players are listed more than once because they own
multiple instruments and(or) perform both as soloist and in
quartets). The most popular choice, both for soloists and quartet
members, is steel core strings (mosdy Spirocore C, G and Jargar D
and A), although a few players use gut and synthetic core strings.
Many of these players mix various brands and sometimes string
compositions.

Little difference is evident between the strings used for the oldest
(17th Century) and the youngest (20th Century) cellos, although gut
and synthetic core strings are used for some bass strings on most
17th Century Cremonese cellos whereas the newest instruments are
more commonly mounted entirely with steel core strings.

Factors Influencing String Choice
The reasons for using particular strings varies from player to player,
although elite players with hectic schedules often express a need
for convienence and stability in changing climatic conditions. For
example, Violinist Gil Shaham says that he likes to use strings that
he is accustomed to (currently Dominants), and British violinist
Kennedy states that his string choice depends mainly on climate.
Some players using synthetic core strings say that they prefer the
tonal characteristics of other strings, such as gut-core. SoloistVasko
Vassilev favors gut-core strings, although he says that he plays so
much that he uses strings that don't need to be changed so often.
Violinist Leila Josefowicz enjoys the "foolproof nature of
Dominant synthetic core strings, although she keeps experimenting
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with string combinations that she thinks might yield better sound
quality. Other players, such as violinist Nadja Salerno-Sonnenberg,
have tried one brand after another ("I used to use Dominants, and
before that, Pirastro"). Some players may use a particular brand
that was favoredby their teacher. Cost is apparently not a factor for
these players, and some have commercial agreements with string
companies to use a specific brand. A few appear to favor lower
tension gut strings for valuable older instruments (including the
Smithsonian's Axelrod quartet of decoratedStradivari instruments).
Surprisingly few players seem interested in finding strings that
optimize the acoustical response for their instrument (although
this may be a higher priority for their repair people). Finally, some
players obviously have other things on their minds besides strings.
For example, cellist Jian Wang admits that "I'm not very picky
about strings and I tend to play whatever I've got."

CONCLUSION
This survey describes the types of strings that a sample of today's
finest string players use on first-class performance instruments. Elite
players generally use synthetic core strings (often with a heavy
steel E string) on violin, synthetic core C, G, D, and steel A strings
on viola, and combinations of steel strings on cello. Few players
use gut strings, at least partly because of concerns about stability
during changes in temperature and humidity. Little or no difference
is noted between strings used on the oldest (as old as 1560) Italian
instruments compared to those used on more recent and modern
instruments.

It would be incorrect to assume that these string choices have
primarily an acoustical significance. Elite players often have hectic

schedules and travel extensively, and consequently the stability
and durabilty of their strings is a major priority. In addition, the
marketing efforts of large string companies often influence thebrand
of strings selected by these highly visible players.
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ABSTRACT
No evidence was found of a relationship between physical and
acousticalproperties (density, modulus of elasticity, index of merit)
and external aspects of Italian red spruce (mainly growth ring
distance). Growth ring distance was determined optically for 21
planks of red spruce, cut both longitudinal and radially. Moduli of
elasticity EL and ER were obtained by the measure of the deflection,
under known weight, of beam-shaped samples of spruce.

INTRODUCTION
Most luthiers base theirchoice ofwood for soundboards on external
aspects of wood, such as growth ring distance, straightness of grain
(both radial and tangential) and the absence of defects like resin
pockets and knots. Large growth ring distance is often loosely
associated with low density, and narrow growth ring distance with
higher elastic moduli, although craftsmen disagree on these points.
Is the appearance of spruce wood any indication of physical and
acoustical properties?

CHOICE OF SPRUCE FOR TOP PLATES
Commonly, red spruce (Picea abies) is used for top plate, bassbar
and soundpost in bow instruments and also for guitar and piano
soundboards. The quality of a board of red spruce is evaluated
threefold before it becomes part of an instrument:

1) Forest Corps make an initial selection of whole trees, cut them
in logs and quarters, and specify the destination for the wood
(i.e.: musical instruments, furniture or building industry);

2) Specialized dealers of wood for musical instruments (less fre-
quently luthiers) qualify wood using a certain number of classes
(i.e.: good - medium - poor quality);

3) Luthiers make their own final selection according to their be-
liefs on the relationship betweenwood appearance and wood
properties.

Wood with defects is rejected in the first two steps. Subsequently
luthiers analyze the external appearance ofboards, in particular the
growth ring distance along the main section of wood (radial and
transverse) and use this qualitative information to judgeif a piece of
spruce is acceptable for violin, viola or cello top plates. Physical
and mechanical properties of wood are rarely measured in any of
these steps, although they affect the frequency response of
soundboard. Even density, one of the easiest properties to be
measured, is rarely taken in account, and moisture content is often
disregarded.

In this paper we compare growth ring distance along a specimen's
width with wood density and moduliof elasticity {EL and !?_) in the
radial and longitudinal direction of specimens of red spruce. Many
studies indicate that these parameters are the most critical in the
top plate's frequency response. This work is based on a graduation
thesis in Materials Engineering at Padova University, Italy.

"Is the appearance of spruce wood any
indication of physical and acoustical
properties?"

IMAGE ANALYSIS APPLIED TO WOOD
CHARACTERIZATION

Growth ring distance
Image Analysis, is used here to evaluate growth ring distance for
the specimen's transverse section. First, an image of each radial
specimen is captured using a scanner, then the image is analyzed
using image analysis software. Late parts of the rings (the darkest)
are defined, and their position in the x-direction is measured and
tabulated. The "amplitude" A of each growth ring is defined as the
distance between the ends of two adjacent rings (Fig. 1). A similar
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Figure 1 Growth ring distance (d) and amplitude (A). Figure 2. Image analysis of a red spruce specimen.

Ring position [mm]

quantity, "growthring distance"dis the distancebetween the centers
of the late part of two adjacent rings. The "growth ring distance" d
is the quantity actually measured, and can be assumed equal to A
for the purposes of this work.

Data (position of the center and area of each late ring) are exported
to a spreadsheet, and an average value of i/is calculated. Then data
can be plotted in a graph (Fig. 2), where each point represents a
summer growth ring, with its position in the specimen transverse

section on x-axis, and its distance with adjacent ring on y-axis. An
image of specimen section can be superimposed to this graph, to

show the agreement between physical features and image analysis.

Usually d decreases from pith to bark, but in some specimens (Fig.
2) the distances are irregular. In order to estimate this irregularity,
an "index ofirregularity" (/) is calculated as follows (sigma indicates
standard deviation):

(Equation 1) 1,. — a

Growth ring distance is influenced by the cut of planks: while a
radial cut leads to an orthogonal relationship between rings and the
plate radial surfaces, a non-radial cut produces variations on the
angles, and can generate apparent distances larger than the
corresponding actual distances. Non-radial cuts in a number of
planks for pianos and violin blanks have been observed. Commonly,
luthiers use red spruce that has been cut at some angle from the
radial direction.

Late Growth Percentile
Another anatomical feature considered was £ %, the percentile of
the late growth of the ring (Equation 2), whereA is the area related
to summer growth, and A is the area related to late growth.

(Equation 2)

ACOUSTIC PARAMETERS AND THEIR DETERMINATION

Wood physical and elastic parameters
According to many studies [1, s], frequency response and acoustic
efficiency of top plates are mostly influenced by the following
parameters:

1) Density
2) Moduli of elasticity EL and ER.
Besides being anisotropic, red spruce also exhibits inhomogeneities
in its structure. For example, there are different dimensions of
rings in transverse section. This causes a variation in material
properties; density and Young's modulus EL vary, if measured on
different points in radial direction, as reported in this study.

PreparationofSpruce Specimens
Twenty-one planks of Italian red spruce, originally cut for piano
soundboards, were taken from Fazioli and Ciresa stock. All of the
wood came from the eastern Alps. Most of the wood came from the
Paneveggio forest, located in the Fiemme valley, near Trento, Italy
(plank number 8 is from Valcanale forest, in the il Friuli region,
near Udine).

All the planks were seasonedfor more than 2 years before being cut
into 300 specimens. Each plank was cut into seven pieces with the
major axis in the longitudinal direction, and seven pieces in the
radial direction. Specimens were then allowed to stabilize for more
than 30 days in a room with a controlled atmosphere (23°Cand
50% relative humidity). All the measures of density and moduli of
elasticity have been carried out in these conditions. Average values
for density, longitudinal and radial moduli were calculated for each
plank.

Moduli of Elasticity (EItEJ
The determination of moduli of elasticity can be achieved by both
static and dynamic methods. Static methods measure the

3t [specimen n°o4-07[ .
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Figure 3. Comparison between growth ring distance (d), index of
merit (M) and density, for 21 samples of Italian red spruce.

Figure 4. Comparison between index of irregularity (/), index of
merit (A/) and density, for 21 samples of Italian red spruce.

Figure 5. Comparison between growth ring distance (d) and
density, for 21 samples of Italian red spruce (line shows data from
Giordano [4, p. 840]). Vertical brackets indicate standard deviation.

Figure 6. Comparison between L % (late growth percentile) and
density, for 21 samples of Italian red spruce (Tines show data from
Berger, as reported in Giordano [4, p. 839]).
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deformation of a beam-shaped specimen under known weight (or
the measure ofweight necessary to produce a standarddeformation).
Specimens can be loaded in compression-tension, flexure or torsion
condition. Dynamic methods are based on the measurement of
natural frequency of a beam or plate-shaped specimen, or (as in the
ultrasonic methods) the measurement of the speed of sound in
precise directions. Static and dynamic methods lead to different
results because of the mechanical behavior of wood, a material that
can be considered viscoelastic, in a first approximation.

A static methodhas been adopted in this study forpractical reasons:
resonance methods and ultrasonic testing requires experimental
set-up and knowledge that most luthiers do not have, while a simple
apparatus for static testing can be easily self-made, as reported by
Wood [7] (other authors reported about self-made dynamic testing
[3, s]). On the other hand, the purpose was to make a comparison
between different planks of red spruce, and it was possible to
underline great differences in the values of the Young's moduli,
thus confirming the validity of the experimentalmethod used.

Indexof Merit M
The acoustic efficiency of top plates is influenced both by geometry
and wood character. According to Barlow [1} and Meyer [6],
information on the acoustical efficiency of wood can be estimated
by an Index of Merit M (Equation 3). Woods with higher values of
Mare more suitable for soundboards.

p(Equation 3)

COMPARISON BETWEEN GROWTH RING DISTANCE AND
ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES

In Figures 3-6, mechanical and acoustic properties {E E^, and M)
are compared with the characteristics of growth rings: d and /.
Each point in the graphs represents an averageproperty for a single
plank.
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CONCLUSION
A functional relationship cannot be established between the spacing
of growth rings and acousticproperties for21 samples of red spruce
from northern Italy. This suggests that optical regularity and
dimensions of growth rings are unreliable indicators of physical
properties.
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What is the Weight of a Good Vioiin?
(The following data were recorded at the Library of Congress (Washington D.C.) and the National Music Museum (Vermillion, So. Dak.
Note: most modern violins weigh about 475 g):

Italian makers
Maker (date, name if applicable) Instrument Body Length 1 Weight (g)
Andrea Amati (1574)
Andrea Amati (1577)

7/8 violin
4/4 violin

342.0 346
353.0 353

Hieronymus Amati (1604)
Hieronymus Amati (1604)
Hieronymus Amati (1609)
Nicolo Amati (1628)

free back plate
free top plate
7/8 violin

342.0

3;3.

340.5 y
340.0 322

4/4 violin
4/4 violin
4/4 violin
4/4 violin
4/4 violin
4/4 violin
4/4 violin
4/4 violin
4/4 violin
4/4 violin
4/4 violin
3/4 violin
4/4 violin
4/4 violin
4/4 violin
4/4 violin

353.0 381
Nicolo Amati (1654, "Brookings")
Brescian School (1630)

354.5 419.72

330356.0
Brescian School (1640)
Carcassi, Tomaso (1759)
Cerin, Marco Antonio (1792)
Ceruti, Giovanni Battista (1801)
Gragnani, Antonio (1788)
Guarneri del Gesu (1733, "Kreisler")
Landolfi, Carlo F. (ca 1760)

355.0 402
357.0 380
353.0 358
351.0 410
356.0 354
353.5 434.82

394358.0
Maggini, Giovanni Paulo (1623)
Rogeri, Pietro Giovanni (1715)

352.0 398
327.0 316

Stradivari, Antonio (1693, "Harrison")
Stradivari, Antonio (1699, "Castlebarco")
Stradivari, Antonio (1700, "Ward")
Stradivari, Antonio (1704, "Betts")

363.0 386
357.0 448.5 3

354.5 427.72

429.32354.0

1 Length (mm) of back plate, caliper distance.
2 mounted with chin rest (Hill, Guarneri-style, ebony)
3 mounted with chin rest (Hill, Guarneri-style, boxwood)
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a computer system for measuring and
graphically representing the input admittance of mechanical
devices, including musical instruments. The signal (20 Hz-10 kHz)
is generated by the computer's sound card, amplified, and fed to a

coil which acts on a rare-earth magnet. The magnet applies the
driving force to the test sample. Signalsreceivedby an accelerometer
fastened to the sample are processed using MATLAB software.
Data collected using the system make it possible to evaluate the
quality ofxylophone bars, and to collect information on eigenmodes
for violin plates and completed instruments.

INTRODUCTION
The importance of measuring the frequency response of acoustical
materials and parts of musical instruments is well known by
scientists and luthiers. The vibrational properties of a mechanical
system are largely related to the position and characteristics of its
resonances. These properties are important to numerous fields
including materials science [I], acoustics [2], and particularly
musical acoustics [3]. However, few luthiers make use of these
kinds of physical measurements because (among other reasons) of
high cost and difficulty of use.

In this paper a simple, easy to use experimental set-up for measuring
and representing the input admittance of diverse mechanical
systems is presented. The paper is organized as follows. First, the
experimental system, including hardware and software, is
described. In the following section input admittance measurements
are displayed for xylophone bars, violin and viola plates, and a
viola.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
Most of the experimental systems used in the literature for reliably
measuring input admittance use expensive hardware, including
spectrum analyzers and dataacquisition devicespriced in the $20,000

- $25,000 range (see for instance [4]). The lower-cost measuring
system presented here uses a personal computer equipped with a
sound card as the basic hardware for simultaneously driving the
samples and measuring their responses. Virtually any home PC
can handle the problem successfully. The main addition that
someonewould need to make to an existing computer is the addition
of a

$490

miniature accelerometer. Softwareis an additionalexpense
(the MATLAB program used here costs $1,900, plus

$900

for the
Data Acquisition Toolbox; Sept. 2002 prices; note: older versions of
MATLAB work well, and new software can sometimesbe obtained
at a large discount for non-commercial use). Hence an existing
computer can be modified to perform acoustical measurements for
a few thousand dollars or less.

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the measurement system, whose idea
is based on the devices used by many researchers over the years
(see, for instance [4]), but with a new design that uses inexpensive,
yet powerful sound cards as the core of the system. The sound card
outputs a white, band-limited signal in therange of 20 Hz to 10kHz.
This signal, once amplified using a standard audio amplifier, feeds
a coil which acts on a smallNdFeß rare-earth magnet which applies
the driving force to the sample. The coil has been built using copper
wire (of diameter 0.4 mm) to give R=4 Ohms, L=l.9 mH.

The acceleration of the sample is measuredby means of a miniature
piezoelectric accelerometer (model 8614A, no. 500M1, Kistler
Instrument Corp., Amherst, NY; price Sept. 2002,

$490),

which adds
minimal mass (0.7 g) to the system. The accelerometeris fastened
to the sample using wax. In the case of measuring a complete violin
(see below), the accelerometer is located on the bridge of the
instrument using a small maple piece (Fig. 2). Both the signal form
the accelerometerand the signal driving the coil are measured using
the right and left channels of the sound card's line in (although the
driving signal is passed through an attenuator circuit, built using
two resistors and a standard 741 operational amplifier, as shown in
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Figure 1 General outline of the measurement system, Figure 2. Mounting the accelerometeron the bridge of a violin.

Accelerometer

Figure 4. View of the measuring system. From left to right: the
computer monitor (showing an admittance curve just measured),
the computer box, the audio amplifier(blackbox) with the attenuator
circuit mounted inside a small box located on top of the amplifier,
and finally the violin being measured.

Figure 3 Simple attenuator circuit (interface to the sound card).

Fig. 3). Since the input and output are simultaneous, the card should
work in full duplex mode, with 44.1 kHz sampling frequency and
16 bits resolution (CD quality). Most PC sound cards work in this
way without problems.

The variable resistor Rl of the attenuator shown in Figure 3 is
adjusted so that the overall gain of the circuit is approximately G =
vo/vi = -R2/R1 ~ -1/40. This value depends on the gain of the
audio amplifier used to feed the coil, and can be varied, taking into
account that the onlyrole of the attenuator is to provide a standard
audio signal (+- 1 volt) to the sound card.

Figure 5 Close-up view of a violin being measured.

Figure 4 is a photograph of the measuring system. A close-up view
is displayed on Figure 5. The violin is hung using four rubber bands,
so that it becomes isolated from external vibrations, and the strings
areprevented from vibrating using a small piece of bubble packing.
The bridge is driven by the coil, which is mounted on a metacrilate
tube, which is supported using a standard laboratory stand. Once
the driving and response signals are measured, the computer
processes the information, basically by numerically integrating the
acceleration signal to get the velocity, calculating the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) of the signals and representing the admittance
curve (V/F) in magnitude - frequency axes.

The de facto standard software for technical computing MATLAB
[5] has been used both for the data acquisition and the processing of
the data. The Data Acquisition Toolbox, developedin 1999, provides
simple tools to use a standard sound card as an efficient input/

y -

\ l Bridge
NdFeß Magnet
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Figure 6. Input admittance of a xylophonebar tuned to G. Figure 7. Input admittance of a palissandre bar (not tuned).
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output device. A program, driven by a standard Graphical User
Interface (GUI), has been developed in the MATLAB language, to

program the sound card to output the white noise signal while
simultaneously measuring the system's response. Once collected
the data the program carries out all the necessary calculations and
graphically represents the admittance curve. Using the GUI, the
user can then extract all the relevant parameters from the graphic
output (resonance frequencies, bandwidths, Q-factors, etc).
Additional options for rescaling the plot, determining points, or
printing are included. The program code can be obtainedfrom the
authors upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section the system is applied to simple wooden bars, which
typically are used in xylophones and marimbas, free plates of
stringed musical instruments, and complete stringed musical
instruments.

Applicationto simple xylophonebars
In the first experiment a xylophone bar made of palissandre will be
considered. Xylophone bars are usually carved so that they produce
well tuned sounds. This is achieved by obtaining a harmonic ratio
(usually 1:4) between the frequencies of the first two bending modes
of the bar. It is wellknown that these harmonic relationships cannot
be obtainedby constant section bars, because their bending modes
lead to aperiodic vibrational behavior [2]. Thus, they are carved
until the well-tuning acoustical sensation is maximized. In all
experimentsof this section the bars are excitedand measured at one
of their ends (which are one of the theoretical vibrational maxima
[2])-

Figure 6 shows the admittance curve of the xylophone bar, which
has been tuned to G (195 Hz). As it can be seen in the figure, the
most important resonance measured in the bar is around 193 Hz,
which is quite close to the expected value. Moreover, a second
resonance is noticedat about 794 Hz, which gives a ratio 794/193 ~
4.1, which is close to a harmonicrelationship between the first two
resonances. A third resonance is observed at 1921 Hz, which gives
1921/193 — 10, and reinforces the harmonics.

The Q-factor of the first resonance(which gives an idea ofits quality
in terms of crispness of sound and lack ofinternal friction losses) is
calculated using the -3 dB criterion as in [2], and results in Q=lo7
for the first resonance and Q=6B for the second one. Taking into
account the harmonic relation between its resonances and the good
Q factors, this xylophone bar might be considered acceptable for
musical purposes; although fine retuning would be desirable.

The second experiment is illustrated in Figure 7. A constant section
(not tuned) palissandre bar measures 18mmx 33.3mm x 331mm,
and weighs 197 g. As shown in the figure, the first resonance appears
prominent, and thus a high Q-factor is expected. This resonancehas
a maximumat 721 Hz (somewhere between F 698.5 Hz and F# 740
Hz). Apart from minorresonances, the nextbig maximumis at 1884
Hz, which gives 1884/721 - 2.61, truly inharmonic, and close to the
predicted value (2.78) by the Euler-Bernouilli model for uniform
homogeneous and isotrope bars [2]. According to the measured
data, the Q-factor of the first resonance is Q=24o (very high, as
expected) and Q=94 for the second one. This sample is rated as
promising for musical applications, if it were tuned (by means of
carving to get a harmonic ratio between the two main resonances).
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Figure 8. Input admittance of a violin's spruce top plate.

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 9. Input admittance of a viola's maple back plate.

Frequency(Hz)

Application to free plates
The design and acousticalproperties of top and back plates of violins
and violas are thought to affect the quality and musical -response of
the whole instrument [6]. Some investigators have suggested that
vibration eigenmodes (particularly modes #2 and #5) of the free
plates should be placed at certain frequencies by the carving and
tuning process. In Figure 8 the frequency response of a violin top
plate is shown. The plate is excited and measured on its symmetry
axis, at the place where the bridge of the complete violin is usually
placed. This point coincideswith a nodalregion (zone ofno vibration
amplitude) for mode #1, but for modes #2 and #5, this is a point of
maximum vibration amplitude. In Figure 8 the resonances
corresponding to mode#2 (181.4 Hz), #3 (262 Hz), #4 (296 Hz) and,
prominently mode #5 (352 Hz), are easily identified.

A viola back plate provides a second example. In this experiment
the plate is again excited and measured on its symmetry axis, at the
same corresponding point where the measurements of the top plate
were made. In this case, this point roughly coincides with a nodal
region for all of the first four eigenmodes. Thus, the first resonance
observed in Figure 9 corresponds to eigenmode #5. The resonance
frequency is 325 Hz and its Q-factor is Q=6s. These values are
typical of violas.

Applicationto complete musical instruments
Finally, the admittance measurement system is applied to complete
musical instruments. The first example (Fig. 10) is the admittance
curve ofa complete violin, using as the excitation and measurement
point the bass side (near the G string) of the bridge (see Fig. 2 for a
drawing of how the accelerometeris mounted on the bridge).

Figure 10. Input admittance of a complete violin.

Frequency(Hz)

Importantresonances forevaluating the acoustical quality of stringed
instruments are well documented (see, for instance, [3] or [4]). All
of these resonances are easily identified in Figure 10; in ascending
order, CI (110 Hz), A0(also called Hemholtz's resonance) at 280
Hz, C2(330 Hz), Tl (406 Hz), C3(478 Hz), and C4(634 Hz). Also,
the so-called bridge resonance is observed at 2300 Hz. By measuring
these frequencies and their relative peak values and Q-factors, the
quality of the considered violin can be evaluated [4].

The last example (Fig. 11) shows the admittance curve of a Maggini
model violacrafted by the first author. Again, the wholeinstrument
is excited and measured on the bass side (near the C string) of the
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been presented. The system uses a general purpose PC equipped
with a standard sound card as the basic hardwarefor driving samples
and measuring their responses. In summary, we suggest that the
measurement systemis useful both for the acousticianand the lufhier,
who can build this system in the workshop for about the price of a
good violin.

Figure 11. Input admittanceof a complete violacrafted by the first
author.
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Frenquency Response Function of a Guitar—
A Significant Peak

Samo Sali
Litostrojska 19, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia

SUMMARY
A frequency response function (FRF) of a classical guitar was
measured. The input signal was a mechanical impulse at the bridge
and the response signal was a sound pressure at 1 m from the
soundhole. This resulted in a single FRF similar to the average of
several FRFs where excitation was located at the different places
on the soundboard. The excitation at the bridge FRF is a reliable
measure of the acoustic properties of a guitar. The measured FRF
showed a high degree of linearity and had a high value of the
coherence function between 70 - 250 Hz. The first resonant peak of
the FRF is a result of interaction of the soundboard-air-back triplet
[[1 - 3]]. The first resonant peak showed a significant correlation
with the loudness of six tones. This significantpeak of the FRF can
be used in measuring and modeling the guitar's response with the
aim to develop a procedure for optimizing the position of braces on
the soundboard of the guitar.

INTRODUCTION
The aim ofour experiments [[4, s]] was to build a simple modelfor
the guitar's FRF which should lead into developing a method for
optimizing the position of braces on the soundboard of the guitar
[[6]]. Developing a method for measuring the FRF, which correlates
with the loudness ofguitar tones, was one of the basic tasks. Joseph
Curtin [[7]] states that the intensity of sound radiation of the violin
should be as high as possible in alljt^gisters. It is reasonable to
expect that the samewould be true for the guitar. To the best ofour
knowledge complaints about instruments being too loud are not
known. One can suggest that theFRF of the guitar whose amplitude
correlates with the loudness of the played tones is an appropriate
criterion for the instrument quality [[2, B]]. Damping of key
resonances is important, damping characteristics of the body of the
musical instrument should not be too high and not too low [[2, 9]].
High damping results in a high decay of the played tones and too
low damping in an unacceptably slowresponse time [[2, 6]] of the
instrument. Excessive damping of the played tones is a characteristic
of bad instruments [[9]]. A FRF of the guitar that can quantify the
damping is an appropriate measure of the instrument's quality.
The first resonant peak in the FRF of the guitar corresponds to the

interaction of the soundboard-air-back triplet and should be near 85
Hz or lower [[1, 2]]. However, G. Eban says that there are excellent
instrumentswith this frequency around 99 Hz [[I]]. We assume that
the frequency of the first resonant peak in the FRF of the guitar can
help to define guitar quality [[10, 11]].

If the first resonant peak in the FRF of the guitar is a normal
(independent) mode then its low frequency indicates a low ratio of
modal stiffness to modal mass. To lowerthe frequency of this mode
smaller brace heights and smaller soundboard thickness are desired.
Because in these cases the stiffness decreases morerapidly than the
mass resulting in a lowernatural frequency of the braced soundboard.
If the first resonant peak in the FRF of the guitar is a normal mode
then a decreasein the frequency of this peak, which is most probably
a result of a decrease in dimensions of braces and boards of the
guitar, is preferred. The energy contained in a vibrating string is
limited and the amplitudes of vibrations of relatively light guitar
soundboards are relatively high in general, which is a desired feature
[[6]]-

"...thefrequency ofthe first resonant peak in the
FRF of the guitar can help to define guitar
quality. "

We hypotheses that the, mechanical impulse at the bridge to sound
pressure at 1 m from the soundhole, FRF is an appropriate (but
probably not sufficient) criterion for the guitar quality. Furthermore
we feel the following statements are true [[4, 8-11]]: (i) the amplitude
of the first resonantpeak is higher for a good in comparison to a bad
guitar, (ii) the damping of the first resonant peak is relatively low
for the good guitar in comparison to a bad guitar, and (iii) the
frequency of the first resonant peak is rather lower in a good guitar
in comparison to a bad guitar. In this paper a method for the
measurement and analysis of the mechanical impulse at the bridge
to sound pressure at 1 m from the soundhole FRF is presented.
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Figure 1. Measurement arrangement.
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METHODS AND RESULTS
Two questions had to be answeredin the beginning of measurements
of the FRF of the guitar: (i) how to excite a guitar, and (ii) where to
excite it? The answer to the first question can be found in Figure 1
where a measurement arrangement for measuring the FRF of the
guitar is presented [[12]]. The arrangement is adopted from the
measurements of the FRF ofwooden boards [[13]]. Briefly, a sliding
mass is released which impacts the weight-with-accelerometer, this
impulsively excited the guitar indirectly through the foam rubber
Fl, which results in one notable pulse and several secondary pulses
with relatively small amplitude. Foam rubber F2 prevents additional
impacts between the sliding weight and the weight-with-
accelerometerafter the first impact. During FRF measurement (1.024
seconds) the guitar is not in contact with the weight-with-
accelerometer. The foam rubber Fl and elastic-lines on which the
weight-with-accelerometer was suspended provide a rebound of
the weight-with-accelerometer after the impact into the bridge. A
0.65-gram accelerometerwas used instead of a force transducer,
which means that the units of the input signal are m/s2, but because
of the constant mass of the weight-with-accelerometer these units
are proportional to Newton units. A condenser microphone
measured the response of the guitar, so the response signal was
measured in Pa.

To answer the question where to excite the guitar the following
experiment was performed. The soundboards of a bad guitar and of
good guitar #1 were excited at 42 places as shown in Figure 2. The
resulting average FRFs for these 42 excitation locations arepresented
(Figure 2). To prevent the guitar strings from vibrating a foamrubber
block was inserted between the strings and the guitar neck during
these measurements. The quality of both guitars was assessed based
on a thorough analysis which resulted in an objective criterion for
guitar quality determination called the rule of consonance-
dissonance (i.e., RC-D) [[14]]. In addition, their price was at a ratio

Figure 2. The average FRF for the bad and good guitar #1
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1:10 which was also in agreement with subjectively judged
characteristics of tones: The richness and loudness of the timbre of
the tones of the good guitar in comparison to the bad guitar were
obvious. The good guitar enabled quality playing of quiet tones as
well as loud tones, which was not the case for the bad guitar with
bad dynamic capability. The buzz tone in the bad guitar was
relatively frequent. Briefly, the RC-D, which was expressed in a
mathematical form and interpreted in terms of the physical and
musical theory, enables a comparison of aesthetic quality of any
two guitar tones of the same pitch if they were recorded under
certainand equal conditions. The RC-D is based on experimentation
with three differenttones; "F" (87.3 Hz, 6th string), "B" (123.5 Hz,
sth string), and "G" (196.0 Hz, 3rd string), recordedin three different
periods after string excitation. Our aim was to define a significant
difference between good and bad guitar tones as produced by good
and bad classical guitars, respectively. The first 15 frequency lines
(rms values) of a discrete amplitude spectrum of a good tone were
compared to those of a bad tone. Each amplitude spectrum can be
seen as a host of intervals and the interval consists oftwo frequency
lines. To consider a typical response of a human ear A-weighted
sound pressure levels of 19 consonant and 6 dissonant intervals in
dB(A) units were analyzed. The experiment showed that in
comparison to bad tones the timbre ofgood tones consists of stronger
consonant (pleasant) and weaker dissonant (unpleasant) intervals.

Presumably the most appropriate place of excitation on a guitar is
somewhere at the bridge because this is the place of string fixation
(driving point) [[15]]. If a method of measuring the FRF with
excitation at only one position on the bridge would result in the
FRF similar to the average FRF (see Figure 2) then this method is
adequate for determination of acoustic properties of the guitar.
Figure 3 shows the FRFs for the bad guitar and good guitar #1 at a
fixed place of excitation. A foam rubber was inserted between the
strings and neck as in measurements of the average FRF. Changing
the place of excitation at the bridge did not significantly influence
the resulting FRF. The coherence function in the region between 70
- 400 Hz was for all measurements above 0.95. Average FRFs
measured over the soundboard and FRF measured at the bridge are
similar (Figures 2 and 3). The differences between both tested
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guitars in this frequency region are equally evidentfrom bothFigures
2 and 3. We concluded that the described FRF (excitation at the
bridge between the sfh and 6th string) is a significant and reliable
substitute for the average FRF of the guitar.

One of the most desired features of the FRF is its linearity in a
frequency range of interest. The FRF should be independent of the
intensity of excitation, thus of the distance between the slide and
weight-with-accelerometer denoted as d (see Figure 1). Figure 4
shows the average FRFs (calculated from 50 single FRFs) for */=230,

and d-460 mm, separately/The position of excitation was
between the bridge and the soundhole, but this insignificant effect
of d was typical of many measurements when the excitation was
applied on theboard or on the bridge. One can see that the amplitude,
damping and frequency of the resonant peaks in a limited frequency
range are nearly independentof the intensity of excitation.Therefore
we can conclude that the analyzed system excitation-guitar-response
is approximately linearbetween 70 - 250 Hz. In the experiments that
followed d was constantly 290 mm.

Figure 5 showsFRFs of the good and bad guitars presented in Figure
3 along with an additionalFRF of another good guitar (excitation at
the bridge). The three FRFs are typical of FRF measurements of
over40 good and bad guitars. From the amplitude diagram one can
see that (i) the amplitude of the first resonant peak in the FRF for
the good guitars is larger in comparison to the amplitude of this
peak corresponding to the bad guitar, and (ii) the damping of the
first resonant peak in the FRF for the good guitars is smaller in
comparison to the damping of this peak corresponding to the bad
guitar [[7]]. From the phase diagram it is evident that (i) the frequency
of the first resonant peak corresponding to the good guitars can be
lower or higher than the frequency of this peak corresponding to
the bad guitar, and (ii) the first resonant peak corresponds to a
normal mode because the response signal lags the input signal by 90
degrees.

From the above we can surmise that the first resonant peak in the
FRF of the guitar is at least a partial criterion for the guitar quality
or more precisely for its tonal quality. According to [[1 - 4, 16]] the
first resonant peak of all three FRFs from Figure 5 corresponds to
the mode that is an interaction between the soundboard, back plate
and the air inside the resonance box. A favorable acoustic response
ofboth plates and their interactionsresult in a favorable tonal quality
of an instrument. Six tones of the bad and both good guitars were
recorded at 1 m from the guitar: E (82.407 Hz - 6th string), A (110.0
Hz, sfh string),D (146.83 Hz, 4th string), G (196.0 Hz, 3rd string), B
(246.94 Hz, 2nd string), and El (329.63 Hz, Ist string). A special
plucking devicewas developed that ensured that the intensity, mode,
and position of the excitation of the strings were repeatable. The
tone recording was performed in the chamber shown in Figure 1
where the surrounding noise was at least 20 dB (0 dB = 20 pPa)
below the soundpressure level {i.e., SPL) of any frequency ofinterest.
The plucking device is shown in Figure 6 and its operation is shown

Figure 3. The FRF for the bad and good guitar #1
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Figure 6. The string excitation device and its mounting. Figure 7. The operation of string excitation device (schematically)

p Direction of string
excitation Upper board

Fingerboard

Figure 8. Characteristics of the tones: a) 0.2 s after string excitation; b) 0.6 s after string excitation.

y)

schematically in Figure 7: During the tone recording the electric
motor was stopped providing a tone recording without disturbances.
The tones were recorded for 0.256 seconds. A variable in these
measurements was a time interval between the string excitation
and start of recording. The time interval between the string
excitation and start of tone recording was 0.2 s and 0.6 seconds. A
dBA weighted SPL of first 15 frequency components was calculated
from the discrete amplitude spectrum. This spectrum was obtained
with Fast Fourier Transformation of the recorded signal (frequency
resolution was 3.90625 Hz). The differences between the bad guitar
and both good guitars are shown in Figure 8. These differences are
typical of more than 20 comparisons between of good and bad
guitars which are also in agreement with the rule of consonance-
dissonance [[14]].

DISCUSSION
Figure 9 schematically shows a generalization of the described
experiments. It is evident that regardless of the pitch of tone the
SPL is always higher for the tones of a good guitar at least in the
beginning of tone duration. For the tones recorded at approximately
0.5 seconds or sooner after the string excitation we can with high

certainty conclude that a relatively high SPL is related to the
relatively high amplitude of the first resonant peak in the FRF. In
practice, a quality of guitar tones is usually similar for a certain
guitar, thus we can assume that the amplitude of this peak is a
reliable criterion for the SPL (loudness) of all tones recorded
relatively soon after the string excitation. Since a relatively fast
response of a guitar, which is significantfor good instruments, means
also a relatively strong decayrate of the played tones [[6]], relatively
lowSPL oftones D and b (0.6 s after string excitation)corresponding
to the good guitar #1 is not surprising (see Figure 8). From Figure 5
it is evident that both damping and frequency of the first resonant

peak in theFRF of a good guitar #2 are lowerthan of the other good
guitar and bad guitar. Regardless of the time between the string
excitation and start ofrecording, the SPL of the analyzed tones was
significantly higher or slightly lower for a good guitar #2 in
comparison to the other two guitars. This is in agreementwith the
assumption about superiority of relatively low damping and low
frequency of the first resonant peak in the FRF of the guitar (see
section 1). However, the relationbetween the damping and frequency
of this resonant peak, on the one hand, and the SPL and decay rate

of the guitar tones, on the other hand, is not so evidentas therelation
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Figure 9. The difference between bad and good guitar tone
(schematically).

between the amplitude of this resonant peak and SPL of the tones.
For example, the damping of the analyzed resonant peak in the
FRF is the lowest for the good guitar #2 but the tonesD and b are
more damped than thoseof the other two guitars. It is reasonable to
conclude that (i) relatively lowvaluesof both damping and frequency
of the first resonant peak in the FRF of the guitar are desirable, and
(ii) that the relation between these two characteristics and the tonal
quality of the instrument is physically hard to explain.

BRACING STUDY
A test guitar was used to study therole of the large brace as indicated

in Figure 10 (a). Two different positions of the large brace were
studied. The role of this brace on the characteristicsof the six tones
0.2 and 0.6 s after the string excitation and on the relative and
dimensionless characteristics of the first resonant peak in the FRF
of the guitar are shown in Figures 10 (b) and Figure 11, and Table 1.
The first resonant peak in the FRF of the test guitarwith a large
brace has a significantly higher amplitude, significantly lower
damping, and slightly higher frequency at position rl than at position
r2. The test guitar with a significantly higher (only in one case
lower) SPL of all six tones has the large brace on position rl. The
additional tests with a variable position of the large brace showed
that a relatively low frequency of the first resonant peak in the FRF
of the guitar can also result in arelatively high SPL of the six tones.
These results agree with the assumption that the position of the first
resonant peak in the FRF of the guitar is not the only significant
indicator of the quality of a guitar (see section 1) [2].

TABLE 1. Relative and dimensionless characteristics of the first
resonant peak in the FRF of the test guitar.

Amplitude Damping Frequency

Before the large brace gluing 1.00 1.00 1.00
After the large brace gluing on position rl 1.03 0.97 1.00
After the large brace gluing on position r2 0.72 1.68 0.99

Figure 10. The effect of the large brace position on the test guitar:
(a) Positions rl and r2; (b) Characteristics of the six tones in 0.2 and
0.6 s after the string excitation.
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Figure 11. The effect of the two different brace positions on
first resonant peak in the FRF of the test guitar (schematically)
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CONCLUSION
A method for measuring the FRF of the guitar where excitation was
performed by a mechanical impulse at the bridge and response
signal was a sound pressure at 1 mfrom the guitarhas been developed.
The place of excitation at the bridge indicates a typical response.
Namely, the mean value of several FRFs where the excitation was
performed at different locations on the soundboard was similar to

the FRF where the excitation was performed at the bridge. The first
resonant peak in this FRFis near 100Hz and accordingto [[1 - 4, 16]]
it is a result of interaction of the soundboard-air-back triplet. Based
on analysis of the phase diagram of the FRF the first resonant peak
corresponds to a normal mode, thus independent of any other
modes. Under the given circumstances, both linearity of the FRF
and the value of coherence function arerelatively high in the region
between70 - 250 Hz.

Based on the research which resulted in the rule of consonance-
dissonance [[14]] and on the measurements of over 40 good and bad
guitars the differences in their FRFs and SPL of six tones can be
presented by one bad and two good guitars (see Figures 5, 8 and 9).
It seems that the amplitude of the first resonant peak in the FRF of
the guitar is correlated with the SPL of the guitar tones at least in the
beginning of tone duration [[8, 10, 11]]. In addition, it is very likely
that relatively low damping and frequency of this peak result in a
relatively good tonal quality of an instrument [[1, 9]]. So far, an
exact physical explanation of this effect has not been tackled due to
the complex modal behavior of the guitar body. A function which
correlates the amplitude, damping and frequency of the firstresonant
peak in the FRF of the guitar [[s]] would be useful to accurately
define (i) a criterion for guitar quality definition, and (ii) the aim of
guitar quality optimization.
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ABSTRACT
A jury test aiming at providing subjective descriptions of the sound
quality was performed on a small set of violins.An attempt is made
to relate the results of these jury tests with a proposed objective
analysis criterion, which uses measurable acoustical parameters.
The proposed criterion is based upon the spectrum of the acoustical
sound from recordings of glissando runs performed on each string
by a player. Glissando runs starting from the open stringand spanning
more than one octave were used, and recordings were made with a
dummy torso and artificial head in a semi-anechoic chamber. The
digital data thus obtained were analyzed on a PC using a MATLAB
implementation of a constant-Q transform, which can provide a
magnitude spectrum of the sound pressure at any desired constant-
percentage frequency resolution. The quarter tone frequency
resolution was selected. Good correlation was found between
subjective quality analysis evaluated by the ad hoc jury and the
proposed objective criterion.

INTRODUCTION
When writing about sound quality evaluation of violins, one needs
to take into account the experience and the methodology of those
(i.e. violinists) who know in depth the subject, be it for their self
motivation or for their intensive training. It is interesting to observe
a violinist in the process of building his/her own subjective
evaluation of a violin. Seldom does an experimented violin player
judge an instrument in terms of 'good' or 'bad. The judgementis

usually done separately for each attribute considered important for
an instrument, such as 'clarity', 'volume', 'richness of timbre', etc.
For example, most soloists have more than one instrument and
choose, in each performance, an instrument based upon the
repertoire to be played, room acoustics, and even his/her state of
mind on the occasion.

It is important to emphasize that the sound quality evaluation
depends on experimentconditions. Room acoustics, the directional
effects, the musician, and the music excerpts chosen for the test are

among the factors that influence the sound perception. The player,
for instance, tends to 'impose' his/her sound when playing an
instrument. There is an unconscious tendency to adapt to the
instrument, compensating for its deficiencies. When we listen to a
musician playing a violin, what we can judge, in rigorous terms, is
how well he/she can play this particular instrument. This makes it
practically impossible to evaluate the quality of an instrument
independently of the musician who is playing it [I]. Nevertheless,
this doesnot hinder thepossibility of obtaining valuable information
about the quality of the instrument. One possible way to overcome
this difficulty would be to test the instrument with many different
violin players.

The chosen music excerpts may influence the judgement by their
extension, tonality, and dynamic range, which can hide or, on the
contrary, clearly expose certain attributes of the instrument.

The subjective evaluation of the sound quality involves necessarily
the human being, which is subject to a series of conditionings of
cultural, professional and personal nature (physiological limitations,
psychic factors, etc.) that inevitably influence the results. Only
through well-planned and carefully performed sound quality tests
it is possible to obtain relevant information about the sound quality
of musical instruments.

In this work, we first gathered consistent subjective data from the
evaluation by a qualified jury. The jury evaluated instrument
attributes by listening, with headphones, to the equalized
reproduction of the sound recorded using a commercialartificial
torso. The system consists of a dummy human torso and artificial
head with microphones at the ear positions, a digital data recorder
and an equalizing system. The influence of the microphones,
electronics, and headphones is compensated by the equalization
(frequency content and sound power) in order to ensure that the
reproduction is such that the juror will hear the same sound he
would have heard if placed where the torso was during the tests.

Rafael Sandoa , Belisario N. Huallpab, Jose Roberto F. Arrudab
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Music excerpts especially chosen to allow the evaluation of the
different attributes were played by the same musician. The
recordings were made in a semi-anechoic chamber (cut-off
frequency of 100 Hz), and the musician was asked to try not to

compensate for the deficiencies of the instruments. The correlation
between the results of this subjective jury test and an objective
criterionbased on the acoustic signal analysis was then investigated.
It must be observed that, by performing the test recordings in a
semi-anechoic room, the qualities related to the directional
characteristics of the instruments' sound were deliberately excluded.
It is known that theradiated soundof string instrumentshas a pattern
of directionality that changes very rapidly with frequency. This
property, which Weinreich [2] calls 'directional tone color', is
especially important when one listens to music in an enclosed space,
which is obviously not the case in the context of an anechoic
chamber due to the lack of reflection. The jurors were aware of this
fact, and were asked to consider it in their evaluation.

In the objective signal analysis a series of recorded glissando runs of
the four strings were used. The chirp signals thus generated span a
significant part of the frequency range of the instrument. A peak-
hold spectrum with a 1/24-octave frequency resolution was obtained
for each instrument using an FFT-based implementation of a
constant-Q transform, as proposed by Brown [3, 4] and Miller [s].

SEMANTICS OF THE SOUND QUALITY OF VIOLINS
In brief, we can say that the sound quality of a violin involves at
least two factors, namely its playability, evaluated by the performer,
and the subjective quality of the sound produced independently of
the way the instrument was played. This second factor includes
both the way in which the sound characteristics are maintained
across the range of the instrument (evenness of tone, evenness of
response, and existence of problem notes such as 'wolves' and weak
notes) and the general characteristics of the sound. The latter include
parameters such as loudness and sharpness as well as subjective
attributes characterizedby semantic descriptors such as 'cleanness',
'openness', etc. [6].

In this work, for simplicity, we have not considered the playability
characteristics of the instruments and we identify sound quality
with the quality of the sound listened by an audience. It should be
stated, however, that the opinion of the player is important and
should be used when globally evaluating the quality of a violin.

In order to describe the sound quality of a musical instrument we
use a series of adjectives, some of which are synonyms and few of
which have well-definedmeanings, free ofambiguity. To complicate
things even further, the words used in different languages do not
usually translate well (note that the experimentwas done in
Portuguese). Some of the terms used in English are 'bright', 'nice',
'loud', 'clear', 'balanced', 'even', warm', 'brilliant', 'opaque',
'sharp', smooth', 'diffuse', 'poor', 'mellow', 'strong', 'focused',
'unfocused', 'complex', 'deep', 'dark', 'dull', 'open', and 'closed.

Figure 1. Music excerpts used in the jury test, (a) a melody was
used to evaluate richness, cleanness, and openness; (b) a fast scale
played 'spicatto' was used to evaluate clarity; (c) a cadence of double
stops was used to judge loudness.

This list is of course too long, and it is therefore necessary to
condense these semantic descriptions into a few terms that are as
unambiguous as possible. We have chosen words that are
internationally recognized and have antonyms, such as 'open/
closed', in order to make comparisons possible.

In our jury evaluations, werestricted ourselves to the few following
attributes:
1. Loudness: sound intensity.
2. Clarity: ability to articulate clearly, especially in rapid pas-

sages.
3. Openness: capacity of giving the impression that the sound is

being projected outwards from the instrument.
4. Cleanness: freedom of harshness
5. Richness: complexity, richness of harmonics, which makes a

sound different from a pure (sinusoid) tone.

JURY TEST
Five violins of different qualities (based upon apriori judgement
and market price) were set up with new strings of the same brand.
For details on the provenance and subjective characterization of
these violins, see Appendix. The same, good quality bow was used
with all instruments. The violin player was told to play the music
excerpts in the most possibly neutral way (no vibrato, no bow
interpretation) and as uniformly as possible. By doing this, the
influence of the amplitude modulation of partials was practically
excluded, as they reflect not only the characteristics of the particular
instrument being played, but also (mainly, we suppose) that of the
playing. The lighting in the semi-anechoic chamber was so dim that
the musician could not visually distinguish between the instruments.
Each glissando spanned a little more than one octave, starting from
the open string.
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Table 1. Summary of the repeatability of the jury test.

Juror clarity % power % richness % cleanness % openness % average %

Jl 70 60 70 40 70 62
J2 60 50 70 60 40 56
J3 50 60
J4 60 60

80
80

50
70

70
60

62
66

average 60 57?5 75 55 60

Figure 2. Statistics of the jury test (paired comparisons). Hori2ontal scale show the different attributes judged: (1) clarity, (2) loudness,(3) richness, (4) cleanness, and (5) openness.
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Figure 1 shows the threemusic excepts used inthe paired comparison
jury test. For each excerpt,recordings were made in pairs of violins
in all possible combinations of the five violins, including the reverse

instrument j in both comparisons (A-B and B-A). This way
consistency of judgement was taken into account.

orders, which means 20 combinations. It should be noted that in ANALYSIS
thisworkno attempt was madeto try to relate theperceived loudness
with an objective measurement of the sound power radiated by
each instrument in the anechoic chamber.

The jurors, all experienced in the appreciationof musical sound,
were asked to listen to each pair of sounds - paired comparison test
(PC) - choosing the sound they considered the best with respect to
the attribute being judged, no tie being allowed. Thus, for instance,
when judging the attribute 'loudness' of the instrument, the jurors
were asked to tell which one of the two listened samples (A orB)
sounded louder. They were told not to take into consideration any
timbre differences.

Repeatability is defined here as the percentage of all comparisons
that are judged the same the first and second time in the PC test.
The repeatability checks yielded the results in Table 1. Consistency
is a measure of how well the pair judgements map into higher order
constructs. For example, a triad A, B, C is said to be consistent
when the PC shows that if A>B and B>C then A>C, and
inconsistent if C>A [7]. No inconsistent triads were found in any
of the tests performed.

Note that the performance of juror J2 was a little inferior to that of
the threeothers, which possibly reflects the fact that this is the only
juror who is not a professional musician.

The vote in each PC test for each juror was given to instrument i
compared with instrument jwhenever this juror would grade the
sound produced by instrument ibetter than the sound produced by

The goodrepeatability and consistency found in the jury evaluation
can be explained by the fact that they were experienced musicians
who were well trained and motivated for the test. The instruments
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Figure 3. Objective analysiswith the envelopeof glissando spectra
obtained using the CQT with 1/24 octave bands (linear scale).

Figure 4. Envelope of glissando spectra of the five violins
Mnn-oi-ithmir

Ci^al/^

were of quite different qualities and the choice of the attribute
semantics showed to be adequate. The consistency also showed
that the music excerpts chosen for the test were suitable for the
attributes being judged.

Fig. 2 shows the jury evaluation results. The average evaluation is
indicated by an 'o' sign, while the variance is indicated by '+'
signs. It can be observed that, except for violin #3, 'cleanness'
correlates inversely with 'loudness', 'openness', 'clarity' and
'richness. These latter attributes correlate reasonably well with
each other, suggesting that they might be perceptually related.

For sound signals, short-time Fourier transforms tend to give too
little spectral resolution at low frequencies, and too much spectral
resolution at high frequencies. The excessive high-frequency
resolution can reveal spectral "fine structure" that is undetectable
by the human ear and results in noisy spectral estimates. An
alternative to short-time Fourier analysis is the Constant Q
Transform (CQT). The filters in a CQT filter bank have constant
percentage bandwidth (constant Q). The wider bandwidfhs at high
frequencies lead to less spectral resolution and better signal-to-noise
ratios. This is similar to the situation in our auditory system. In
certain ways, the cochlea is a compromise between a constant-
bandwidth and a constant-Q filterbank, having more orless constant
bandwidth below about IkHz, and constant Q above. In the case of
musical signals, the CQT was proposed as a suitable tool to represent
the spectral data [3]. The procedure to calculate the CQT was later
improved using the DFT process [4] and applied to the analysis of
musical signals using 1/12and 1/24 octave constant-Q components,
which correspond to the 12 semi-tones and 24 quarter-tones of the
equal tempered scale, respectively.

Figure 3 shows the envelope spectra for the five violins obtained
with the CQT with 1/24-octave filters applied to glissando runs of
the four strings. Although the difference is noticeable in the linear
magnitude scale of Fig. 3, the differences are not so significantwhen
the plot is done in logarithmic scale, as shown in Fig. 4.

The envelope spectra obtained for the five instruments present the
general characteristic features usually found in similar
measurements obtained either through electromechanical excitation
or through normal hand bowing. Repeatability was good, as verified
by comparing theresults of threeglissando runs for each instrument.
Small details vary on each run, although the general aspect is
maintained.

The first maximumis situatedaround 275 Hz and is due to the first
air cavity mode, the so-called AO (Helmholtz mode). Between 440
and 600 Hz two of the most important and strongly radiating
vibrating modes of the violin are present: the air mode Al and the
body mode 81, which actually consists of a doublet (Bl- and B1+).
There is evidence of the coupling effect of modes Al and 81, and
that the frequency interval between them is a determining factor
for the quality of an instrument [B], although it is not yet clear if this
is applicable to 81-, Bl+, or both [9]. Measurements made on many
instruments [8] suggest that smooth and easy playing instruments
are associated with intervals smaller than 40 Hz, while orchestral
instruments, which compromise easiness of playing and power,
would have intervals ranging from 40 to 60 Hz. Finally, one would
find soloist instruments with bright projection and high dynamic
range, but not necessarily easy to play, associated with intervals
between60 and 80 Hz

In our experiment, violins #2, #3 and #5 show a single broadpeak in
this region (Al and Bl are highly coupled). Violin #2 shows a very
weakresponse between 400 and 600 Hz, which could be considered
an anomaly. Violins #1 and #4 present two peaks, with an interval
larger than 100 Hz. This suggests, based on the aforementioned
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Figure 5. Violin quality according to: (a) objective CQT-based criterion; (b) subjective figure of merit; (c) subjective figure of meritwithout 'cleanness'; (d) correlation between a and b; and (c) correlationbetween a and c.

criteria, that the playability of these two instruments might be
somehow 'inferior', with a negative impact on performance for
some tests.

Diinnwald [10] and other authors have divided the envelope spectrum
in four bands (150-650Hz, 650-1 500Hz, 1500-3500Hz and above
3500Hz) which he called A, B, C and D, respectively. Diinnwald
observed that band D is associated with harshness (it is important
to remember that the maximum sensitivity of the human hearing is
in the range 3-4kHz) and band B to nasality. Other authors consider
the range of nasality as being that from 1-1.5kHz.

Diinnwald verified, through measurements made on dozens of old
and modern instruments, that old Italian violins of the best tone
quality have characteristically low intensity on bands B and D
relative to band C. Band A is pointed out as very important for the
lowerregister response. Thus, summarizing the above comments,
the 'recipe' for the ideal instrument would be to have the ratios of
magnitudes of frequency bands C/B and C/D large, the magnitude
of band A high and that of band D low.

Ling [11] suggested that the 1.5-3.5 kHz band is important not only
because it adds richness and complexity to the timbre, but also
because it provides the harmonics necessary to the perception of
the lower notes. He suggested that that high intensity harmonics in
the 750-1500 Hz range (the B band) can mask the audition of the
important harmonics in the 1.5-3.5 kHz range (the C band). Lower
intensity in the 1-1.5 kHz range has also been found by several
authors as characteristic of the best instruments.

In violin #2 the problem seems to be, besides the anomaly in band
A, the lack of response in band C. Instrument #1 presents a better
behavior, perhaps with a little too much response in band B, but
relatively outside of the "nasal" range ( 1-1.5kHz ).

Violin #5 has an exceptional response on band A, a good C/B ratio,
with the 1.5kHz dip present. Perhaps it is the most "canonic"of all
violins analyzed. Violin #4 has a relatively weak band A, what may
explain the fact that some jurors made side observations regarding
this instrument, classifying it as possessing a weak, aggressive and
dry sound in the lowerregister and yet being bright and rich in the
upper register.

In an attempt to relate the results of the jurytests with an objective
analysis criterionbased on the CQT spectra, we defined two figures
of merit. The first one, subjective, based on the results of the jury
evaluation, is simply given by the sum of the average jury notes for
all attributes judged. The second one, objective, is based on the
factor A*D*C/B, where A, B, C and D are, respectively, the integral
ofthe curves calculatedfor the bands 150-618Hz, 618-1469Hz, 1469-
-4036 Hz and 4036-7843 Hz. A word of explanation is necessary
regarding the choice of A*D*C/B. We found that D correlates
inversely with cleanness, as pointed out by Diinnwald. It happens,
though, that in our experiment 'cleanness' often correlates inversely
with the other quality attributes, which suggests that 'harshness'
could be considered as a sort of 'collateral effect' ofquality. Thence,
for our tests, good linear correlationwas found only when moving
the parameter D to the numerator.

In Fig. 5 both factors of merit and their correlation are shown. A
second subjective figure of merit, where the grades for 'cleanness'
are excluded is also shown to present a good correlation with our
proposed objective criterion.

CONCLUSIONS
The results of the jury tests indicate that subjective attributes such
as 'richness, loudness', 'clarity', and 'openness', when applied to
violin sound quality evaluation, are all correlated with each other
to a certain extent. On the other hand, the attribute 'cleanness'
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seems to correlate inverselywith the otherattributes, thus indicating
that the use of this attribute in violin quality judgement should be
further investigated.

A proposed objective criterion based on the CQT envelope spectra
from the glissando runs was shown to correlate well with a
subjective figure of merit givenby the sum of the average jury grades
for the five quality attributes evaluated.

The objective analysis using the CQT of glissando runs is capable
of displaying many of the characteristic features of the violin
response spectral envelopes. It can be, therefore, a valuable and
easy to use tool for violin sound analysis, especially for the
scientifically minded violin maker, who can easily implement it in
his/her home personal computer using a commercial sound card.
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APPENDIX
Information on the instruments used, including subjective
descriptions.

VIOLIN #1 - Brazilianmasterinstrumentmadein 1999.Strad model,
oil varnish. Well balanced, brilliant and rich tone, has beenregularly
used by gifted amateur.

VIOLIN #2 - Brazilian mass-produced violin, made around 1930
from Brazilian native woods, bent plate construction. Nasal, poor
tone, lacking quality and volume. The violinist reported during the
tests "there is a clearly inferior instrument in the group", supposedly
referring to this one.

VIOLIN #3 - Old German school, circa 1800, high plate arching,
well preserved, great sound volume, mature, very dark in the lower
strings, yet bright in the upper register.

VIOLIN #4 - Brazilian master instrument made in 2000. Personal
model, spirit varnish. Bright, harsh tone. Good upper register,
although lacking depth in lower strings.

VIOLIN #5 -Very good master instrument by Otakar F. Spidlen,
Prague, 1934. Strad model. Exceptionally fine tone quality, open,
rich and deep. Responsive and easy to play. This instrument has
been kept in our shop for years as a reference for tone quality and
workmanship.
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ABSTRACT
A method for measuring and interpreting the sound radiation of
bowed stringed instruments is introduced. The aim is to extract
psychoacoustical information from "technical" data in an
instrument's resonance profiles. Measured transfer functions
(Lp=p/F; with p=sound pressure and F=exciting force) provide
the input data for calculating specific loudness and overall loudness
as a function of playing frequency. Examples are given for violins
made by Antonio Stradivari and Joseph Guarneri delGesu. Although
similar in their overall loudness (a quantity relevant to their
dynamical potential) and their tone-to-tone fluctuations ofloudness
(a quantity relevant to their dynamic balance), they clearly differ in
their specific loudness patterns, which seem to be useful to describe
their tonal color (timbre).

Practical benefits of such acoustical tools in violin making include
the following:

a) Understanding correlations (Example: Resonance profile and
the effectiveness of the player's vibrato)

b) Parameter studies (Example: Acoustics of the fingerboard)
c) Controlling the process of constructing new instruments (Ex-

ample: making tonal copies)

PSYCHOACOUSTIC ANALYSIS OF THE RADIATED SOUND
If modal analysis can be thought of as an empirical diagnosis tool for
the violin maker in order to show the vibrational behavior of an
instrument (see Part I), psychoacoustic analysis could be called a
controlling tool to analyze the resulting sound. Psychoacoustic
analysis can shed some light on the question: What are the tonal
consequences of the instrument's vibrationalbehavior?

Our method of analyzing and evaluating the sound radiation of a
bowed stringed instrument is based on the following six steps:

1. Measurement of the spatial radiation of sound L (f;a)=p(f;a)/
F(f). The sound pressure level p(f;a) is measured on a circle
around the instrument at 36 different angles a. (a=0...360°;
Aa=lo°; number i of different angles = 36) between micro-

phone and instrument while the instrument is excited by a
force F(f) by means of a small impact hammer-pendulum at the
bridge. From the excitationF(f) and response p(f;a), the trans-
fer functions Lp(f;a)=p(f;a)/F(f) showing the frequency depen-
dentratios of sound pressure to exciting force are determined
using an FFT-Analyzer (FA- 100, difa). The measurements are
done under normal workshop conditions, so room acoustics
such as reflection, absorption, and room modes have to be
taken into account. The effect of room reflections being re-
corded together with the direct sound offers a certain advan-
tage: some averaging occurs over the various radiation direc-
tions, even for a measurement at a single microphone position.
In terms of the number of transfer functions necessary to calcu-
late a suitable average of the overall radiated sound energy of
an instrument, measuring in reverberant acoustics means that
a far smaller number is necessary than in an anechoic cham-
ber. There is a danger that the room modes, which have amodal
density (modes per frequency range) far higher than that of the
instrument's modes, might cause trouble in a non-anechoic
measurement by producing many additionalpeaks in the trans-
fer functions. To avoid this, we adopt a simple procedure. For
each fixed angle a. between violin and microphone, the whole
array (tripod including violin, impact hammer and microphone)
is rotated through 36 different angles (p (0-360° at 10° incre-
ments), while the angle a. between violin and microphonere-
mains unchanged. In this way, 36 transfer functions for that
specific angle a. are measured and averaged (with respect to
energy). This drastically reduces the influence of room modes
on the desired transferfunction (the measurementroom is char-
acterized by a volume of approx. 180 m3and a reverberation
time of approx. 0.65). The distance between microphone (B&K
2237 SPM) and violin is 0.5 m, which is within the nearfield but
far enough to be out of the immediatecanceling effects caused
by mode shape areas out of phase. The plane of the micro-
phone rotation is perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the
violin at the position of the violin bridge.

The result of this measurement is a 3D contour diagram of the
radiated sound showing the absolute level of sound radiation
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Figure 1.

A. Directional characteristics of sound radiation of a violin by Guarneri del Gesu, 1733. Sound radiation levelX obtainedby the ratio of
sound pressurep divided by bridge force F as function of frequency f (x-axis) and radiation angle a around the instrument (y-axis) in
the plane of the bridge at 36 different locations. a=o°= microphone perpendicular to the topplate; 90°=bass side; 180°=perpendicular
to the back plate; 270°=soundpost side. Distance between microphone and violin 0.5 m. LevelsL (dB, re lPa/lN) in absolute scaling:
L/dß= greylegend value/dB + 80/dB. Note the monopole-like radiation of the (corpus-) resonances below 600 Hz and the
increasing unevenness of the sound radiation field with increasing frequency.
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B. Directional characteristics of sound radiation for some eigenfrequencies (data equal with fig. la). Note: Due to the measurement in
nonanechoic (chamber music) environment the unevenness of directionalradiation is smoothed. Note strong directivity.
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Lp(f;ct) as a function ofdirection a (y-axis) and frequency f (x-
-axis; see Fig. la). Vertical grey-scale variations in the diagram
indicate the frequency dependence of sound radiation in one
particular direction, while horizontal grey-scale variations in-
dicate the directional dependence of sound radiation at a par-
ticular frequency. Almost omni-directional (monopole-like)
radiation is seen below 1000 Hz, while increasingly complex
radiation patterns become apparent as we move to higher fre-
quencies, as expected [I]. Figure lb, containing a subset of the
data of Fig.la, shows the directional dependence of sound ra-
diation for the frequencies of various eigenmodes.

a) Bow excitation: The harmonic levels are corrected
corresponding to the relative strength of excitationof each
harmonic from the force spectrum of a bowed string. A
string vibrating in "Helmholtz motion" exerts a force on
the violin bridge with a sawtooth waveform,which requires
a weighting in which the nth harmonic is divided by n:
relative to the fundamental, a factor of 1/2 for the second
harmonic; 1/3 for the third harmonic etc. Correction
factors for various types ofstrings can be included, to allow
for waveforms which are not an ideal sawtooth.

b) Dynamic (pianissimo - mezzo forte - fortissimo):
Adjustment of absolute harmonic levels according to a
range of sound pressure values that would be produced by
real bowing of the instrument (this calibration is necessary
as the auditory filter functions of the inner ear depend on
the absolute value of input levels.)

2. Energy-based averaging of the measured set ofL (f;a) over all
room directions a. (with a=o-360° Aa=lo°). The result is
called the resonanceprofile of the instrument (Fig. 2A-D).

3. The levels of the resonance profile are determined at the fre-
quencies of all harmonics which belong to all playable chro-
matic tones of the instrument. As an input parameter, the vi-
brato shift is specified (in cents; 100 cent = 1 semitone). This
determines the frequency interval at which each of the named
levels is scanned. As a standard parameter here we usually use
an "average" vibrato of 25 cents. With an overall vibrato shift
of y cent the upper frequency limit h.+ (in Hz) of the ith vibrated
harmonic h. is given by

After applying these weighting functions to the measured har-
monic levels, we have the spectral components that would oc-
cur if the instrument was bowed. In the following text and
figures this part of the procedure (step 1-4) is called "bowed-
calc." The weighted and calibrated harmonic levels are the
input quantities for the next stage, the calculation of loudness.

5 Calculation of specific loudness (S) and overall loudness of all
playable chromatic notes of the instrument.

Remarks on the term loudness: Loudness (measured in sones) is a
psychophysical term describing the strength of the ear's per-
ception of sound. The sone scale was created to provide a
linear scale of loudness, which correlates with a listener's sub-
jective judgmentof loudness. For example, a sound of 2 sones
is twice as loud as a sound of 1 sone, a sound of 4 sones is twice
as loud as a sound of 2 sones, etc. The definition of the unit is
that 1 sone corresponds to the loudness experienced by a nor-
mal person hearing a IkHz (sinusoidal) tone at 40 dB SPL. The
specific loudness S is the loudness per frequency bandwidth,
specifically the loudness per critical band (a psychoacoustical
frequency; see below). The distribution of specific loudness on
this scale is an essential indication for the perception of tonal
color. The overall loudness of a sound is obtained by summing
this specific loudness across the whole scale.

where the frequency h. = i*f

Q

, with f

Q

being the fundamental
frequency (in Hz). The corresponding lower frequency limit
h- is

The result of this step is a set of "harmonic levels". Some
colored contour-maps of the harmonic levels can be seen in the
sound radiation section of the website:

http://www.schleske.de/06geigenbauer/
akustik3schall4musikdarst.shtml

Furthermore, comparisons between the harmonic levels of
various violins (Stradivarius, Guarneri del Gesu, tonal copies)
are given in the "Acoustical Handbook" of the website (Note:
An English version of the web site should be available by Jan.
2003):

Remarks on frequency scaling in ERB: The frequency scale in
critical bands, expressed in ERB (Equivalent rectangular band-
width of the filter characteristic of the ear), corresponds to the
"frequency axis" of the human inner ear. Sound waves that
reach the ear are transmitted through the eardrum and the three
small bones of the middle ear to the cochlea, and set its basilar
membrane (the basic mechanical sensor) into oscillation rather
like a flapping flag. Around 30,000 receptor-units (hair cells)
that are located on the basilar membrane [2] respond to the

http://www.schleske.de/09extras/
extras3handbucho3klangkopie.shtml

4. Multiplication of the harmonic levels by the following weight-
ing functions:

la) hl+= hi *2(y/2400) = i*f0*2(y/24°0)

lb) hi"= (hi)2/hi+
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motionof the membraneand transducethis motioninto a neu-
ral code in the auditory nerve. The "ERB-frequency-axis" in
the psychoacoustical diagrams (Figs. 3-9) can be thought of as
the unrolled basilar membrane of the inner ear. An interval of
1 ERB corresponds to the width of one criticalband, and corre-
sponds to about 0.9 mm on the basilar membrane(total length
for adults, about 35 mm). A critical band characterizes the
ear's ability to separate component tones, for example whether
a loud tone can mask a nearby quiet one [3, 4]. For the percep-
tion of a complex stimulus (like a "musical tone") it is impor-
tant to know whether frequency components lie within one
critical band or if they are distributed over different critical
bands. This difference plays a major role for various character-
istics in our perception, like perception of tonal color, rough-
ness, consonance or dissonance of musical intervals etc. [3].

The transformationfrom the physical unit "frequency" f (ex-
pressed in kHz) into the critical band number (expressed in
ERB) is given by the following formula [4]:

Our loudness calculations are based on Moore, Glasberg et al.
[4-7], by means of their program loudaes (using parameters free-
field, diffuse, binaural, complex, and harmonic).

There are five steps:

a) Fixed filter for transfer from free field to eardrum

The outer ear (pinna and ear canal) forms a resonant
acoustic system (basically a quarter-wave resonator), that
provides approximately 0 dB gain at the ear drum below 1
kHz, rising to 15-20 dB gain in the vicinityof 2.5 kHz, and
then falling in a complex pattern of resonances at higher
frequencies.

b) Fixed filter for transfer through middle ear
The primary function of the middle ear is that of an
impedance matching system, designed to ensure that the
energy of the sound wave is transmitted smoothly with
minimum reflections from the air in the outer ear to the
fluid in the inner ear.

c) Transform spectrum to excitationpattern

The excitationpattern (descriptive as the vibration of hair
cells) of a given sound is calculated from the effective
spectrum reaching the cochlea. It is calculated from
auditory filter shapes. The auditory filter shape represents
frequency selectivity at a particular center frequency and
can be thought of as a stimulus-dependent weighting
function.

d) Transform excitationpattern to specific loudness S
The specific loudness is the loudness per critical band
ERB.

c) Calculate overall loudness (alternatively in sone or phon)
for each "musical tone"
The overall loudness of a given sound is assumed to be
proportional to the total area under the specific loudness
pattern S versus ERB.

Results:
Psychoacoustical diagrams showing

a) Specific loudness Sof the instrument(in sone) as a function of
a bowed-calc. musical scale (in semitones) and critical band (in
ERB).

b) Overall loudness of the instrument (in phon) as a function of a
bowed-calc. musical scale (in semitones).

The whole procedure can be summarized as follows: Steps 1-2
record the physical sound radiation of the instrument and represent
it as a resonance profile. Steps 3-4 address the question: "In terms of
the resonance profile, how strongly will certain spectral components
be radiated when the instrument is bowed?" These steps help to
interpret the resonance profiles of violins, violas and violoncelli in
accordance with their playing condition, i.e. their musical relevance.
Step 5 goes a little further as it treats the question: "What is the
relevance of this radiation in terms of human perception?" This
step interprets and scales the sound radiation according to the
excitation of the basilar membrane and includes known effects of
psychoacoustical processing of sound, like human hearing
sensitivity and masking [7].

Example 1: Using the methodfor analysing the radiation of a violin by
Antonio Stradivarius (1712)

Figure 3 could be called a "tonal color (timbre) diagram". It shows
the specific loudness that results from the measurements and
calculations just described (for a description and eigenmodes of
this Stradivarius see Part I, May 2002 issue). The top curve in Fig. 3
is the measured "resonance profile" of sound radiation (step 2)
which gives the input data for calculating the specific loudness of
all musical tones (steps 3-5) as they are represented in the grey-value
diagram (middle). The darker the grey value, the higher the specific
loudness and thus the more neural activity is caused by the respective
bowed note (see vertical axis showing a chromatic scale with 60
semitones) at the respective location on the basilar membrane (see
horizontal axis showing frequency group 2-37 in ERB). In these
diagrams we decided instead of showing the plain specific loudness
S, to represent "specific loudness levels ~LS" as definedby LS—log2

S.
The consequence of this transformation is that a given linear
difference of LS corresponds to an equivalent change of loudness

II) Number of critical band = 21.4 log10 (4.37f + 1) .
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Figure 2.
A. „Resonance Profile" of Guarneri del Gesu (black) and „Tonal

Copy 0p.51, 2001" (white).
Typical similarities and differences become obvious:

Similar characteristics of Corpus modes (eigenfrequencies,
prominent levels). Typical for del Gesu: Tl-Mode below
500 Hz has stronger radiation than Bl above 500 Hz.
Similar incision between the resonances

Differences: The tonal copy shows stronger level variations;
higher levels and more „brilliance-resonances" (around 32 ERB)

B. Comparison of „Resonance Profile" Stradivarius 1712 (white)
versus Guarneri del Gesu 1733 (black). It shows the principle
differences in „corpus resonance structure": Guarneri's Tl (433
Hz) and Bl (544 Hz) are far more apart from each other than
those of the Stradivarius. Furthermore the Tl of Guarneri is
the strongest radiating mode in the lower frequency range.

Sound Radiation ("Resonance Profile") p/F (dB) Sound Radiation ("Resonance Profile") p/F (dB)
0.1 1 Frequency (kHz) 10 1 Frequency (kHz)110 110

GO

T3
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■a
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3a_

8080
2 7 12 17 22 27 32 372 7 12 17 22 27 32 37

Number of ERBNumber of ERB

C. Comparison of „Resonance Profile" Stradivarius, 1712 (white)
versus Stradivarius, 1727 (black). Note highly different resonance
structure in the low-frequency corpus resonance region, but similar
resonance structure from 1500 Hz upwards.

D. Comparison of „Resonance Profile" Stradivarius, 1712 (white)
versus „Tonal Copy, 1999" (black). Note: Similar resonance
structure in the corpus resonance region and in the general
„covering" over the peaks. The "tonal copy" shows to have higher
specific loudness at 28. ..32 ERB which we would regard as having
more brilliance, focus and strength. Less loudness in that region on
the other hand results in a smoother tone.
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Figure 3. Psychoacoustic Evaluation of the sound radiation of a violin {violin: Stradivarius, 1712) -Demonstration of the steps and results
of the method as described in the text:

On top: "Resonance Profile" of sound radiation (step 2).

Below right. Grey-Value-Diagram (contour plot) of the specific loudness as function of "musical tone" and number of ERB. Calculated
from the Resonance Profile (step 3-sa). Vertical scale = chromatic scale of 60 musical semitones, starting with the open g-string as tone-
#l- Horizontal grid lines represent musical fifths.

Horizontal axis = frequency, being scaled using a) "technical" frequency (Hz) (upper edge of Resonance Profile) and b) using the
„frequency axis of the inner ear": number of ERB. Vertical grid lines represent each frequency group on the basilar membrane (number
ofERB).

Note: The darker the grey values the stronger the excitation at this region on the basilar membrane caused by the respective "musical
tone". Further explanations on this "timbre-diagram" see text.

Below left: Overall loudness level (in phon) as function of musical tone. It results from the summing across the specific loudness-values of
all frequency groups (step sb).
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Figure 4. Psychoacoustical differences between the Stradivarius,
1712 and a Guarneri del Gesu, 1733. The diagram represents the
differences of specific loudness-level \ALS=IosJS JSJ) with S. A B' A
being the specific loudness of Instrument A, SB being the specific
loudness of Instrument B] as function of the „bowed-calc. musical
tone" (vertical axis) and the number of ERB (horizontal axis).
Note: A difference of ALS =1 (s. key) represents twice the specific
loudness. White areas of a certain note show the amount to which
the „white instrument" (here: Stradivarius) causes higher specific
loudness at this particular region on the basilar membrane as
compared with the „black" instrument (here: Guarneri). Analogous
is true for the black areas: Here Guarneri creates higher specific
loudness than Stradivarius. So the diagram from tone to tone shows
a psychoacoustic comparison of timbre as it visualises to which
amount the different instruments excite different parts of the inner
ear.
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Figure 5. Specific loudness variations as function of musical
tone (vertical scale) and number of ERB (horizontal scale) caused
by playing each tone of the chromatic scale with a 25-cent
vibrato. It shows that the variations in different frequency groups
and for different tones are relatively unequal. The diagram shows
to which extent the vibrato allows to modulate not only loudness
but timbre of the violin. Instrument: Guarneri del Gesu, 1733.
Calculation not from the real bowed string but from "Resonance
Profile" using steps 1-6 (see text). See fig. 4 for explanation.
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Table 1.

Sound Specific Loudness S Specific "Loudness Level hS" Perceived

es used in our topographic change
contour diagrams)

l:;
= twice #1
= twice #2
= twice #3
= twice #4

y 2
3
4

2
4

m 8
y 16 5

particularly helpful when dealing with this sort of topographic-
style maps: each grey-value change represents an equal change of
perception if L,S instead of S is plotted (see table 1).

The specific loudness levels around the musical tone's fundamentals
are located on the first (from left) diagonal bent grid line. The
respective diagonal grid lines that follow adjacent on the right-hand
side give the positions of the specific loudness levels that are caused
by the following harmonics. Furthermore a white data point for
each musical tone in the grey-value diagram represents the position
of the tone's "spectral center of gravity": the sums of specific
loudness S across the critical bands above and below that point are
equal. The "spectral center of gravity" gives an indication of the
tonal color, "dark" versus "bright": the nearer this point is to the
left-hand side, the more the sound of that musical tone tends to be
"sonorous" or "dark".

It should be noted that Fig. 3 shows which resonances of the
instrument are responsible for causing the various regions of
"concentrated" specific loudness of musical tones. Thus the degree
of importance ofvarious resonances in theresonance profile can be
interpreted. Moving from the Stradivari's strong corpus resonances
(see resonance profile around 500 Hz, respectively 10-12 ERB)
vertically downwardsinto the grey-value contour diagram we find
the "concentrated" specific loudness in the region of the
fundamentals of the lowerpart of the A-string (tone# 15-20), giving
those tones "strength" and "depth". Changes of tonal color
("timbre") from tone to tone are made evidentby the verticalchange
ofgrey-value structure along the chromatic scale. The G-string notes
start with only little specific loudness at the region of their
fundamentals, followed by a clear timbre change around tone #7
(#C). Here the effectiveradiation causedby the Helmholtzresonance
A causes a strong increase of "fundamental loudness" around 7-8
ERB.

Comparing G- and D-string with A- and E-string, a significant
weakness of violins in general becomes obvious. Compared with
the higher strings the lower strings lack excitationpotential in the
region where their fundamentals excite the basilar membrane. Due
to the comparative human deafness in the low frequency region
and due to the existence of only one single useful resonance (the

Helmholtzresonance A^ in the region of the first octave, the violin
sounds comparatively bright in the lower range compared with the
timbre of the A- and E-strings. In agreement with this, the lower
strings show centers of spectral gravity shifted to rather high ERB-
values relative to their fundamental frequencies (on the G-string
around 14 ERB, on the D-string around 16 ERB). Only from the
open A-string upwards do the fundamentals start to benefit clearly
from the resonance strength of the corpus resonances (Tl and Bl)
and the centers of spectral gravity of the respective musical tones

(#19...) start to moverather steadily upwards with increasing pitch.
For this Stradivarius, from the open A-string (tone #22) up to #F3

(tone #36) the centers of spectral gravity are relatively constant
around the frequency of the respective 2nd harmonic. For higher
musical tones on the E-string the centers ofspectral gravity start to
shift downwards. Due to the low-pass filtering effect of the violin's
bridge which progressively affects the lower harmonics of musical
tones, the specific loudness of these high musical tones on the E-
string above tone #36 are increasingly dominatedby the strength of
their fundamentals.

The curve in the left part of Fig. 3 shows the overall loudness-level
(in phon) as a function of the chromatic scale. The overall loudness
of each of the musical tones results from "horizontally" summing
the specific loudness across all frequency groups. The maximum
spread of overall loudness-level, an important indicator of the
dynamic balance of the instrument, is about 10 phon. Also here we
see that the "acoustical potential" clearly decreases from the higher
strings to the lower ones, which "challenges" the player to balance.
This challenge (to avoid the term weakness) is even stronger in the
violoncello.

PSYCHOACOUSTIC COMPARISONS
As a final step of our method it has proved valuable not only to
analyze the specific loudness of a single instrument but also to

calculate the differencesbetween two instruments. It has been found
that even when using a high resolution color scale for plotting
absoluteloudness patterns, the visual appearanceof specific loudness
pattern diagrams of different sounding violins lookalmost the same.
Obviously our eye is poor at perceiving and weighting such small
differences, but our ears are more acute. My impression has been
thatour sense of hearing seems to perceive even the smallestchanges
in tonal colorwhen listening to different sounds, whereas our visual
sense almost seems to ignore those differences on the respective
colored loudness diagrams. Only if colored maps are created that
visualize the loudness differences of instruments instead of
visualizing their absolute loudness patterns do the tonal differences
seem to correspond with the visual representations. This finding
led to the last step:

6. AB-comparison of two instruments

a) Difference of the specific loudness levels Li^'^log^ of two
instruments A and B. Result. Psychoacoustic differences of

#3

#1

(in sone) LS=log2 S loudness-
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Figure 6. Stradivari did not copy himself: Psychoacoustical
differences between the Stradivarius, 1712 (white) and
Stradivarius, 1727 (black) caused by differences in the resonance
structure (see fig. 2c). High similarity in specific loudness above
18 ERB. (see fig. 4 for explanation)
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Figure 7, Psychoacoustical differences between the Stradivarius,
1712 (white) and Schleske, 1999 (black). Higher specific loudness
(particularlybetween 16-24 ERB) of the new instrument (see fig. 4
for explanation).
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their tone. Note: Due to the use of specific loudness level
LS" in the comparison diagrams by forming the logarithm
of the specific loudness S, each distance between two grey-
values in the contour-diagram represents an equal
perceptual change in the specific loudness of the two
instruments.

b) Representation of overall loudness (in phon) of two
instruments A and B (see Fig. lOa-c)

Example: Psychoacoustical differences between the violin by
Antonio Stradivarius (1712) shown above, and a Joseph Guarneri
del Gesu (1733) are shown in Fig. 4. This plot represents the
differences ALT' of specific loudness as a function of the chromatic
tone and the "frequency axis of the innerear" (in ERB). A difference
of ALS =1 (see legend) corresponds to a perception of twice the
specific loudness caused by one instrument compared with the
other in a particular region of the basilar membrane. The white
areas in the diagram show the regions and the amounts of higher
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specific loudness of the "white" instrument (the Stradivarius)
compared with the "black" instrument (the Guarneri del Gesu).
The horizontal scale reveals where on the basilar membrane these
different levels of excitation occur. The corresponding is true for
the black areas, showingwhere the "black" instrument has higher
loudness. So this diagram gives a psychoacoustic comparison-tool
for visualizing tonal color from tone to tone (Note: For a colored
version of this diagram see http://www.schleske.de/picshoch/
aOO 15_vgl_a0044_abstr_psy.gif) .
AB-comparisons of different pairs of masters can be done, based on
a database of some 40 violins analyzed using the above techniques.
In contrast to other masters the comparison of Stradivarius versus
del Gesu might reveal typological differences, since the following
difference-pattern can be observed (moreviolins by these two famous
masters should be analyzed and compared before strict conclusions
can be drawn): The del Gesu causes a relatively strong "firing" of
nerves in the lower (sonorous) ERB-region (8-20 ERB) and at the
same time in the higher (brilliance) ERB-region (27-32 ERB), while
the Stradivarius causes stronger excitations in the intermediate
region of the basilar membrane. For very high musical tones (from
about one octave above the open E-string) the Stradivarius has a
more fundamental-dominated sound: from D 3(1175 Hz) on, the
calc-bowed tones create stronger specific loudness in the
fundamental region of eachtone (left region ofwhite areas)compared
to thoseof the Guarneri del Gesu. Despite these differences that can
clearly be perceived as different tonalcolors when listening to both
instruments, their calculated overall loudness (as an indicator of
the "dynamical reserves" of each instrument) is almost identical
(this follows from Fig. 10a). Furthermore, both violins show a
comparable degree of fluctuations of overall loudness goingthrough
the chromatic scale from tone to tone. As mentioned above these
fluctuations are in the range of 10 phon which corresponds to a
doubling of loudness perception. They are an indication of the
degree of "dynamic imbalance" of the instruments, for which the
player must compensate.

Comparisons made with the aid of these psychoacoustic diagrams
prove to be a discriminating empirical tool

when investigating tonal color differences of various instru-
ments

when controlling the sound of newly made instruments
when performing parameter studies on the tonal influences of
certain construction parameters or adjustments of the instru-
ment.

Recall that these results are based on the data of the measured
resonance profiles of the instruments (step 1) and the ensuing
calculations (steps 2-5), not on the subjectively real bowed
instrument. The method tries to extract musically relevant
information ("harmonic levels") and psychoacousticallyrelevant

information ("excitation of the basilar membrane") from the
"technical" data of the resonance profiles of the instruments and
thus suggests how the specific resonance profile could be interpreted.
Nevertheless some limitations (that may have noticeable effects on
our perception of sound) should not be overlooked:

The hammer-excitationof the instrument (step 1) is performed
only in the main excitation direction of the bow (perpendicu-
lar to the string)
All phase information of the radiated sound is lost (due to
averaging out the room modes)
All spatial information of the radiated sound (still present in
step 1) is lost with the further steps (due to energetic averaging
across the radiation angles in order to calculate a resonance
profile as input for the following psychoacoustic evaluation)
No time-varying effects are taken into account.

WHY ACOUSTICAL TOOLS?
Together with Part I (concentrating on construction and modal
analysis), our acoustical workshop tools have now been described.
We would like to end this introduction with some examples of the
benefit of their use. In terms of workshop practice we would state
that acoustical tools can be helpful for

A) Learning to understand correlations between construction and
sound

B) Learning to evaluate parameter studies
C) Learning to control the making process of new instruments
D) Learning to diagnose faults and weaknesses of instruments (be-

cause of length limitations for this paper, this last point must
be kept for a later publication)

A) Understanding correlations- Example:resonance profile
and theeffectiveness of the player's vibrato
Each serious violin maker tries to learn which controllable
parameters in the making process of a violin are responsible for
certain tonal attributes. This section focuses on a "triad" which is
particularly important for the musical success of a violin: the
harmony of construction parameters (here: violin varnish), the
acoustical relevance (here: resonance damping) and musical perception
(here: vibrato and modulability):

When the resonance profile ofan instrument shows significant level
differences in narrow frequency bands, vibrato from the player
(which causes a periodic change of pitches of all harmonics of the
played tone due to the oscillating motion of the left hand) will
create a distinct amplitude modulation of the harmonics. To achieve
significant level differences between narrow frequency bands
requires a reasonable density of resonances per frequency range
and low damping values of the single resonances, leading to a low
"modal overlap factor" [B]. When there are significant narrow-band
level differences in the resonance profile, the small periodic
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Figure 8. The specific loudness differences between a Guarneri- Figure 9. Effect of thickness modification (see Fig 14) on specificCopy and a Stradivari-Copy are very similar to those between the loudness pattern. It shows:You can not win everything But in most
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frequency shift from vibrato is sufficient to make the harmonics of
the played tone rush up and down over the (fixed) resonance peaks
of the instrument. The work of Gough [9] and, back in the 19705,
Mclntyre and Woodhouse [10] has considered this "vibrato effect",
and aimed "toward a psychoacoustically realistic violin physics".
The latterwork arose out of the experiments by Max Mathews with
electronically simulated violin resonances. Similar
psychoacoustical experiments by Weinreich [11] using electronic
synthesis showed that purely frequency-modulated vibrato was
perceived as sounding synthetic or vulgar, whereas a pure amplitude
modulation of harmonics (with the frequency-modulation
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regions (black areas) the dynamic resources could be developed,
(see Fig. 4 for explanation)
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artificiallyremoved) was perceived as almost unchanged, as
compared with a natural real vibrato.

In our opinion a reason for this phenomenon might be based on the
fact that a pure frequency modulationonly causes a periodic local
shift of the unchanged excitation pattern on the basilar membrane,
whereas an amplitude modulation leads to a periodic change of
excitationpattern shape. This change of shape would be due to a)
periodic changes of the overall area of the excitationpattern, and b)
the nonlinear fanning out of the upper flanks of auditory filter
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functions with increasing levels [4]. It can be assumed that such
periodic changes of excitation pattern shape give rise to more
complex neural signals to the brain than simple periodic frequency
shifts of excitation patterns. It is well known that fluctuations or
changes in all kinds of sensory stimulation create higher attention
than constant stimuli, even when being of high intensity.

Figure 10. Comparing overall loudness (calculated as described in
steps 2-5) as function of „musical tone" ofvarious violins - showing
the „dynamic resources" of the instruments:

A. Stradivarius, 1712 (white) and Guarneri del Gesu, 1733 (black)

For the quality of the instrument this means: the higher the
resonance density and the less damped the resonances of the violin,
the smaller the variations in the playing of the instrument (vibrato;
change of bowing parameters etc.) which will affect the neural
excitation level and will thus increase the noticeability of the sound.
It can be presumed that the "fieriness" and "liveliness" in the tone
of high quality violins is (besides other things) based on such an
effect. This effect might have to do with whatworkshop experience
may call "perception by quality" in contrast to a pure "perception by
intensity" when judging violins.
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Example: As described above, the minimum and maximum sound
pressure levels of the harmonics of a musical tone during one vibrato
period cause different excitationpatterns on the basilar membrane
and thus different specific loudness. For a typical musical tone (A 1

;

440 Hz fundamental frequency) Fig. 11 shows the maximum(black
curve) and the minimum (grey curve) specific loudness as they are
created by the sound pressure levels of the harmonics during one
vibrato period (medium vibrato with an overall shift of 25 cent).
Levels are "calc-bowed" according the method described earlier.
The instrument used is the Joseph Guarneri del Gesu 1733 violin
(see Fig. 4). The sound pressure (dB) showing the maximumlevels
of harmonics is indicatedon the left scale, while the specific loudness
curves (sone) corresponding to the maximum and minimum levels
are indicated on the right scale. There are very obvious differences
in specific loudness curves caused by vibrato (or more precisely by
the amplitude modulation of the vibrated harmonics). These
differences are particularly distinctive in the region of the
fundamental (10 ERB) which for this particular violin is due to its
strongly radiating Tl corpus mode in the immediate neighborhood
of the fundamental frequency of that tone.

B Guarneri delGesu, 1733 (black) and Schleske, 0p.51, 2001 (white)
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Through each vibratoperiod of the bowed musical tone the specific
loudness changes periodically between the two curves shown.
However, the individual harmonics do not evoke their minimum
and maximum values simultaneously, but normally at different
times. The reason for that is that each "vibrated" harmonic is shifted
along the frequency axis (in a local frequency range determinedby
the degree of vibrato shift) and thus each harmonic moves up and
down over the resonance profile of the instrument and reaches its
local level-maximumand local level-minimum at different times.

So,

for each harmonic its spectral proportion of maximum and
minimum sound pressure per vibrato period is radiated at different
times. As a consequence the local maximaand minimaon the basilar
membrane are not created synchronously. In otherwords the motion
from maximum to minimum loudness pattern and back within one

C Stradivarius, 1712(white) and Schleske, 0p.37, 1999 (black)
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Figure 11. The figure shows the effect of the amplitude modulation
of harmonics caused by the player's vibrato: It creates a periodically
differing excitation of the basilar membrane. Maximum (black
curve) and minimum (grey curve) specific loudness pattern during
a vibrato period (vibrato frequency shift: 25-cent; tone; al;
Instrument: Guarneri del Gesu, 1733. The Sound-levels of the
harmonics (belonging to that tone) that create the maximumpattern
are represented by data-points. Calculation not from the real bowed
string but from "Resonance Profile" using steps 1-6 (see text).
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vibrato period does not happen in phase but (depending on the
characteristics of the resonance profile) with significant phase
differences. It can be guessed that this effect may intensify the
"liveliness" of the perceived musical tone, since with these non-
simultaneous effects the neural processor presumably is kept busier
evaluating the neural code thanwith a uniform change of specific
loudness. Only if all harmonics reached their local maximumin
the resonance profile at the same time would the vibrato-caused
modulation of overall loudness for this example (with unchanging
bow dynamics) vary betweenL=29.2 sone and L=24.3 sone as
indicated in the figure. Effects of time-masking are not considered
here. Both the fluctuation of overall loudness caused by the vibrato
and also the local fluctuations of specific loudness could be
important for the perception of the "liveliness" of a musical tone -
for some critical bands and tones, as shown in Fig.s, these specific
fluctuationsreach a factor of two! The amount by which the specific
and overall loudness of a musical tone is modulated within one
vibrato period depends on the quality of the instrument's resonance
profile in the region of the harmonics belonging to that tone.

In order to investigate this quality Fig. 5 shows the differences of
specific loudness for all playable musical tones (vertical axis:
chromatic scale) caused by the vibrato (same vibrato and same
instrument as in Fig. 11). The heights of white areas represent the
difference of specific loudness level ALS-Iop(S IS ) where S<->2^ max

mm/

maxis the specific loudness caused by the maximumlevels of harmonics
an<^ nls t îe sPecific loudness caused by minimum levels of
harmonics during one vibrato period. A difference of ALS =1 (see
legend) corresponds to a perception of doubling the specific
loudness.

The diagram shows that overthe whole playing range the maximum
fluctuations of specific loudness caused by the vibrato are
considerable. It is obvious that these fluctuations are significantly
different in different critical bands. The fluctuations show a slight
tendency towards higher magnitudes at higher critical bands. As
the fluctuations are not equally distributed over the ERB-scale it is
obvious that not only the overall loudness but also the tonal color
(timbre) is modulated by the vibrato. As can be seen, this musical
attribute, which one might call "modulation", is not equally
pronounced for all musical tones. The differences in shape and size
of white areas show that the musical tones are far from reacting
with uniform sensitivity to the vibrato of the player. Some tones
react more sensitively (i.e. create more excitation pattern changes
per given "playing change") than others. It can be presumed that
these processes (namely an invariable resonance profile and
frequency-variable vibrated harmonics) demand highly complex
processing activities of the human sense of hearing, occupying the
neural processor. The testimony of musical listeners who "feel
thrilled"by such "lively violin tones" might be based on the effects
described.

In terms of the quality of the resonance profile, the account
developed here emphasizes the importance of a high resonance
density and small resonance damping values in order to increase
the modulabilty of the instrument. This underscores our statement
(see Part I) about "musical violin varnish" concerning the target of
achieving low damping of eigenmodes and an increase of the wood-
quality-ratio c/8(with c = speed of sound of longitudinal waves;
8 = density).

With regard to their experiments on electronically simulated violin
resonances" [10] Woodhouse points out [12] that "if the damping is
too light the result becomes unpleasant again. The reason seems to
be that the high-Q resonances are still ringing on at their own
frequency when thepitch of the vibrato notehas shifted significantly
away, and the resulting composite sound has discordant
ingredients"(Note: Q is defined as the ratio of resonance frequency
divided by half power bandwidth; Q is the inverse of loss factor r|,
or the inverse of twice the damping). This raises the potential danger
of damping becoming too low, but Woodhouse admits thatalthough
the damping values of conventionalinstruments may come close to
such a ringing situation theirresonances do not seem to reach such
low damping. So it should be safe to say (unless a violin is made of
a material other than wood) that the aim of using any treatments
(wood pre-treatment, primer, varnish, etc.) is to create a resonance
profile with the lowest possible damping values and the highest
possible resonance density.

In view of the fact that the density ofviolin resonances as a function
of frequency (in Hz) is approximately constant whereas the
frequency shift of each harmonic caused by vibrato increases with
harmonic number, the effect described should become more
noticeable in the higher frequency range of the resonance profile.

L=29.2 sone,
L=24.3 sone
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Figure 12. Eigenmodes of the fingerboard being mounted on the violin.

On top: Input admittance at driving point A (free fingerboard corner) showing the resonance peaks.

Below. Mode-shapes belonging to those peaks (experimental Modal Analysis).

Input admittance at point A

free end of fin

driving pointA

Mode: 12 3 4 5 6 7 8
Frequency (Hz) 170 Hz 283 Hz 507 Hz 603 Hz 759 Hz 1620 Hz 1680 Hz 2030 Hz
Damping 1.0% 1.0% 1.3% 1.6% 1.0% 1.1% 1.1% 1.5%

The shown mode-shapes result from the residues of the FrequencyResponse Functions (FRF); with FRF=v(f)/F(f)
(admittance).

max. Mag. (v/F) 1.9E+01 1.7E+01 1.4E+02 1.2E+02 B.lE+OO 4.6E+01 3.9E+01 1.9E+02
mm. Mag. (v/F) -3.6E+01 ....-4.0E+01 -3.8E+01 -2.2E+02

qrf+m 1 iF+n? 7fiF4.nl i4F-_.ni
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The higher the harmonicnumber, the wideris the absolute frequency
shift (in Hz) by which that harmonic fluctuates over the violin's
resonances and the higher is the numberof resonance peaks of the
instrument that are "crossed" by that harmonic within one vibrato
period. Fig. 5 shows the maximum differences of specific loudness
during one vibrato period but not the locally differentfrequency of
fluctuations within that period. The increasing resonance density
relative to the frequency shift of each harmonic is the reason why
this fluctuation increases with increasing harmonic number. There
is also a spatial effect. Each resonance peak of the instrument is
characterized by its own "radiativity" [I]. The vibrato on a fine
violin (fulfilling the criteria described above) is not only
characterized by an amplitude modulation but also by a "radiativity
modulation" - a modulation of spatial radiation which is more
noticeablewhen moreresonance peaks are crossedby the harmonics
of the vibrated tone. This might be the reason why musicians
sometimes claim that the tone of a fine violin "lives" in the hall or
has some kind of "spatial authority". These considerations
emphasize the importance of the higher frequency range of the
resonance profile for the modulabilityof the instrument.

Investigations on adjusting violins with new fingerboards in our
studio showed that with a carefully graduated fingerboard it is
possible to create a coupling ofone of the torsionalmodes T of the
fingerboard (modes #3 or #4 in Fig. 12) with one of the corpus
modes, especially with the Bj-mode. What follows from that is a
"spectral splitting" of that corpus mode. As this splitting causes a
"widening" of the frequency region of significant radiation from
the corpus modes (see Fig. 14a of Part I, May 2002 issue) by
transforming one well radiating mode into two well radiating
(adjacent) modes, this effect is probably desirable. It will be
particularly noticeable in the region of the first position of the G-
and A-strings, where the second harmonics (G-string) and
fundamentals (A-string) fall in that frequency region.

More familiar is the so-called A

Q

-B0 coupling. In this case (also
present in the violins by Stradivarius shown in Part I) mode #2 (Fig.
12), here at 283 Hz, couples with the Helmholtz mode A . The
mechanism ofA

Q

-B0 coupling is described in detail by Woodhouse
[13]. From our workshop practice we have observed that "resonance-
coupled" instruments (with A

O-B

Q

coupling and preferably also T
coupling) are regarded by most players as being more "lively" or
"resonant". We share this judgment with Hutchins [14] and
Woodhouse [13].

Note: The modulabilty diagram Fig. 5 must not be confused with
the AB-comparison diagram Fig. 4. While the modulabilty diagram
compares the differences of maximum and minimum specific
loudness caused by the vibrato on one instrument, the AB-
comparison diagram compares the maximum specific loudness
(within a certain allowed vibrato shift) between both instruments.

An example ofa fingerboard madein such as way as to give both T
coupling and Ao-B0 coupling is shown in the frequency response
curves (acceleration a divided by force F) in Fig. 13. The black
curve is a transferfunction between the two corners of the free end
of the fingerboard (glued in place on the violin). For this
measurement of fingerboard modes the ff-holes are covered with
foam in order to damp the A

Q

-mode and minimize coupling, to
isolate the real eigenfrequency ofmode #2 ("B

Q

"). The grey curve is
an input accelerance (a/F) of the corpus (driving point at the left

B) Parameter studies -Example: Acoustics of the
Fingerboard
From Part I of this paper (table 3) it can be seen that two violins by
Antonio Stradivarius happen to show two frequencies of the Bl-
mode in the resonance profile. The eigenmode-map of the
"Schreiber"-Stradivarius 1712 given in Fig. 14b of Part I indicates
that indeed two modes (at 513 Hz and closely above at 524 Hz)
show the typical B^ mode-shape. The difference between these
modes lies in the fact that they show opposite phases between the
free end of the fingerboard (twisting around its longitudinal axis)
and the top plate. This obviously indicates a resonant coupling
between the "corpus system" and the "fingerboard subsystem".
Modal analysis of the glued-on fingerboard indeed shows a number
of fingerboard modes that act largely independently from the modes
of the corpus.Fig. 12shows the resonancepeaks of thesefingerboard
modes in the input admittance (measured at driving point "A" at
the left cornerof the free fingerboard end) and below that the mode
shapes corresponding to these peaks. In the frequency range up to
2500 Hz the fingerboard subsystem shows eight modes, where mode
#2 is a bending modeof the free end ("80-mode"); mode #3 and #4
are torsional modes ("Tf-modes") of the free end; mode #6 and #7
high frequency bending modes with nodal lines already within the
free fingerboard's end and finallymode #8 a torsional mode with a
nodal line cross within the free end.

Figure 13. Example of a successful coupling of fingerboard modes
with corpus modes. Black: Frequency Response Function (FRF) of
fingerboard; grey: FRF of corpus. There occur two couplings; A -B
and Tp-Tj and the instrument is well adjusted to perform a more
„lively" and „resonant" feeling.
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bridge foot). For this measurement the free fingerboard end was
held tightly with one hand in order to avoid coupling with the B

Q

and T modes, so that the real eigenfrequency of the Helmholtz
mode (AJ could be determined. The figure shows that two close
matches of eigenfrequencies have been achieved (vertical broken
lines): (a) Helmholtz mode (Asj with corpus mode (B^, and (b)
fingerboard torsion (Tf) with the lower corpus mode (T^). This
fingerboard is well tuned to give a twofoldcoupling with the corpus
of the instrument. In our experience this gives the instrument a
"living" and "resonant" feeling when being played.

Tuning thefingerboard:
In order to achieve the best tuning of the fingerboard for a given
instrument we have determined some empirical workshop rules.
The mode shape of the first bending mode ("xylophone mode") of
the fingerboard under free boundary conditions is somewhat similar
to how the fingerboard will vibrate in the B

Q

mode when it is glued
on the violin. To hear this xylophone mode frequency, hold the free
fingerboard at one of its nodal lines at approximately 1/4 of its
length and tap and listen at one end or the centre. In the case of our
newly made violins (which have relatively similar scrolls and necks)
the eigenfrequency of this free fingerboard mode turns out to fall at
1.67-1.68 times the eigenfrequency of the eventualB

Q

mode. As this
frequency ratio is almost a major sixth, the free fingerboard should
thus be tuned to that interval above the frequency of the A

Q

-mode,
in order to achieve a good A

Q

-B 0 coupling later. The A -Q-
eigenfrequency must be determined (e.g. by blowing across the ff-
holes) with the sound post inserted, as the sound post shifts A

Q

to a
significantly higher frequency.

Note: Depending on the individual graduation of neck and scroll
the suggested frequency ratio (1.67-1.68) can vary as the B

Q

eigenfrequency depends also on the stiffness of the neck and on the
mass of neck, scroll and pegs. Each maker should establish their
own frequency ratio by simple tests.

A certain amount of fine tuning of the fingerboard can be carried
out after it is glued on, by shortening its length. An experiment
involving successive shortening ofa fingerboard in small increments,
measuring B and T eigenfrequencies and curve-fitting the resulted
data cloud, resulted in the following empirical formulae for
eigenfrequency shifts of B

Q

and Tf modes:

(III): Increaseof B

Q

eigenfrequency (in %)-
AL*(0.1531*AL+1.3097)

where AL = length reductionof the fingerboard (in %); length-270
mm being 100%for the violin. The curve fit has high accuracy of
R=0.9979.

Example:Shorten thefingerboardfrom 270 mm to 265 mm, which is a

reduction AL of 1.85%. Insert in formula III:

So if B

Q

used to be 250 H% by shortening the length of thefinger-
board by 5 mm it will rise by 2.95% to 257.411%

Again the curve fit of this empirical function has high accuracy of
R=0.9972.

Example: Shorten fingerboard by 5 mm and insert this percentage
of length reduction (AL—1.85%)

Insert in formula IV: Increase of T' -eigenfrequency (in
%)=1.6246*1.85%=3%

So if T used to be 510 H% by shortening the length of thefinger-
board by smm it willrise by 3% to 525.3 H%.

These formulae provide a certain latitude for later adjustments of
the fingerboard. Nevertheless it should be noted that the main
frequency-sensitive working step when making the fingerboard
comes from its thickness and the concave hollowed out area
(particularly length and depth of that area) on the underside.

Of course, as well as fingerboard studies many other parameter
studies focusing on other elementsof the violin can be useful. Good
examples of such "simulation experiments" are to be found in the
work of Rodgers [15;16], using the Finite-Element Method for
investigating the acoustics of the bassbar, thickness graduation etc.

C) Controlling the making processof new instruments
When acoustical tools are used in the making process of a violin, an
obvious approach is to learn from the acoustical properties of
existing fine instruments whose tonal quality is highly regarded.
Modal analysis as a diagnosis tool and sound analysis as a controlling
tool can be very valuable here. They can help to match the modes
being modifiedby the various steps in the making process as closely
as possible to thoseof the reference instrument [17, 18]. At the end
of the making process psychoacoustical sound analysis can control
(and potentially optimize) the final result. While one aim could be
to make a "tonal copy" (more precisely a "resonance copy") of one
particular reference instrument, another (perhaps more artistic)
aim would be to understand the typical characteristics of various
reference instruments from their modal behavior and tone and to
create an individual "modal composition".
The term "tonal copy" must not be misunderstood as creating
complete identity, but rather as guaranteeing a clear affinity of the
two instruments. Confirmation of the success (through the
similarity between original and "tonal copy") can only be given by
the musicians who know and play both instruments.

Increase of B

Q

eigenfrequency (in %)
= 1,85*(0. 153 1

*1,85+

1.3097)^2.95%

(TV): Increase of Tf-eigenfrequency (in %) — 1.6246*—AL
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Example: A television team of 'Norddeutscher Rundfunk (NDR)'
recently filmed our studio and some details of our methods for a
documentary program. They also filmed a young German soloist
playing in the Munchner Max-Joseph-Saal on the Joseph Guarneri
del Gesu 1733 mentioned earlier, and on a "tonal copy" of that
instrument which had recently been made in our studio.
Immediately afterwards they recorded the owner's opinion, which
was "Both instruments have the same qualities. But it is not just
that. I have played quite a number of 'Strads' and 'del Gesus', but
neverhave I had such a comparable feeling and tone as between my
'del Gesu' and that new violin."

As shown in Fig. 2a the two resonance profiles are not identical.
But it has been possible to recreate some typical tonalcharacteristics.
These are especially:

The quality (eigenfrequencies, ratios between levels) of corpus
resonances. Modes below 500 Hz clearly show higher radia-
tion than the higher-frequency Brmode which for both violins
is around 540 Hz.

Gaps between resonance regions.
A general similarity of the "envelope shape" of the resonance
profile.

Comparing the overall loudness of both instruments as a function
of musical tones, Fig. 10b shows the slightly higher values of the
"tonal copy". This figure reveals the dynamical reserves of both
instruments. The maximum differences of loudness between the
musical tones are 10 phon for the original and (because ofa slightly
higher radiation of the Trmode) 12 phon for the copy.

Example: In order to judge the magnitude of differences between
these two violins, Fig. 2b shows a comparison of the resonance
profiles of the Stradivarius 1712 ("Schreiber") and the Guarneri del
Gesu 1733.A generaldifference in the frequency range of the corpus
resonances is obvious. The frequency difference betweenT and B
mode is smaller for the Stradivarius. Not only are these modes
pulled further apart in the Guarneri, but the latter also shows a
higher radiation of the lower frequency T. mode compared with
the higher B1 (for detailed explanations of these modes and
description of their mode shapes, see Part I).

Example: Similarlyrevealing could be a comparison of the resonance
profiles of two violins by Antonio Stradivari (1712 and 1727) as
given in Fig. 2c. In the lower frequency range (particularly around
the corpus resonances 400-600 Hz) there occur considerable
differences which support the idea that even Stradivari did not copy
himself (at least this is true for the present-day acoustics of those
instruments, but it says nothing about how much they have been
modified over the centuries). Nevertheless, clear similarities occur
in the higherfrequencyregion. This is also obvious from the loudness
differences of musical tones in the higher ERB-regions (Fig. 6). It

shows that the acoustical differences between the two violins by
Stradivari are not inconsiderable compared with the differences
between Stradivari (Fig. 2c) and tonalcopy (Fig. 2d). As an indication
of the "dynamical reserves", the (comparable) overall loudness of
both instruments is given in Fig. 10c. A comparison of the specific
loudness differences between Stradivarius and tonal copy (Fig. 7)
shows that the tonal copy accentuates the middle frequency groups
(14-24 ERB) even more than the original Stradivarius - an
accentuation which seemed to be typical for Stradivarius as
compared with Guarneri (see above).

Example: Since the tonal copy of the Guarneri seemed to be a
successful attempt to emulate typical Guarneri characteristics, it is
not too surprising that a comparison of the specific loudness
differences between the two tonal copies (Fig. 8) show the same
"genus-differences" as those between the two original violins:
compare Fig. 4 (original) with Fig. 8 (tonal copies). Musicians
recognized each instrument immediately as being typical violins of
the respective "genus".A major factor in achieving successful results
when making "tonal copies" is the parameter studies mentioned
earlier. Empirical studies of the shift of eigenfrequencies and
modifications of mode shapes show the advantage of modifying the
corpus rather than the free plates [17, 18].

Example: Such parameter studies can broaden one's experience
about which modifications will be successful when aiming to
implement a certain tonal task. As an example in the working process
the thickness graduation is modified in various steps and the
acoustical consequences documented. Fig. 14 shows the
modifications of the back plate of a developing "tonal copy" (the

Figure 14. Thickness modifications in the working process. The
grey values represent the amount of further thinning (max. o.Bmm)
of the plates.

mm
■0.8-1.0
■0.6-0.8
■ 0.4-0.6

0.2-0.4
0.0-0.2
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Figure 15. Effect of thickness modification (fig. 14) on the
„Resonance Profile" and thus on the change of psychoacoustic
perception (fig. 9). Corpus resonances have changed their ability to
radiate sound. A

Q

and C 2increase their radiation level. Increase of
levels and level-differences in the brilliance region and thus increase
of brilliance and modulabilty (explanations see text

„resonance

damping and vibrato").

Sound Radiation ("Resonance Profile") p/F (dB)

110

CD

Q.

00
2 7 12 17 22 27 32 37

Number of ERB

darker the area, the more wood was taken away, see scale). The
psychoacoustical effects of the modified resonance profile are given
in the loudness-difference diagram (Fig. 9). The effect is particularly
noticeable in an increasing specific loudness in the lower critical
bands up to 14 ERB and for the higher musical tones in an increase
above 28 ERB. A comparison of the resonance profiles before and
after the named modification is given in fig.ls. It shows the changes
of radiation levels and eigenfrequencies of single modes: Particulary
the increased radiation of both the Helmholtzresonance A

Q

(by
3.5d8) and the torsional corpus mode C 2 (by 6dß) is obvious.
Furthermore the eigenfrequencies of the T - and Bj-corpus modes
appear to be slightly shifted down. The radiation level of the Tj-
corpus mode is reduced by 2 dB

Although such studies can undoubtedly be helpful, the use of the
"empirical tools" described here (Fig. 16) will in our opinion never
replace the "normal" working processes of the violin maker, which
will still be characterizedby many "trials and errors", nor will it
replace the emotions during the working process of making an
artistic object. An advantage of those acoustical tools might be that
they allowone to gain moreinformation from the inevitable"errors".
Quite often a whole series of instruments that are intended to follow
the resonance profile of one particular reference instrument will be
constructed before one may reach a result that could justifiablybe
called a "tonal copy".

In my opinion the immediacy of such a success still has a lot to do
with how emotionally one "understands" the reference. With
Guarneri del Gesu it was the very first (out of a two-year series) that
seemed to score a hit comparing it with the 1733-genuine'del Gesu',
while a troublesome series of several violins following the
"Schreiber" Stradivarius model had to be made (trying numerous
material and construction modifications) until a strongrelationship

Figure 16. Measuring sound radiation on a turntable tripod by
means of an impact-hammer-pendulum.

with this Stradivarius resulted. The projection of that tonal copy
had to be demonstrated in the soloistic situation, when during the
last concert period its owner, the leader of the Philharmonisches
Orchester Ulm, played Bela Bartok's concerto No. 2 "against" the
orchestra on that new violin. He states, "Although I have played a

nice 18th century Italian fiddle for the last seven years, it is only
since I began to play this "young Strad" that people have come to

me after the concerts to ask about the instrument I was playing."

Obviously it is not important to play a violin made in the 18lh
century, but rather one which may be called a successful "resonance
sculpture". What a blessing that we may benefit from some of the
outstanding sculptures that already exist! Empirical acoustical
methods can be tools for collecting evidence. The deciphering of
fascinating acoustical 'secrets' of outstanding instruments can yield
a vast store of experience. I believe we can carry on where they left
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off. That is why (after somepreliminary exercises) currently we try
to create violins that combine some beloved essential attributes of
two of ourreference violins: the soloistic power and passion of the
'del Gesu' (1733) and the unsurpassed richness of varying colors,
depth and warmth of a Domenico Montagnana (1729).

CONCLUSION
One of the major messages of my work is that the terms "tone" and
"acoustics"must not be confused. Acoustics is characterized using
physical language ("mode shapes", "eigenfrequencies", "sound
pressure", etc.), whereas tone is an aesthetic, rather than a physical,
quantity. Aesthetics is not a discipline ofphysics but belongs to the
field of art and philosophy. Although "tone" has its origin in
acoustical processes, the sensation and quality of tone cannot be
described using physical terms. Acoustics demands an intellectual
attitude, while tone demands instead an existential realization. If
tone is thought of allegorically as a painting, then acoustics is
comparable with the colors of that painting. Of course the painting
consists of a certain distribution of colors, just as tone consists of a
certain distribution of sound pressure. But it would be absurd to
claim that the aesthetic quality of the painting and its artistic content
would be understood by a pure analysis of the frequency distribution
and the spectrum of its colors. If the musician is a painter and the
composition his motif, then the resonances of the instrument are
the colors thathe can use to express himself. The art ofviolinmaking
is to provide an instrument whose palette of colors allows the
musician to express what he feels and hears. The resonance profile
of the instrument is nothing but this palette. I hope the examples in
this paper have thrown some light on this palette.

Martin Schleske, Munchen, den 27. Feb. 02
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Moisture Breathing Properties of Wood:
Let's Get It Right!

ABSTRACT
It willbe shown that the concept thatwood absorbs moisture slowly
with rising relative humidity, but desorbs moisture rapidly with
falling relative humidity, was based on faulty experimental
procedures. The investigation described shows that wood actually
absorbs and desorbs moisture at similar rates with changing
environmental conditions. This has important ramifications for
violin-makers.

INTRODUCTION
The late Robert E. Fryxell [1] described his early experiments on
the moisture breathing properties of wood. Briefly, he reported
that he had made mass change measurements of 13 violin and 4
viola plates in the white and 2 varnished violin tops and one viola
back with linseed oil filler, which had all been conditioned at "dry
indoorwinter heat", and then exposed to 100% relative humidity,
all at "normal temperatures 70-80°F". The 100% relative humidity
tests involved suspending the plates in a 5 gallon sealed container
with a tray of water on the bottom. He did not state howmany
batches his tests involved, but it wouldhave been impossible to fit
the 20 plates into a 5 gallon container. To accommodate viola plates
and allowingfor the trayofwater and suspension devices, the height
must have been at least 50 cm (assuming a 41.5 cm viola) and the
width 27 cm. It can be calculated that a depth of 14 cm will result in
a volume of about 18,900 cm3, almost exactly SUS gallons. If such a
container existed in 1965, it would have been ideal for the nine
plates used for the tests, the results of which are shown graphically
by Fryxell [2], and reprinted by Hutchins [3]. The nine plates in
this test consisted of 6 violin plates in the white, 2 varnished tops
(not stated but assumed to have been violin) and 1 viola back with
linseed oil filler. The uncoated surface area, (based on 570 cm2 per
uncoated surface for the 8 violin plates and 760 cm2 for the filled
viola plate and making no allowance for the extra area due to the
archings of the plates), totalled some 8740 cm2. The maximum
possible dimensions of the tray of water in the above 5 gallon
container must have been about 26 cm by 13 cm, about 338 cm2 .
Thus the uncoated area of the plates was some 29 times the surface
area of the water.

The remaining 11 plates exposed to 100%relative humidity by
Fryxellcould have fitted into a similar sized container. These plates

by difference consisted of 4 viola backs and 7 violin plates, all in the
white. The total uncoated surface area, calculated as above, was
14060 cm2 , nearly 42 times the areaof the water surface. The graph
shown in Fryxell, R.E. [2, 4, Fig. 3] probably refers to this group of
plates exposed to 100% relative humidity for 80 days and then
removed to ambient conditions.

Fryxell concluded from his experiments that wood absorbed
moisture very slowly with rising relative humidity, but desorbed
moisture rapidly with falling relative humidity.

ASTM E 104-51 [5] (Re-approved 1971) warns against overloadinga

constant humidity chamber as this may result in an unreasonably
long time for the humidity to reach a steady state. The amount of
moisture absorbed by the material being conditioned is also
important. It is recommended that the surface area of the material
should be less than the surface area of the humidifying solution.
Obviously Fryxell's sealed containers were grossly overloaded and
this possibly accounts for the very slow moisture absorption
recorded in his 100% relative humidity experiments. Certainly,
this aspect of his widely publicised experimental work needs further
investigation.

APPARATUS
AlthoughASTM E 104-51 and laterversions ofASTM E 104 specify
a closed container with static conditions during the test, it was
decided to use a chamber similar to that recommendedby the
National Physical Laboratory [6]. Basically this chamber is a metal
box with a glass observation window and provided with a suitable
trayon the bottomto contain the various salt solutions. A small fan
is included for stirring the air within the chamber. Such a sealed
chamber with the dynamic conditions, provided by air movement,
more closely resembles the conditions naturally occurring in most

violin makers' workshops.
The experiments which follow were conducted in an insulated
temperature controlled laboratory incubator with a well sealed
glass door and a second outer insulating door. The inner chamber is
constructed from copper and is painted matte black. The inner
dimensions are 46 cm high by 38 cm wide by 38 cm deep. A plastic
tray, 32 cm by 27 cm (surface area864 cm2) used to contain water or
the various saturated salt solutions required, was supported on
pieces of aluminium U-sectionresting on the bottomof the chamber,

Rex P. Thompson
10 Rothesay Aye, Hazelwood Park

South Australia 5066
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allowing good air circulation all over the tray. A Radio Shack
Brushless Mcro-fan Cat. No. 273-240, running on 5 voltsD.C instead
of the rated 12 volts D.C. and displacing approximately 330 ml per
second, was placed to blowacross the surface of the trayand provide
good circulation within the chamber. The temperature was
controlled at 25°±1°C.

The masses of the plates and strips were determined on a top-pan
laboratory balance weighing to 1 milligram. Readings were taken
every 2 hours during the first 14 hours in each environment and
thereafter as often as possible for the remaining 33 hours (usually
within a maximum of 6 hours between readings). Measurements
were taken as rapidly as possible, usually less than 30 seconds from
removal to return to the incubator.

EXPERIMENTAL
The graphs, Figures 1 and 2, show the mass changes with timein the
various environments. They also show the estimated moisture
contents of the wood, (% M.C.), referred to the oven-drymasses of

In a preliminary test, the Mezzo violin plates SUS 108, supplied by
Dr. Carleen Hutchins for the earlier experiments [7], were
conditioned in the workshop controlled at 21°±1°C and 50±5%
RH, weighed and then exposed to 100%RH in the incubator. The
plates were supported horizontally one above the other 7.5 cm apart
with the lower plate approximately 25 cm above the surface of the
water in the tray, using the incubator tray supports on the sides of
the chamber. The uncoated surface area of these plates was
approximately 1300 cm2, 1.5 times the surface area of the water.
After 24 hours the mass increase of the back was 8.3% and of the top
was 8.6%, referred to the workshop conditioned mass. This mass
gain is greater than Fryxell achieved in his 80 day or 15 week
experiments.

Figure 1. Moisture absorption and desorption of SUS 108 plates
when exposed to various relative humidities at 25° ± I°C.

The results of further tests are shown in graphical form in Figures 1
and 2, showing the mass changes of SUS 108 plates and strips of
maple and spruce exposed to the sequentialenvironments for 47
hours and then allowing 1 hour for change-over from one to the
next. Although the samples have not reached equilibrium with the
various conditions, the graphs show quite dramatically the rates of
absorption and desorption ofmoisture. The maple and spruce strips,
4.1 mm thick, had a surface area of 438 cm2 , thus making the total
uncoated surface area a little over twice the surface area of the
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the strips and the estimated oven-dry masses of the plates at the
beginning and end of eachperiod [8, p.6-7]. There is one interesting
apparent anomaly, in that the moisture contents of the strips are
less than those of the plates at the beginning of the sequence. This
maybe explained by the fact that the strips were heated during final
sanding with a drum sander and were consequently very dry prior
to conditioning in the workshop. "The equilibrium moisture content
that timberwill attain under any given condition is influenced by
its previous state. If it was drierbefore, it will come to equilibrium
at a lower moisture content than if it was wetter. This hysterisis
effect is not very large and may reach about 2%." [8, p. 96]. It is
interesting that, after the first 100% R.H. period, the moisturecontent
of the strips followed very closely that of the plates. Switching off
the fan caused a definite decrease in the moisture absorption of
both the plates and the strips at the end of the last 100% R.H. cycle
when compared to the first 100% R.H. cycle, but at the end of the
last 52% R.H. cycle the figures were almost identicalwith those at
the end of the first 52% R.H. cycle.

"... wood absorbs moisture with rising relative
humidity and desorbs moisture with falling
relative humidity at almost the same rate."

CONCLUSION
The results of the experiments above, investigating the moisture
breathing properties of wood under closely controlled conditions,
show that wood absorbs moisture with rising relative humidity and
desorbs moisture with falling relative humidity at almost the same
rate. The experimental work of Robert Fryxell has been shown to

have been faulty due to gross overloading of his 100%R.H. test

chamber(s).

Violin-makers must take into account that the moisture content of
theirwood is constantly changing, absorbing and desorbing moisture
with changing atmospheric conditions. For precise tuning of
instrument plates, makers must be mindful of this fact, and work
only when conditions are stable. Obviously a carefully controlled
workshop where the relative humidity and temperature remain
within a fairly narrow range is an ideal situation.
All test samples, e.g. violin plates or whole instruments, must be
conditioned for sufficient time to allowthem to come to equilibrium
with the test environment. All sorts of strange vibrations show up
when wood is moist on the outside and still dry in the centre and
vice versa. When tuning plates of the violin family which have been
varnished on the outer surface, moisture breathing can only occur
via the uncoated inner surface. Quite alarming distortion can occur
after transferringplates from, say a U.V. varnish drying cabinet, to

a conditioned atmosphere of 50% R.H. Attempting plate tuning

before adequate conditioning is quite pointless. It is recommended
for meaningful testing that test samples be weighed daily on a
sensitive balance until constant mass shows that equilibrium with
the chosen test conditions has been achieved. To eliminate any
inbuilt stresses in an instrument, all components shouldbe similarly
conditioned prior to final assembly.

Performers, unfortunately, donot generally have the luxury of being
able to condition their instruments to the ambient conditions of a

concert hall. Most musicians are aware that the playing qualities of
their instruments vary considerably with changes in climatic
conditions. When conditions are dry they make some attempt to

maintain the moisture level in their instruments with special
humidifiers. Modern concert halls with air conditioning, and air
travel at 35,000 feet from Europe to America or from Northern to

Southern hemispheres subject instruments to gross changes of
climatic conditions over relatively short time intervals which are
very difficult to counteract. Obviously musicians should try to
condition their instruments for as long as possible to the ambient
conditions before any performance.
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The acoustic power has been determined from intensity
measurements on three structurally different violins: a Scherl
and Roth student violin, Hutchins' SUS29S, and Hutchins'
mevgp violin SUS 100. While each violin was bowed with an
open-frame mechanical bowing machine, the intensity
measurements were made by scanning each side of the bowing
machine with an intensity probe. One-third octave band sound
power levels of the acoustic radiationfrom each of the three
instruments as each of thefour open strings is bowed show that
the structurally different me^o violin produces greaterpower
at low frequencies when the lowest (G) string is bowed, but this
behavior is not evidenced on the other strings.

Acoustic power is a quantity that may be used to describe the
soundradiation from a source. Because sound power is independent
of the environment and the distance of the observation from the
source, it is useful as a measure to compare the overall acoustic
radiation from different sources. Violins differ in acoustic power
output, depending on their construction and the method of playing.
Radiation from violins has been the subject of several studies
(Hutchins 1983, Hutchins and Benade 1997). Some of these studies
have focused on specific aspects of acoustic radiation, such as
directivity patterns (Meyer 1972, Bissinger 1995, Wang and
Burroughs 1999), or frequency spectra (Saunders 1937, Gabrielsson
and Jansson 1979, Langhoff 1994). However, a comparison of the
totalacoustic power radiated from different types of violins bowed
in a consistent manner has not been shown. Such a comparison is
reported in this paper.

In an in-depth study on the radiationmechanisms of violins (Wang
and Burroughs 2001), three violins were tested which vary in quality
and construction: a Scherl and Roth student violin and two violins
by renowned violin maker Carleen Hutchins, SUS29S and mezzo
violin SUSIOO. Of particular interest was the mezzo violin, which

has larger top and bottom plates with longer and thinnerribs than a
standard violin. The mez2o violin is a part of the Violin Octet and
was constructed to produce greater power than the standard violin
(Hutchins and Schelling 1967). Here we compare measured levels
of acoustic power radiated by the mezzo violin to the measured
levels ofpower radiated by two violins of conventional design. The
acoustic intensity around a closed surface surrounding each violin
was measured, while the instrumentwas bowed with an open-frame
mechanical bowing machine. Details on the bowing machine are
provided elsewhere (Wang and Burroughs 1999). Theradiated power
was then determined by integrating the sound intensity over the
measurement surface that enclosed the violin.

DETERMINING ACOUSTIC POWER FROM ACOUSTIC
INTENSITY
Acoustic intensity is a measure of sound energy flux, or sound
powerper unit area. Standards for determining the acoustic power
from sound intensity measurements have been published only in
the past decade (ANSI 512.12 1992, ISO 9614/1 1993, ISO 9614/2
1994), since equipment to measure intensity directly has been only

recently introduced. The intensity probe employed in this study
consists of two facing phase-matched condenser microphones,
separated by a known distance, which measure the pressures at the
two locations simultaneously (referred to as the 'p-p method5). These
two pressure values are averaged to estimate the pressure at a mid-
point between the microphones. The particle velocity at the mid-
point is calculated from the pressure gradient between the
microphones by Euler's equation:

(i)

where p0 is ambient density, v is particle velocity, pis acoustic
pressure, and is a unit vector in the direction of interest.

State College, PA 16804-0030

dv dp
Pq — =—— nUdt dn
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Integrating both sidesand applyinga finite difference approximation
produces:

c

where dis the distance between the microphones, andp; andp2 are
the pressures measured by the two facing microphones.

The time-averaged acoustic intensity is then determined from the
pressure and particle velocity by:

(3)

where Tis the period of time overwhich the average is taken. Note
that intensity is a vector quantity, which will be considered positive
when sound energy is traveling across the surface away from the
source under study and negative in the opposite direction.

The scanning method detailed in ISO 9614/2 (1994) was used in this
study. First a measurement surface that encloses only the sound
source of interest is defined. The totalmeasurement surface is split
into a number of defined subsurfaces, and each of the subsurfaces
scanned with the intensityprobe. The average value of the measured
intensity across each subsurface is multiplied with the subsurface
area to produce the sound power radiating across the area of the
subsurface. Finally all of the powers across the various subsurfaces
are added to determine the total radiated acoustic power.

EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS
The intensity probe used in this study consisted of two Briiel and
Kjaer (B&K) phase-matched 1/2" microphones (type 4181), suitable
for measurements between 50 and 6300 Hz (Hewlett Packard 1992),
connected to a Hewlett Packard 3569Areal-time frequency
analyzer. Two spacers were employed to separate the microphones:
a spacing of 50 mm was used for measurements up to 1250 Hz, and
a spacing of 10mm for measurements from 125 to 5000 Hz (Waser
and Crocker 1984). The microphones were first individually
calibratedwith a pistonphone calibrator (B&K type 4230). Then,
the two microphones were placed in a cavity calibrator (model
#HP35236A) to check their residual pressure-intensity index, L ,
which is the difference between the measured sound pressure level
and sound intensity level when both microphones are exposed to
the same known acoustic pressure and a known phase difference.
The calibration quantifies the effect of phase mismatch between
the microphones and is an indicator of the dynamic range of the
intensity probe (Fahy 1995). Values ofL werefound to be suitable.

Table 1: Test parameters applied during intensity probe sweeps
for each string excitation. The fundamental frequency of the string
is provided 3

Open G Open D Open A Open E
(196 Hz) (294 Hz) (440 Hz) (660 Hz)

One-third Octave
Band Center 160-3150 Hz 200-3150 Hz 250-3150 Hz 400-3150 Hz
Frequency Range

Bow Force 1.15 N 0.55 N 0.55 N 1.4 N

0.35 m/s 0.35 m/s 0.35 m/s 0.35 m/sBelt Velocity

Bow-bridge 2.5 cm from bridge to center of bow, and 1 cm contact width
Distance

An open-frame mechanical bowing machine was used to produce a
controlled excitation of the violin that closely approximated the
mannerin which violins are excitedwhile being played by a violinist
(Wang and Burroughs 1999). Measurements were conducted as
each of the four open strings on each violin was excited. Since the
magnitude and harmonic distribution of the power depend on
bowing parameters, constant values of these parameters were
maintainedduring the measurements on the same string for each of
the three instruments (Table 1). However, values of bow force did
differ between measurements from different string excitations. This
parameter was adjusted so that the bowing machine produced a
similarly strong sound on each string. Because the bowing
parameters changed between string excitations, comparisons of the
measured powers can be made between instruments with the same
string excitation, but not when different strings are excited.

The bowing machine was placed on a concrete floor in a semi-
anechoic chamber with dimensions of 5.5 m by 6.8 m by 9.3 m.
Two sets of preliminary measurements were conducted to ensure
that recommended field conditions were met. First, the pressure-
intensity index, L , defined as the difference between sound pressure
level and sound intensity level in the field, was measured while the
violinwas bowed to determineif the testing environmentwas highly
reactive which would lead to inaccurate intensity results (Fahy
1995). Values of L.were found to be acceptable with both the 10
mm and 50 mm spacers. The second field check involved two
measurements of the bowed violin, first with the probe oriented in
the direction of the source and then with the probe turned 180° so
that it was oriented in the opposite direction away from the source.
Both positions displayed intensities which were approximately the
same magnitude (within 2 dB), but with opposite sign, as expected.

The intensity probe was manually swept across the five planar
surfaces delineated by the bowing machine's frame. Each of the
five surfaces was scanned in a uniform manner while the analyzer
performed a linearaverage of the intensity in one-third octave bands

t

u{t)= \[pi{r)-p 2 {r)]dT

\ T
I =—- Ipu dt

0
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Figure 1: The dB difference between averaged intensity
measurements over the front side of the bowing machine frame,
using two different bowing belts. Differences are low, indicating
good repeatability between belts. Measurements were made while
bowing the open G string, using the 50 mm spacer and 10 mm
spacer in the intensity probe.

overthe chosen measurement time period, typically 60 seconds. At
least two sweeps were made per side, and the resulting data were
averaged. Data for the open G and open D strings were acquired
with both the 50 mm and 10 mm microphone spacers. The results
from the two spacers at overlapping one-third octave frequency
bands from 400 to 1000 Hz were typically within 2 dB of each other
and subsequently averaged. For the open A and open E strings,
tests were only conducted with the 10 mm spacer. Two different
belts for bowing were used during the intensity measurements.
The use ofdifferent belts had little effect on the intensity results, as
shown in Figure 1.

One-third octave band sound power levels for the three violins are
shown in Figures 2 through 5 for the bowing of each of the four
open strings, along with the background noise levels. Also shown
in Figures 2 through 5 are the number of bowed harmonics with
frequencies that fall within the respective one-third octave band.

Figure 2: Radiated power in one-third octave bands whose center frequencies are listed, from bowing the three test instruments on the
open G string. Also shown are the background noise levels in the test environmentand the number ofbowed harmonics which lie in each
frequency band.

Open G string excitation

160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 3150 Total
One-third octave bands (Hz)
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ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
Figure 2 shows the sound power levels for the radiation from the
violins with the G string bowed. The behavior of the three violins
do differ. The mezzo violin radiates the most sound power in the
frequency band which includes the second harmonic (392 Hz), but
the other two instruments radiate the most at the third harmonic
(588 Hz). Also apparent is the mezzo violin's greater power at

frequencies below 500 Hz compared to the other two instruments.
In the 400 Hz one-third octave band, it produces levels which are
more than 10 dB greater than the levels for the other two violins.
Apparently the input signal produced by bowing the G string couples
well with low frequency modes of the mezzo violin,radiating more
sound power at low frequencies. This is supported by other data
from the mezzo violin, including admittance measurements from
SUS 100 which demonstrate more peaks in the low frequency range
thanfor standard violins such as the Scherl and Roth (Fig. 6). Also
the radiativity of another mezzo violin measured by Weinreich
(1985) indicated that the instrument has a greater radiativity at low
frequency resonances than standard violins.

The results in Figure 2 show furthermore that SUS29S has a strong
response not seen in the other two instruments in the 630 Hz band,
but above 1250 Hz, all three instruments have similar levels. Even
with the increased numberof bowed harmonics, the radiatedpower
at these higher frequency bands is moderate. The overall radiated
power with the G string bowed is similar for the two Hutchins'
violins, at a level noticeably greater (at least 5 dB) than for the
Scherl and Roth violin.

For the bowed D string, a comparison between instruments as
shown in Figure 3 fails to show a similar dominance of the mezzo
violin at low frequencies. All three instruments radiate the most
power in the one-third octave band which encompasses the
fundamental frequency or first harmonic (294 Hz), but SUS29S
exhibits a smaller response than the other two in the low frequency
range. The mezzo violin and the Scherl and Roth appear similar in
the lowest bands but then diverge at higher frequencies. Overall,
the three violins radiate a comparable amount of totalpower when
the D string is bowed, within4 dB of each other.

In Figure 4 for the open A string excitation, the radiated sound
power levels for the mezzo violin were found to be lower than the
levels for the other two instruments. The totalradiated sound power
level for the mezzo violin is the lowest among the three violins,
although they all produce levels within 4 dB. There is a lack of
sound power radiation from the mezzo violin at the lower
frequencies, up to the band occupied by the third harmonic (1320
Hz). Its dominance in this range which was apparent when the
open G string was bowed is not evidenced here. The frequency
band with the third harmonic is the one in which it radiates the
most power. The other two standard instruments show the largest
levels at the second harmonic (880 Hz), although their first harmonic
responses (440 Hz) are also predominant.

When the A string is bowed, radiation from the fundamental
frequency of 440 Hz is expected to be great, because this driving
frequency lies close to an eigenmode of the standard violin, often
called the Tl or 'main wood' mode near 460 Hz. The mezzo violin
was produced to have this same resonance, as seen in its admittance
curve in Figure 6; however, its radiation in the 400 Hz one-third
octave band is significantly less than the radiation from the other
two,which was not true when the G string was excited (Fig. 2). One
reason for the change in the low frequency power output with the
bowed A string versus the bowed G string may have to dowith how
the bridge transmits the string vibrations into forces on the body.
The mezzo violin has powerful low frequency modes which can
radiate a large amount of sound energy; however, if the string
vibration is not well coupled to the body through the bridge, the
excitation of these modes maybe considerably less.

Finally, for the open E string excitation in Figure 5, the three
instruments seem to produce a similar amount of total radiated
power, within 3 dB of each other. However, their harmonic
distributions are different. SUS29S has a large component in the
630 Hz one-third octave band, while the other two violins exhibit
stronger responses at the second bowed harmonic in the 1250 Hz
band.

Summarizing across the four bowed strings studied, one can state
that the mezzo violin doesnot appearto radiatemoreoverallacoustic
power than the standard instruments. In fact, the three violins have
similar total sound power levels on the upper three strings; only on
the G string is there an obvious difference between the Hutchins'
violins and the Scherl and Roth violin. The most obvious
dissimilarity between the structurally different mezzo violin and
the other two is the fact that the mezzo violin's low frequency
response is significantly greater when the G string is bowed.

"...the mezzo violin does not appear to radiate
more overall acoustic power than the standard
instruments."

For each of the four bowed strings, the power levels in the one-third
octave bands containing at least one harmonic are higher than the
levels in the adjacent bands that contain no harmonics. Radiation
in the bands containing the harmonics dominate the overall levels,
as expected. However, there are three bands in which there are no
harmonics where the power levels are high: the 315 Hz band for the
G string, the 250 Hz band for theD string and the 500 Hz band for
the A string. For the G string, the high level inthe 315 Hz band may
be due to noise generated by the bowing, apparent in other
background noise spectra taken with the bowing machine (Wang
and Burroughs 1999). For the 250 Hz band for the bowed D string,
the 294 Hz fundamental falls close to the cross-over frequency
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Figure 3: Radiated power in one-third octave bands whose center frequencies are listed, from bowing the three test instruments on theopenD string. Also shown are the background noise levels in the test environment and the number of bowed harmonics which He in eachfrequency band

OpenD string excitation

Figure 4: Radiated power in one-third octave bands whose center frequencies are listed, from bowing the three test instruments on theopen A string. Also shown are the background noise levels in the test environment and the number of bowed harmonics which lie in eachfrequency band

Open A string excitation
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Figure 5: Radiated power in one-third octave bands whose center frequencies are listed, from bowing the three test instruments on
the open E string. Also shown are the background noise levels in the test environment and the number of bowed harmonics which
lie in each frequency band.

Open E string excitation

One-third octave bands (Hz;
: c

herl&Roth

I=l Mezzo c~JBackground noise -«- Bowed harmonics

between the 250 and 315 Hz one-third octave band filters, so that
part of the response shown in the 250 Hz band may be due to the
leakage through the skirt of the filter (Fig. 7(a)). A similar case is
made for the 500 Hz band of the A string. The 440 Hz fundamental
falls in the 400 Hz one-third octave band, but close to the cross-over
between the 400 and 500 Hz one-third octaveband filters (Fig. 7(b)).
Thus, the response in the 500 Hz band may again result from leakage
through the skirt of the filter.

The same bowing parameters were used on different violins for
each string, but not on different strings for each violin. Therefore,
a direct comparison of the power levels and harmonic distribution
of one violin across different strings should not be made. However,
it is interesting to note that the relative levels between the three
instruments do not stay the same in all frequency bands across
different string excitations. For example, in the 630 Hz one-third
octave band for the G string excitation (Fig. 2), SUS295 has the
largest response, followed by the Scherl and Roth violin, and then
the mezzo violin. These relative levels are not the same, however,
for the same band with the D string excited (Fig. 3), where the
Scherl and Roth violin radiates the most power, followed by SUS295
and the mezzo violin. Also, the 630 Hz one-third octave bands for
the A string and E string excitations show different relative sound
levels between the three instruments. Apparently, changing the
bowed string excitation modifies each violin's sound power

magnitude and harmonic distribution differently, even when the
same bowing parameters are maintained between the instruments.
These differences may arise from variations in string impedances
which were not recorded, in efficiency of energy transfer through
the bridge, and in violin material and construction.

SUMMARY
The mezzo violin has been shown to produce noticeably more
sound power than standard violins at low frequencies when the
lowest string (G) was bowed, but the increase in radiated power
was not evident when the other strings were bowed. Instead, the
total radiated sound power between the three instruments was
comparable when one of the other three strings was bowed. Why
the sound power radiated at low frequencies by the mezzo violin
when strings other than the G string were bowed is not apparent,
but it may be because the string vibrations couple differendy for
each string through the bridge to the violin body. From informal
trials, this property was subjectively noted by violinists who
commented that both the mezzo violin and SUS295 had rich and
powerful low tones, particularly on the G string, but their levels
seemed to decrease in the middle ranges (Hutchins 1995).

This study has further shown differences in how violins redistribute
energy as different strings are bowed, even with similar bowing
parameters on the same string. This may be attributed to differences
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Figure 6: Admittance measurements were made on the (a) mezzo
violin SUS 100 and (b) Scherl and Roth violin, with an accelerometer
at the foot of the bass side of the bridge, due to tangentialMLS
(Maximum Length Sequence) excitation on the upper bass side of
the bridge. Frequencies ofpeaks are labeled. Absolute levels should
not be compared.

(a) Mezzo-violin

SUSIOO

400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
Frequency [Hz]

(b)

Scherl

and Roth violin

400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
Frequency[Hz]

in violin construction as well as in how energyis transferred through
the bridge with each bowed string excitation. It is clear that each
instrument has a unique response which inevitably leads to violinists
Dreferring certain violins over others.
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HISTORIC VARNISH ANALYSIS
Alex

yon

Bohlen, of ISAS Institute of Spectrochemistry and Applied
Spectroscopy (Dortmund, Germany), has analyzed samples of
historical varnishes using total reflection X-ray fluorescence. More
than 15elements were detected and several elements couldbe related
to additives or siccatives used to influence the properties of the
varnish. Yon Bohlen studied more than 30 varnishes, ranging from
old masters (including Andrea Amati and Andrea Guarneri) to
moderninstruments. Higher amounts ofFe, As, and Pb were found
in old varnish, whereas Mn, Co, Cv, Zn, and Pb were used in more
recent varnish.

http://www.is as -dortmund.de/2002/ e/staff/vb/
violin_varnish3.html

THICKNESS GRADUATION MAPPING
CAS Trustees Jeff Loen and Tom King recently spent two weeks
measuring thickness graduations and other data on 25 violins, 8
violas, and one cello at the National Music Museum, in Vermillion,
So. Dak. Their objective is to provide new data and illustrations
that help to answer questions about instrument design, dimensions,
acoustical characteristics, and the working methods of early makers.
Some of their findings are as follows:

Weight—Seven full-size classic (pre-1750) Italian violins average
367 g (range 316-402 g; ready to play, no chinrest).
Wood Character—Maple ranges from obliquely cut lightly
figured maple to highly flamed, quartered maple. Plain maple
(or flamed slab-cut maple) was commonly used for scrolls.
Almost all of the spruce tops are made from twopieces, although
the majority (64%) of the classic Italian tops are not
bookmatched.

Plate thickness—Thicknesses of top and back plates are
asymmetrical and highly variable. Minimum thickness values
as low as 1.0 mm were measured. Back plates follow a
concentric pattern, with the center of thickness located at about
the 50% point. "Pin holes" found in backs of early Cremonese
instruments conform to the center of thickness ofthe concentric
back pattern.

Arching—Archings of top and back plates vary in character
from smooth, well designed curves to lumpy, mildly deformed
shapes. Testing of arching characteristics using cardboard
templates confirm that many areas of arching on classic
Cremonese instruments are curtate cycloid curves, whereas
few portions of Brescian and German/Austrian archings
resemble this family of curves.

The research results should be available inbook form sometime
in2003.

http://members.aol.com/viograds
http://www.usd.edu/smm/

DENDROCHRONOLOGY GIVES CLUES OF WORKING
METHODS
John Topham has produced a wealth of information from his
dendrochronology studies that should be of interest to makers and
acoustical scientists. These include:

1. Age of wood—Classic Italian makers apparendy did not think
it was important to allow a long seasoning period. The interval
between the youngest ring and the date of manufacture of 79
Stradivari instruments varied from 3 to 60 years (average about
20 years), and del Gesu also used wood as young as 3 years.

2. Mismatched tops—Important classical makers commonly used
unmatched 2-piece spruce top wood, some of which may not
have come from the same trees.Del Gesu appears to mis-match
his fronts more than most makers. Stradivari tended to use
wood from the same tree, although pieces may not have been
adjacent. There may be an argument thatwider grain wood on
one side, perhaps for the bass, benefits the tone, although
Topham has no evidence for this, and there is no consistency in
which side has the wider grain.

3. Wood source area—Topham's results, based on cross-match-
ing of chronologies, supports the idea that makers obtained
their wood from spruce forests of the Val di Fiemmes in the
Trentino regions of the Alps in northeastern Italy.

http://www.btinternet.com/~j.topham/dendro.htm
CT SCANS OF BOWED INSTRUMENTS
Dr. Steven Sirr and John Waddle are continuing their CT scan
project, as earlierreported in the CAS Journal (Nov. 1996). They
have scanned more than 150 bowed string instruments, including
many Italian old masters. Besides the normal structural variations,
they have been able to see defects, deformation, and evidence of
various types of trauma and repairs. They liken these features to
the evidence of pathological conditions and repairs that CT scans
show in humans.

Most recendy, they helped to arrange CT scans of more than 50 fine
instruments at the National Music Museum, in Vermillion,So. Dak.
After interpretation the results will be available for research at the
Museum and on CD-ROM.
http://www.mnmed.org/Protected/99MNMED/9909/Sirr.html

NUMERIC MODELLING OF OCTET
Alessandro Giusto, a Ph.D. student in Bologna, Italy, is working
with Prof. Lamberto Tronchin on a dissertation dealing with the
violin octet. They intend to perform numerical modelling of the
eight instruments using FEMLAB (software by MathWorks). They
are collaborating with master luthier Pio Montanari who has already
made the "sopranino."
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Dec. 2-6, 2002
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Mexico
April 7-9, 2003
Melbourne, Australia

http://asa.aip.org/cancun.html http://www.wespacB.com

♦ 3rd IBEROAMERICAN CONGRESS OF ACOUSTICS ♦ 145TH MEETING OF THE ACOUSTICAL SOCIETY OF
AMERICAhttp://www.fia.ufsc.br
April 28-May 2, 2003
Nashville, TN, USA
http://asa.aip.org♦ 9th MEXICAN CONGRESS ON ACOUSTICS

http://gama.fime.uanl.mx/acoustica/ima.html

4TH WSEAS INT. CONF. ON ACOUSTICS, MUSIC,
SPEECH AND LANGUAGE PROCESSING (FORMER
ACOUSTICS AND MUSIC: THEORY AND

♦

♦ THE WORLD SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING
ACADEMY AND SOCIETY
2002 WSEAS INT. CONF. ON ELECTRONICS, CONTROL
AND SIGNAL PROCESSING (ECS 2002)

APPLICATIONS) (ICAMSL 2003)
December 19-21, 2003
Udine, Italy,Dec. 9-12, 2002

Singapore http://www.wseas.org
http://www.wseas.org

1CA2004♦
18th INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON ACOUSTICS♦ 3RD WSEAS INT. CONF. ON ACOUSTICS, MUSIC,

SPEECH AND LANGUAGE PROCESSING 2004 April 4-9
Kyoto, JapanDec. 19-21,2002

Tenerife http://www.ica2oo4.or.jp
http://www.wseas.org

STOCKHOLM MUSIC ACOUSTICS CONFERENCE 2003
(SMAC 03)

♦
♦ 4TH WSEAS INT. CONF. ON MATHEMATICAL

METHODS AND COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUES IN
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING (MMACTEE 2002),

August 6 - 9, 2003
Music Acoustics Group at the Dept. of Speech, Music

and HearingDec. 29-31, 2002
Athens, Greece Royal Institute of Technology (KTH)

Stockholm, Swedenhttp://www.wseas.org
www.speech.kth.se/SMACO3
Note: Includes violin workshop with Jim Woodhouse, Joseph

Curtin,

Martin Schleske, and others, on August 10, 2003
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Corrections for diagrams in 'Some Aspects of Wood Structure and Figure 2. Free plate mode patterns for violin No. 22, was omitted:
Function' by Ephraim Segerman, May 2001 CAS Journal (vol. 4, no.
3, Series II),p. 5-9

Several errors occurred in the transmission of the figures in this
paper. In Figure 1, the third example, with stress relieved by creep,
the left and right ends should be parallel (as in the first unbent
example), like how a pack of cards looks when bent. The point of
this figure is that with stress relief along the grain direction, the
fibers return to their original lengths without compression or
extension. In Figure 3, the point in these models is that creep in
extension involves extension of cell dimensions in response to the
extending force, which results in migration of cell corners. The
arrows in A and

C,

indicating 'original cell corners' should not be
pointing (as they do) at the final cell corners, but to points away
from these. Figure 3, B and D correctly show how creep in
compression can involve shear between adjacent cell walls as a
result of curvature due to cell-shape distortion. In Figure 4 B,
showing soundboard curvature changes as a result of the string
forces, the "-" symbol indicates a region with reduced or flatter
curvature, and the vertical stroke indicates a region with increased
or rounder curvature.

Correction for 'Violin Mode Relationship in Free Plates, After
Attachment to the Ribs and in the Finished Instrument' by Robert
A. Wilkins, November2001 CAS Journal, (vol. 4, no. 4 (Series II), p.

From the beginningof the thirdparagraph on page 32, "Conclusions"
should read as follows:

"Third, it can be seen that there were some divergencies in the free
plate octave relationships which might be an alternate focus to
simply looking at the absolute values of mode #2. By doubling the
frequency value for mode #2 in top and back to get the octave it is
then possible to examine the extent to which mode #5 deviates
above or below the octave in the free plate top and back for each
violin. These deviations give us reference points around which lie
many experimental tuning opportunities the aim of which would
be to change the relationships between the most prominent modes
in the finished instrument.

It was observed above that free plate modes #2 and #5 appeared to
move inversely in relation to each other in the change from free
plates to plates fixed to the ribs. It was also observed in Table 3 that
the relative position of b (Bl mode) in the frequency range moved
closer to 'a' and further from 'c' for violins 11 and 12 than for
violins 21 and 22. By manipulating the absolute frequency values of
bimodally matched free plates and or adjusting the octave
relationships in the free plates we may be able to alter the
relationships between the prominent modes shown in Table 3 at a,

b, and c. This presents exciting possibilities for the control of violin
sound by the scientifically minded maker."

Correction for 'Simple models as a basis for guitar design', by
Bernard E. Richardson, May 2002 CASJ (vol. 4, no. 5, Series II).
Equation 2 (p. 32) should read as follows:

V=\ ¥{x,y)c\A
Jarea
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EDITORIAL PROCEDURES FOR PUBLICATIONS
The CAS Journal is a peer-reviewed publication. This means that
the Editor will seek the opinion of people knowledgeable about the
topic and qualified to review the paper.

Ifa paper is not deemedsuitable for publication in the CAS Journal,
the Editor will so advise the author and explain the reasons. If the
paper is acceptable in principle but changes are needed, the Editor
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sends the paper back to the author with suggestions for modification.
Once the paper has attained final form, it enters the queue for space
in one of the next issues of the CAS Journal.
COPYRIGHT
Submitting a paper for editorial consideration is a representation
that the paper has not been copyrighted or published elsewhere,
and is not under consideration for publication elsewhere.

GUIDELINES FOR SUBMITTING PAPERS
We invitesubmission of technicalpapers, short notes, bookreviews,
obituaries, letters, and comments. Articles should not exceed 6000
words, equivalent to approximately 6 Journal pages, including
graphics. Book reviews and notes should be limited to 1000 words.
Please consult a recent copy of the Journal for guidelines as to style.

Initial submissions can be in the form of hard copy, fax, 3V2-inch
floppy disk, CD-ROM, or email attachment. Please note that final
copy must be provided as a TEXT file (.txt, textonly) rather than as
a native file from a word processing program. However, hard copy
should be provided that reflects all special characters and desired
formatting, superscripts, etc. so that our printer can accurately
reproduce those features. Clean black and white photographs and

line drawings are acceptable; low-resolution graphic images copied
from web pages and low-quality photocopies of illustrations are
unacceptable. Graphic images should be formatted to near standard
column widths (3.5 or 7.0 inches) and saved or scanned at high
(300 dpi) resolution, preferably in .tiff format. Please include
graphics files on disk separately from text; do not imbed images in
word-processing documents such as Word or Word Perfect.

Please send 3 paper copies of submitted articles to CAS Office, 55
Park Street, Montclair, N.J. 07042 U.S.A., fax (973) 744-0375,
e-mail catgutas@msn.com. The Journal Editor can be contacted at

CASJEditor@aol.com.
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